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Abstract 
This thesis IS d1v1ded m to three chapters The first chapter IS a review of the literature methods 
ut1hsed to date m the synthesiS of non-racemic ch1ral sulfox1des, mcludmg resolutiOn, 
stereospecific nucleophihc substitutiOn at sulfur, asymmetnc ox1dat10n and enzymatic methods 
Also, this first chapter mtroduces bnefly the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn 
reactiOn, It covers the nature of different factors which can mfluence on the enantwmcnc excess 
The second section deals with our approaches to the synthesis of potentially chelatmg sulfoxides 
of high enantwmenc purity and their subsequent application, mamly m the process of palladiUm-
catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOns as ch1ral hgands, but also their applicatiOn as 
ch1ral aux1hanes m the synthesis of ch1ra et-hydroxy or u-ammo ketones This second chapter 
also deals With the design of a new class of chual ammo-sulfides as hgand m the palladmm-
catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc substitutiOn reactiOn 
The most successful hgand synthesised enantwmencally pure N-(l,l-Dimethylethyl)-N-(IS,2S)-
2-[(l, 1-dimethylethyl)thw]-1-methyl-2-phenylethyl-N-methylamme was apphed successfully to 
the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn, furn1shmg the product m up to 
89%ee 
The third part of this thesis deals with the expenmental procedures undertaken m this work 
. ·~ 
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Chapter 1 
Sulfur in Asymmetric 
Synthesis: 
1-A Routes to Non-racemtc chtral sulfoxtdes· 
1-A-1 IntroductiOn 
Over the last two decades, organosulfur compounds have been mcreasmgly stud1ed m orgamc 
synthes1s In part1cular, sulfox1des have been w1dely used m orgamc processes 1 because of the1r 
ab1hty to act as electroph1les as well as nucleoph1les Furthermore, they have been employed as 
ch1ral aux1hanes m asymmetnc transformatwns, espec1ally m C-C bond formation reachon 2 
Because of these attrachve chem1cal propert1es, many routes have been estabhshed for the 
synthes1s of both racem1c and non-racem1c ch1ral sulfox1des 3 
The 1mportance of sulfox1des m asymmetnc synthes1s 1s explamed by the presence of 3 different 
groups at the sulfur w1th vanable stenc and/or electromc effects· a lone pa1r of electrons, the 
oxygen atom, and two aryl or alkyl grot.ps The geometry of the sulfur 1s close to that of a 
tetrahedral carbon atom Pyram1dal mverswn at the sulfur centre 1s not observed at temperatures 
under !50 "C. (Scheme I )4 
Scheme I 
Some excephons are encountered such as allyhc sulfox1des, wh1ch racem1se through a [2,3]-
Slgmatroplc shlfl at room temperature (Scheme 2)5 Other racem1sal!on cond1hons have also been 
observed, mcludmg exposure of sulfox1des to HCI m orgamc solvent, exposure to hght (wh1ch 1s 
not a problem under the normallaboratory':ondll!ons), and exposure to organohthmms, although 
even strong bases do not usually racem1se sulfox1des 6 
2 
Scheme 2 
Only recently, sulfox1des have roles for asymmetnc syntheses other than the formatwn of 
covalent bonds They appeared, m l 993, when ch1ral non-racem1c sulfox1des were used as 
hgands m a catalyllc-metal trans1t1on process, namely, the palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
nucleoph1hc subst1tut10n reactwn In the first two examples, the ch1ral asymmetnc sulfox1de 
mmety was mtroduced by the Andersen procedure, the th1rd example was synthcs1zcd by 
asymmetnc ox1dat1on (F1g 1)7 
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These successful apphcatwns of ch1ral non-racem1c sulfox1des have dnven research mto effic1ent 
and relevant routes to enanllomencally pure or ennched sulfox1des, such as the Andersen process 
(cf 1-A-3) 7 There are very few apphcatwns of ch1ral sulfox1des m asymmetnc synthes1s where 
the sulfox1des have been synthes1sed by asymmetnc sulfox1dat10n 8 
Th1s mtroductwn reports the vanous processes for access to enanllomencally pure or ennched 
sulfox1des Only the more useful, relevant and effic1ent processes are d1scussed and reported m 
the followmg order resolut10n of racem1c sulfox1des, stereoselecllve nucleoph1hc subslltullon at 
the sulfur atom, asymmetnc ox1dat10n at sulfur and, finally, cnzymallc processes and related 
methods used m the preparallon of ch1ral sulfox1des 
3 
1-A-2 Resolutmn ofsulfoxides 
Harnson9 descnbed one of the first processes used for the resolutmn of chiral sulfoxide m 1926 
These resolutmns were achieved with sulfoxides contammg an acid or a basic mOiety by 
formatiOn of diastere01somenc salts With a chiral non-racemic base or aCid, such as (-)-brucme 
(4) and (+)-camphorsulfomc acid (5) (Fig 2) 
N ~ M eO M eO 
4 5 
Fig 2 
Fifteen years ago, Janczewsla reported the resolutmn of sulfinylacetic acids by usmg a similar 
process ID 
The demand for st01chwmetnc amounts o- chiral reagents does not make this process attractive 
as a route to non-racemic sulfoxides P~~r enantwmenc excesses can be observed m some 
cases II Furthermore, this process cannot be applied to the resolution of sulfoxides contammg 
non-basic or acid groups Because of these problems, more elegant and mventive methods have 
been established 
An mterestmg process was reported, m 1979, by Pirklei2 who used a chiral statiOnary phase for 
the chromatographic separatiOn of enantmmenc sulfoxides This statwnary phase was denved by 
attachment of(R)-2,2,2-tnfluoro-1-(9-anthryl)ethanol to Silica gel (Fig 3), and the separatiOn was 
run as a chiral HPLC Efficient results were attnbuted to the presence of a hydroxyl group, the 
tnfluoro group and a 7t-7t donor-acceptor mteractwn Recently, Pirkle reported a chiral statmnary 
phase, 13 for the separatmn of sulfoxides by hydrogen bondmg between an N-H of the statiOnary 
phase and the oxygen atom of the sulfoxide 
4 
\ 
0-Sr~ I s 
0 
In a similar process, 14 P-cyclodextnn was used to separate phenyl or benzyl sulfox1des The 
ch1ral non-polar cavity of the cyclodextnn allows the msertwn of one enantiomer of the sulfox1de 
(Scheme 3), while the sulfox1de mmety Ir.teracts with the external hydroxyl groups, leadmg to 
d1asteremsomenc mcluswns The results obtamed are generally low, 9 I % for the resolutiOn of 
ethyl phenyl sulfox1de, but 68 2 % m the case of sulfinate esters such as Isopropyl methyl 
sulfinate 
H 
I 0" 
Scheme 3 
In 1994, Kagan IS observed an enantiomenc amplification for the flash column chromatography 
of (R)-methyl p-tolyl sulfox1de of 86 % ee The first fractiOn collected gives the product with 99 
% ee whereas the last fraction )'lelds the product with only 63 % ee. It has been suggested that a 
sulfoxide-sulfoxide mteractwn occurs and the column chromatography consists of the separation 
of"dtastereotsomers" 
All these processes depend on the existence of physical mteractwns However, Carey et a! 
descnbed an mterestmg synthesis of optically pure 1,3-dithiane-1-oxide usmg camphor as a 
5 
chtral auxtharyt6 (Scheme 4) The ratio c: thermodynamtc and kmetic mtermedtates could be 
' 
controlled by vanat10n of the temperature whtch lead to optically pure (5)-(-)-1,3-dtthtane-1-
oxtde and (R)-( +)-I ,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde m 3 5 % and 22 % ytelds respectively 
/"-.., 1) n-BuL1, THF, -70°C 
7 
1 01 
s..........,..s,O 11) (+)-Camphor 
8 
and 
Major D1astereorsomer 
8 0 
I 
J 
Chromatography 
Recrystall1satton 
j KOH, t-BuOH 
0 s----;r s____, 
t-s-..J ~ t-s-..J 
cf0 
8 
( S)-(-)-1 ,3-dl!hlane-1-oxlde 
8 
Scheme 4 
HO 8 0 ~S::::J 
9 + (7 and 8) 
Major 0Jastereorsomer 
j KOH, t-BuOH 
(R)-( + )-1 ,3-dilhlane-1-oxlde 
6 
1-A-3 Nucleoph1hc substitution at sulfur 
In 1962, Anderseni7 reported the use of o•Jtically pure (-)-(S)-menthol m the synthesis of ch1ral 
non-racemic p-tolyl alkyl sulfox1des The (-)-(S)-menthyl p-toluenesulfinate was Isolated by 
recrystalhsatwn of one dJasteremsomer under mterconverswn conditions It IS known that the use 
of HCl racem1ses sulfox1des m orgamc solvents With the advantage of havmg one 
d1asteremsomer less soluble, It proved possible to prepare (-)-(S)-menthyl p-toluenesulfinate m 
almost quantitative yield (Scheme 5) 
0 
O Cl 
• le H2o I 
• "" s ~~=="' • 
P-tol"' 'oMenthyl - • '';;,S-OMenthyl 
(-)-( S)-lsomer 
(sol1d) 
HCI p-tol I 
Cl 
crystall1sr'10n HCI/Acetone 
Scheme 5 
HCI 
0 0 
I'+' p-toll • "8:::?' 
•." OMenthyl 
(+)-(R)-Isomer 
(liQUid) 
The (-)-(S)-menthyl p-toluenesulfinate IS then subJected to treatment with Gngnard reagent to 
give sulfox1de with complete mverswn at the sulfur atom This process IS largely used for large 
scale preparatiOn of optically pure sulfox1des but It IS hm1ted to p-tolyl sulfox1des and the range 
of available Gngnard reagents (Scheme 6, table I) 
0 0 
• I "" 
• 11" S V ~ ' p-Tolyl O-Menth 
Nu M 
Scheme 6 
0 0 
• le 
• Jlll s 
Nu~ 'p-Tolyl 
7 
Table l 
NuM I Solvent Yield(%) ee (%) 
Me2CuLI I EhO 55 85 1 
MeMgBr I Et20 61 85 0 
MeMgBriPhH 82 89.5 
EtMgBr I Et20 62 91 5 
EtMgBrl PhH 92 97 5 
PhMgBriPhH 88 ([a]= 20 0) 
Ph2CuLI I Et20 52 ([a]= 20 0) 
Alcudm18 reported a similar process to the Andersen procedure m 1992 usmg (1,2 5,6-di-0-
Isopropyhdene-a-D-glucofuranose) diacetone-D-glucose (DAG), which leads to both 
enantlomers of the sulfoxide The employment of the appropnate base-solvent system m the 
formatwn of the mtermediate sulfenate from sulfinyl chlondes and DAG allows access to both 
diastere01somers (Scheme 7) 
>(~ 0 0 
o11Q 
HO .,,0)( 
RS(O)CI, pyndme 
THF, -78°C 
RS(O)CI, >Pr2NEt 
Toluene, -78°C 
Scheme 7 
Subsequent treatment with Gngnard reagents leads to optlcally pure sulfoxides The range of 
accessible sulfinyl chlondes and Gngnard reagents only hmits this process (Scheme 8, table 2) 
8 
1 2-1 3 eq RMgX 
+ 
Toluene, 0°C 
Scheme 8 
Table 2 
R Yield(%) ee (%) 
p-Tol 84 100 
Ph 78 100 
Bn 83 100 
n-Pr 66 lOO 
t-Bu 62 100 
Naso19 has used optically pure ch1ral vmyl sulfox1des m displacement of a halovmyl group by 
subsequent brommatwn and Gngnard addition, leadmg to sulfox1des with h1gh optical punty. 
This process IS dependent on the accessibility of the Gngnard reagent used and the availability of 
the ch1ral vmyl sulfox1des (Scheme 9, table 3) 
11) DBU, CCI4 
Me 
Scheme 9 
e Q 
~~y 
~ Br 
9 
------------------------------------------------------------
R 
Ph 
n-Bu 
n-Pr 
1-Pr 
Et 
Table 3 
Yteld (%) ee (%) 
77 100 
81 99 
78 100 
86 100 
73 98 
Whiteseii20 has reported the use of thw:~yl chlonde as sulfur source m the formatiOn of a 
chlorosulfinate ester, whtch can undergo 1 eacl!on wtth alkylzmcs to form alkylsulfinate esters. 
(Scheme 10) 
t:=:::::z='Pt?H 
S02CI2 j 
oe 
le 
t:=:::::z='Pt?- \~Cl + 
o0 
le 
2 
r----r-:-o-s .,,, • 
t------t.- Pli ~ 0 Cl 
o0 
le ~t?-8\'Me 
•• 
98 
Scheme 10 
Kagan2I has extended the use of sulfites whtch were developed by Mtko!Jczyk22 who used a 
chtral amme m the asymmetnc synthesis of t-butyl-alkanesulfinates m good ytelds and 
encouragmg enanl!omenc excesses Instead of chtral ammes, Kagan has used chual I ,2-dto!s for 
the preparatiOn of optically pure cychc sulfites which were subsequently treated With 
10 
organometallic reagents to afford 1,2-hydroxy sulfinates mtermediates 10 and/or 11. (scheme 11, 
table 4) 
M\ lh 
r-\ Ph 
HO OH 
RM 
MeLI 
MeMgBr 
EtMgBr 
n-OctMgBr 
1-BuMgBr 
1-BuMgCl 
BnMgCl 
VmylMgCl 
MesMgBr 
PhMgBr 
Me Ph 
1-=-f-Ph RM 
o,e,...o ----
9 
0 
0 
Scheme 11 
Table 4 
Product ratio 
10 11 
75 25 
80 20 
92 8 
95 5 
5 95 
10 90 
70 30 
95 5 
12 88 
50 50 
Me Ph 
R \ __ L--Ph 
,(±) 1\ 
s-o OH 
~ 
00 10 
and/or 
M eH-Ph 
Ph R 
I 
HO o-s 11 0> 
<-oe 
Yield'(%) 
55 
70 
80 
60 
60 
70 
50 
50 
70 
b 
a) Isolated y1eld of maJor 1somer, b) SeparatiOn faded 
The regwselectivity of attack has been attnbuted to stenc mteractwns between the bulky O-CPh2 
fragment and the mcommg nucleophile m a trigonal bipyramidal transitiOn state With a small 
nucleophile, the bulky O-CPh2 fragment can he m a preferred equatonal position With 
11 
concom1tant attack at sulfur from an ap1cal pos1t1on In the case of large nucleoph1le, stenc 
mteractwns between the mcommg group and the two phenyl groups means adophon of an ap1cal 
pos1t10n for O-CPh2 becomes favoured (Sc':!eme 12) 
Rsmall 
Ph Ph 
8o~l~" 1Me 
'·s-o 
........ 0) 
Rtarge 
Scheme 12 
Me Ph 
)--fPh 
HO p 
eOII·S 0 \ 
R 
Me Ph 
>-+Ph 
o, OH 
0S·•IOG I -
R 
Subsequent treatment of the enanhomencally pure sulfinate esters w1th organometalhc reagents 
leads to a w1de range of sulfox1des w1th 1mpress1ve enantwselec!lv1t1es and coupled w1th a 
quanhtahve recovery of the ch1ral aux1hary make th1s an attrachve route to access ophcally pure 
sulfox1des (Scheme 13, table 5) 
MeJh 
/\Ph 
o,0/o 
~ 
60 
R2M 
Scheme 13 
+ 
Me Ph 
>--+Ph 
HO OH 
12 
Table 5 
R1 Rz Config. Ee(%) 
1-Bu Me R 100 
1-Bu Ph s 100 
1-Bu n-Bt• R 100 
1-Bu V my' R 100 
Mes1tyl Me R 100 
Mes1tyl Ph R 100 
Me n-Oct R 100 
n-Oct Me s 100 
Et Bn R 100 
Bn Et s 100 
S1m11ar processes were reported by Wudl and Lee23 usmg (-)-ephednne m the formatiOn of the 
sulfinam1de mtermed1ates, but partial racem1sat10n was observed under these reactiOn cond1hons 
and several equivalents of the second Gngrard reagent are required (Scheme 14) 
\ SOCI2 HO NH 
Pr---<Me 
Et3N 
ge e 0 
' ,....s, 
0 (i) N-Me /s, 0 (i) N-Me 
Ph)----{ Me Ph)----{ Me 
72 
RL1 or RMgBr 
Scheme 14 
28 
e q_ 
'-', 0 
·s-R 
I 
HO NMe Y1eld = 7-90% 
\__j ee = 40-100% P/ \Me 
13 
Later, Snyder24 1mproved th1s process by mtroducmg tnmethylalummmm, wh1ch reduces to one 
eqmvalent the reqmred quantlty of the second Gngnard reagent, and suppresses the racem1sat10n 
process (Scheme 15, table 6) 
R'MgX 
Scheme 15 
Table 6 
R R'MgX Y1eld (%) ee (%) 
Me PhMgBr 71 >99 
Me n-BuMgCl 76 >99 
Me 1-BuMgCI 63 >99 
Vmyl PhMg'3r 75 >99 
Allyl PhMg.3r 62 >99 
1-Pr PhMgBr 82 >99 
Evans and co-workers25 have reported the use of oxazohdmones 12 and 13 denved from (-)-
ephednne and phenylalanme as ch1ral aux1hanes for a w1de range of process These 
oxazohdmones were synthes1zed both by reactlon of a sulfinyl chlonde, leadmg to a 4 I m1xture 
of separable d1asteremsomers, or by ox1datwn of the sulfenam1de w1th m-CPBA, leadmg to a I 2 
m1xture of d1asteremsomers (F1g 4) 
14 
Bn:-
12 13 
Subsequent treatment with Gngnard reagents proceeds m excellent )'leld and with very high 
selecl!viiies (Scheme 16, table 7) 
RMgX, -78°C, THF 
,· 
sn 
Scheme 16 
Table 7 
R Yield(%) ee(%) 
Me 90 99 
Et 90 98 
1-Pr 91 97 
1-Bu 88 97 
Bn 86 99 
In contrast to the Andersen procedure, the diasteremsomenc N-alkylsulfinyl precursors to d~alkyl 
sulfoxides are readily separable, and therefore provide an excellent high yieldmg and highly 
selective route to d~alkyl sulfoxides (scheme 17, table 8) 
15 
srf 
Scheme 17 
Table 8 
R R' Yield(%) ee (%) 
Me Ph 87 90 
Me t-Bu 78 93 
Me Bn 82 91 
Me Octyl 78 100 
t-Bu Me 92 100 
t-Bu n-Bu 91 100 
Recently, camphor sultam (14) has been reported m the formation of a sulfinylsulfonamides (15) 
by Oppolzer26 Separation of the maJor d~astere01somer by recrystalhsatwn and treatment with 
Gngnard reagents furrushed a vanety of chiral sulfoxides m high Yields and selectlVI!Ies 
(Scheme 18, table 9) 
p-toiS(O)CI RM 
14 15 
Scheme 18 
+ 
oG 
'0 
_...s, 
R p-tol 
16 
Table 9 
RM Yield(%) ee (%) Sultam Yield(%) 
MeMgBr 93 99 91 
1-PrMgC1 92 99 91 
n-BuMgCI 97 97 94 
BnMgCI 91 >99 93 
Vmy!MgCl 95 96 95 
AllylMgCI 96 >99 98 
17 
1-A-4 Asymrnetnc oxidatiOn of sulfides 
In 1984, Kagan27 and Modena28 reported mdependently modifications of the Sharpless 
asymrnetnc epoxidatiOn reactiOn conditions effective for the oxidatiOn of sulfidcs FirSt, 
sulfoxidatwn occurred m good yields but the sulfox1des appeared to be obtamed m a racemic 
form Further studies by Kagan showed a r:eed for one eqmvalent of water to reach h1gh levels of 
asymrnetnc mductwn This feature was discovered accidentally when employmg wet titamum 
tetraisopropyloxide' 29 Kagan proposed a possible transitiOn state (TSl) related to that of the 
asymrnetnc Sharpless epoxidatwn, which IS a b1metalhc transitiOn state (TS2) (fig 5), but the 
roam difference between these two transition states IS that there IS a covalent bond between the 
allyhc alcohol substrate and the !Itamum metal m the Sharp less asymmetric epoxidatiOn of allyhc 
alcohols 
TS1 Mod1fied Sharpless Asymmetnc 
Ox1dat1on of Sui fides 
TS2 Sharpless Asymmetnc Epox1dat1on 
of Allyl1c Alcohols 
High similanties were found between the Sharpless asymrnetnc epox1dation process and 1ts 
mod1fied versiOn Best enantioselectiv1ties were obtamed with the use of cumene 
hydroperox!de30 mstead of !-butyl hydroperox1de, but also the presence of molecular Sieves has a 
great mfluence by a possible regulation of the amount of water m the reactiOn Kagan31 descnbed 
m 1996 an adapted catalytic system usmg 1~opropanol m place of water (Scheme 19, table 10) 
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R, 
Phenyl 
p-Tolyl 
p-Amsyi 
o-Amsyi 
[ 
T1(0~Pr)4 , 1 eq 
(+)-(R,R)-DET, 4 eq 
~PrOH, 4 eq ]10mol% 
CHP, 1 eq, 4A 
MS, DCM, -20°C 
Scheme 19 
Table 10 
Rz Yreld (%) 
Me 81 
Me 77 
Me 73 
Me 72 
p-NrtroPhenyl Me 51 
Phenyl V my! 58 
p-Tolyl Et 68 
p-Tolyl n-Bu 70 
o-Amsyl Ph 64 
Benzyl We 72 
n-Octyi M~ 69 
ee (%) 
91 2 (R) 
95 6 (R) 
92 I (R) 
89 3 (R) 
75 0 (R) 
55 4 (R) 
78 I (R) 
25 0 (R) 
6 2 (R) 
90 3 (R) 
70 7 (R) 
Thrs process has been wrdely employed m the synthesrs of chrral sulfoxrdes by Naso32 who 
stud1ed the nature of the leavmg group m nucleophrhc substitution reactions on chrral sulfoxrdes 
mduced by Gngnard reagents (Scheme 20, table 11) 
ox' R'MgX 
ox' TBHP or CHP, Tl(O~Pr)4/(R)Bmoi/H20 
Scheme 20 
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Table 11 
R R' Yield(%) ee (%) 
Me n-Octyl 54 >98 (R) 
Me n-Decyl 46 >98 (R) 
Me n-Octadecyl 49 >98 (R) 
Me Cyclohexyl 50 >96 (R) 
Me /-Butyl 15 >98 (R) 
Me (E)-2-S!Iryl 43 >98 (R) 
Et n-Octyl 40 91 (R) 
Et p-Tolyl 36 91 (R) 
Ph Me 60 94 (S) 
Ph p-Tolyl 42 94 (R) 
Naso32 has shown as well that aryl groups can be good leavmg group and be displaced by 
Gngnard reagents (Scheme 21, table 12) 
oi RMgX 
Scheme 21 
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Table 12 
X Yield of Ee R Yield(%) ee (%) 
sulfoxidatwn (%) (%) 
2-0Me 86 88 (R) n-Decyl 40 86 (S) 
3-0Me 70 93 (R) " 56 91 (S) 
4-0Me 72 92 (R) " 24 92 (S) 
2-Cl 94 80 (R) n-Octyl 65 81 (S) 
4-Cl 76 91 (R) n-Decyl 73 89 (S) 
2-Br 77 83 (R) n-Octyl 68 85 (S) 
3-Br 67 97 (R) n-Decyl 81 96 (S) 
4-Br 88 98 (R) n-Octyl 84 >98 (S) 
" " " n-Tndecyl 74 " 
" " " n-Tetradecyl 90 " 
" " " n-Hexadecyl 77 " 
" " " Cyclohexyl 72 " 
Page et aJ33 have employed Sharpless modification sulfoxidatwn procedures for the synthesis of 
chiral 2-substituted-1 ,3-dithJane-1-oxide (Scheme 22, table 13) He has shown many applicatiOns 
of the 1,3-dith~ane-1-oxide species as a chiral auxiliary m asymmetnc synthesis, for example, m 
the preparation of chiral a-hydroxy ketones 
1)BuL1, R'CHO Kagan oxidation 
11)Swern oxtdatton 
NBS 
3% H20/Acetone 
Scheme 22 
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Table 13 
R R' Y1eld ofl6 (%) ee (%) 
Ph ~~re anti 65 99 
syn 6 99 
Ph Et ani! 42 97 
syn 15 57 
Me Me anti 47 78 
syn43 82 
Me Ph anti 58 86 
synO 
-
Et Me anti 61 81 
syn4 t 
Et Et anti 67 87 
syn6 t 
Et F· anti 60 90 
syn 6 t 
Et Bn anti 65 82 
syn 0 -
Et Bn-CH2 anti 61 81 
syn2 81 
:t ee not detennmed 
The modified Sharpless sulfoxJdatwn process developed by Kagan has also been studied by 
Scettn & Lattanz1 for the kmetlc resolutiOn of racemic sulfoxldes34 They mvestlgated the nature 
of different hydroperox1des based on cu'llyl and fury! structures (Scheme 23, table 14 and 
Scheme 24, table 15) 
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e 0 
'e 
_...s, 
CHP, T1(0~Pr)4 , 
-23 °C, DCM 
Me R 
(.!:_) 
R 
p-Tolyl 
Phenyl 
p-Cl-Ph 
Benzyl 
p-Tolyl 
0 
EtO~ 
R'~ 
OOH 
0 
EtO~ 
R'~ 
OH 
L-DET 
Scheme 23 
Table 14 
Y1eld (%) 
40 
39 
31 
31 
75 
8) 1 nr was emp1oyeu 
e 
0 
'e 
_...s, 
Me R 
(.:t.) 
Scheme 24 
0 
+ 
ll 
Me-S-R 
ll 
0 
ee (%) 
83 (R) 
87 (R) 
94 (R) 
9 (R) 
13 (R)' 
0 
ll 
Me-S-R 
ll 
0 
23 
Table 15 
R T("C) Yield'(%) ee (%) 
p-Tolyl -23 38 >95 (R) 
Phenyl " 38 91 (R) 
p-Cl-Ph " 40 95 (R) 
p-Tolyl -15 49b 73 (S) 
Phenyl 0 64' 40 (R) 
p-Tolyl 0 48 81 (R) 
p-Cl-Ph " 38 76 (R) 
Phenyl " 38 83 (R) 
•) .u expenments were camea out wttn turymyaropcroxlae K·=J-rr umess notlttea, b) u-ut.t was e mployed, 
c) In thts expenment furylhydroperox1de R'=CH3 has been used 
Another mcreasmgly Important method for asymmetnc sulfoxidatwn IS the employment of ch1ral 
1mmes or oxazmdmes In 1977, DavislS reported for the first synthesiS and uses of stable ch1ral 
camphor-denved sulfonyl oxazmdmes (Fig 6 17, 18, 19, 20), which proved to be efficient m the 
synthesis of su!fox1des, but enantwseleclivi!Jes were low 
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•• 
' Ar O~So~··Nv 
p--; 20 
Br 
Dav1sl6 prepared sulfonyl oxazmdmes (Scheme 25, 21 and 22) from ch1ral secondary amme by 
conversiOn to the 1mme and ox1da!Ion to the two separable d1asteremsomers of the oxazmdme by 
column chromatography m a m1xture of I I 
24 
21 
Scheme 25 
Me, H X ,...S02NH2 
Ph N 
22 
I 
Bn 
Both of these oxazmdmes w1th a vanety of aryl groups were used to oxidise several sulfides 
under a vanety of conditions to y1eld a large volume of data, a selectwn of wh1ch 1s reported 
here (Scheme 26, table 16) 
Oxaz~ndme 
Scheme 26 
25 
Oxazmdme 
(R,R)-22 
(R,R)-22 
(S,.S')-21 
(R,R)-22 
(S,S)-21 
(S,S)-21 
(S,S)-21 
Table 16 
Ar Te"Tip (0 C) Sulfoxide ee (%)I (Abs Conf) 
z-Pr-S-p-Tol 
a 25 21 0 (R) 
b 25 4 0 (R) 
c 25 37 6 (S) 
d 25 37 0 (R) 
d 25 30 0 (S) 
e -42 52 2 (S) 
e -78 60 3 (S) 
a 3-NO!-C6H4, b 2-Cl-C6H4, c 2-CI-5-N01-C6HJ, 
d = 3,5-NOl-C6HJ, e = C6Fs 
9-Anthryl-S-Me 
29 0 (R) 
15 9 (R) 
53 0 (S) 
69 9 (R) 
64 9 (S) 
77 4 (S) 
90 6 (S) 
It was only m 1988 that Davis37 reported a synthesis of cychc oxazmdmes denved from camphor 
sulfonrc acid These oxazmdmes have the advantage that upon oxidatron of the Imme only one 
Isomer of oxazmdme (23) IS formed, which simplifies their punficatron (Scheme 27) 
~0 1) PCI5 ~0 H• ~' m-CPBA n f§r 11) NH40H so3H S02NH2 so, 24 
2 0 
Scheme 27 
The selectivity of the oxazmdme (23) m cxidatron was also rationalised m terms of mmimismg 
stenc mteractions m a non-spiro transition state, although enantroselectiVIty was not high, except 
m the case of methyl 9-anthryl sulfide (Scheme 28, table 17) In additiOn, the reactivity of 23 was 
found to be about half that of21 and 22 This lowenng of activity was ascnbed to mcreased stenc 
bulk around the oxazmdme and the presence of electron donatmg groups which reduce the 
electrophihCity of the oxazmdme. 
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Oxazmd1ne 
Scheme 28 
Table 17 
Oxazmdme R R' 
(+)-23 p-Tolyl n-Bu 
(+)-23 p-Tolyl 1-Pr 
(-)-23 p-Tolyl n-Bu 
(-)-23 p-Tolyl 1-Pr 
(+)-23 9-Antrhyl Me 
(+)-23 9-Anthryl 1-Pr 
(-)-23 9-Anthryl Me 
(-)-23 9-Anthrvl 1-Pr 
0 0 
~e 
s R,...... 'R' 
ee (%)I (Abs Conf) 
2 9 (S) 
4 7 (S) 
3 5 (R) 
53 (R) 
72.7 (S) 
66 2 (S) 
77 5 (R) 
68 0 (R) 
Page38 recently published a new system for catalyllc asymmetnc oxidatiOn usmg a modified 
Payne oxidatiOn, which mvolves m-sztu a highly reactive oxidant This catalytic process 
employed camphorsulfonyhmmes similar to those used by Davis The absolute configurations of 
the sulfoxide product were opposite when Imme (24) and oxazmdme (23) were employed 
(Scheme 29, table 18) 
DIU, 4 eq 
H202, 4 eq 
Scheme 29 
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Table 18 
RI R2 Yield(%) ee (%) Abs Conf 
t-Bu Me 83 42 R 
Bn Me 100 35 R 
p-Tol Me lOO 20 R 
t-Amyl Me 87 26 
-
2-Phenyl-1 ,3-dithiane 100 44' s 
2-Pivaloyl-1 ,3-dithiane I 66 49' s 
a) ant1 Isomer 
After many mvestlgatwns of the nature of the group at the a position of the Imme, Page39 
reported m 1995, the applicatiOn of 8,8-dimethoxycamphor sulfonyl Imme (25) which Improved 
reactivity and enantJoselec!Jvi!Ies In this case, the correspondmg oxazmdme (26) gave similar 
results and selectlvi!Ies, mcludmg the same absolute configuration at the sulfur atom, m contrast 
to the process usmg the unsubstJtued Imme (24) mstead (Scheme 30, table 19) 
k OMe OMe 
-N 2s so2 OR 
Scheme 30 
£oMe 
~OMe 
so;i1N 2s 
0 
28 
Table 19 
R, R, ee (%),(Yield(%)) 
Imme (25) I H20 2 Oxazmdme (26) 
Me t-Bu 86 S (lOO) 85S(l00) 
Me Bn 63 S (lOO) 49 S(lOO) 
Me p-Tol 60s (96) 6lS(lOO) 
Me Cyclohexyl 66 (+)(lOO) 53(+) (lOO) 
2-Phenyl-1 ,3-dithJane ::>:98 s (lOO) 98 s (lOO) 
(anti) (anti) 
2-t-Butyl-1 ,3-dithJane 78 R (46) 83 R (68) (anti) 
(anti) 85 R (28) (syn) 
I ,3-dithiane 32 R (77) 36 R (96) 
Recently, Lusmchi4o published a promismg process based on the use of a chiral Imimum salt as 
catalyst for the oxidatiOn of sulfides The positive charge on the mtrogen appeared to make the 
Imimum salt more active than oxazmdmes, perhaps due to their mcreased electrophihcity. This 
chiral Irnimum salt was treated m presence of buffered Oxone®, perhaps to give a very active 
oxazmdmmm oxidant (Scheme 31, table 20) These oxazmdmmm salts seem to oxidise sulfides 
species to sulfoxides very efficiently but with a lack of stereochemistry 
0 0 
oa BF~ 
Buffered 
Oxone 
o0 
~~~ 
Scheme 31 
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Table 20 
Solvent YIelds % (conversion) ee% (abs Config) 
CH,Ch 60(100) 35 (S) 
C6H6 76(100) 37 (S) 
n-CsH12 93 (lOO) 37 (S) 
In 1995, Bo!m4I reported the cataly!Jc asymmctnc sulfoxidatiOn by a chiral vanadmm complex of 
dithiOacetals and dithiOketals Many advantages were observed, mcludmg the use of 30 % 
aqueous H20 2 as termmal oxidant, the simplicity of the reac!Jon conditiOns, Its catalytic 
efficiency (0 01-1 mol% of catalyst), and the use of Simple hgands (I 5 mol%), ( e g 27) denved 
from ammo alcohol and sahcylaldehydes (Scheme 32, table 21) 
VO(acach, (S)-27 
H202 (30 %) 
X 
27 OH 
Scheme 32 
Rt,.l\ 
R'~~ s 0' 0 
30 
Table 21. Asymmetnc oxJdal!on of dJthwacetals and dJthwketals to give sulfox1des catalysed by 
I mol% of[VO(acac)2] and I 5 mol% ofhgand (S)-27 (X=t-Bu) 
R R' Yield(%) ee (%) Optical 
rotatiOn 
Ph' H 77 76 (-) 
Ph H 84 85 (-) 
p-Tol H 79 77 (-) 
P-Cl-Ph H 87 64 (-) 
p-MeO-Ph H 60 57 (-) 
o-Br-Ph H 81 64 (-) 
o-N02-Ph H 75 62 (+) 
t-Bu H 67 46 nd b 
C(CH3)3CH20H H 62 47 (+) 
Ph Me 44 (CIS) 68 nd 
37 (trans) 12 (-) 
o-Br-Ph Me 57 (c1s) 85 nd 
25 (trans) 15 nd 
a) L1gand J (S) (X N02) was used m th1s run, b) n d -not detennmed 
Recently, Skarzewsk.J42 published his research on th1s process for the opllmisatwn of the different 
groups from the ligand and obtained optimum results with the ligand (28), and applied the 
catalytic process to aryl sulfides, 1,3-dithiane species, and bis(arylthw)alkanes, giving excellent 
ees (Scheme 33, table 22 and Scheme 34, table 23) Skarzewsk.J confirmed the observatiOn 
reported by Balm that the ch1rahty transfer occurred generating the same configuratiOn at the 
sulfur atom as m the catalyst, 1 e (S)-sul'oxJde was formed using the hgands denved from L-
vahnol, and (R)-sulfox1de was obtamed w1'~1 that ofD-valmol 
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, ________________________________ ........ 
R, 
t-Bu 
t-Bu 
1-Pr 
t-Bu 
z-Pr 
Ph 
Ph 
1-Pr 
R, 
t-Bu 
t-Bu 
Ph 
Ph 
t-Bu 
Ph 
t-Bu 
t-Bu 
V(acac),. ligand (28) 
H2o, (30%) 
R, 
R{~ 
OH NJR1 
HO 
28 
Scheme 33 
Table 22 
R3 
N02 
t-Bu 
NOz 
NOz 
NOz 
NOz 
t-Bu 
t-Bu 
V(acac}z, ligand (28) 
HzOz (30%) 
28 
Scheme 34 
Yield(%) ee (%) 
94 70 
73 59 
90 75 
74 73 
64 69 
74 15 
79 30 
58 50 
o0 
I 
Cs0 ~Ph s 
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Table 23 
R, R2 R3 Yte!d (%) ee (%)' 
1-Bu 1-Bu N02 77 76 
1-Bu 1-Bu 1-Bu 84 85 
1-Pr Ph N02 80 88 
1-Bu Ph N02 88 71 
a) onlv trans product ob~erved 
Optically pure sugar hydroperoxtdes have been shown by Hamann et a! 43 to oxidise methyl aryl 
sulfides, m a stmt!ar process to the modified Sharp less sulfoxtdatton developed by Kagan, wtth 
up to 26% ec (Scheme 35) 
Tt(O-tPr)4 (20 mol%) 
Oxtdant 29, 3AMS 
up to 26 %ee 
OBn 
29 Is;: ~ Bn~0-0 
Scheme 35 
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1-A-5· ReactiOns mvolvmg the use of enzymes 
The btotransfonnatwn of sulfides to sulfoxtdes was first reported m 1954 by Wnght44 et a! and 
was reviewed by Holland45 m 1988 Generally, enzymatic processes can afford exceptiOnal 
results wtth extremely htgh enan!Ioselec!Ivt!Ies, but have poor scope wtth regard to sulfide 
structure 
Helmznthosponum and Mortlella 1sabellma were reported m 1978 by Sm46 to effect the 
sulfoxtdatwn of p-tolyl methyl sulfide wtth htgh enan!Iomenc punty but of oppostte absolute 
configuratiOns (Scheme 36) 
Helmmthosponum 
Mort/ere/la ISabellma 
Scheme 36 
0 
0 
;~ 
Me 
ee = 100% 
0 Q 
s~ 
Me 
ee = 100% 
The used of Helmmthosporwm has been extended to the oxidation of 4-subs!Ituted methyl benzyl 
sulfides wtth moderate to good ytelds and enantwselec!Ivt!Ies 47 He!mmthosponum has also been 
employed m the synthesiS of the anticarct::wgemc compound (R)-sulforaphane (Ftg. 7, 30) m 45 
% yteld and 93 % ee 48 
0 0 
' /s~ Me N~ 
30 
Ftg 7 
c~s 
Colonna49 reported the mvesttga!Ion of cyclohexanone monooxygenase (CMO) denved from 
Acznetobacter m the oxtdatwn of a range of sulfides Colonna5D extensively mves!Igated the 
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mfluence of sulfide structures on the obsE -ved enantwselectivity and also reported the actwn of 
CMO on the oxidatiOn of dithwacetals, with excellent results (Scheme 37, table 24 and Scheme 
38, table 25) 
cyclohexanone 
monooxygenase 
Scheme 37 
Table 24 
RI R, ·,'Ield (%) ee (%) Abs Conf 
Ph Me 88 99 R 
o-Tol Me 90 87 R 
m-To! Me 90 40 R 
p-Tol Me 94 37 s 
2-Pyndyl Me 86 87 R 
Ph 1-Pr 93 3 s 
p-Tol 1-Pr 99 86 s 
p-Tol Et 89 89 s 
p-F-Ph Et 96 93 s 
CMO 
Scheme 38 
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Table 25 
Sulfide v1eld (%) ee (%) sulfone Yield(%) 
I ,3-dJthiane 81 2:98 19 
1,3-dJthwlane 94 2:98 6 
B1s( methylth10 )methane 92 2:98 8 
Colonna51 also reported the use of the enzyme chloroperox1dase (CPO), denved from 
caldarwmyces fumago. Th1s enzyme has also been apphed by Wong52 to the sulfoxJdatwn of a 
vanety of sulfides with Similar results (Scheme 39, table 26) 
Chloroperoxzdase 
Hydrogen peroxzde 
Scheme 39 
Table 26 
RI R2 Yield(%) ec (%) 
Ph Me 100 98 
p-Tol Me 98 91 
o-Tol Me 27 33 
p-Tol Et 50 68 
p-Tol Pr 53 5 
Bn Me 100 90 
2-Pyndyl Me 100 99 
p-CI-Ph Me 77 90 
a-Cl-Ph Me 33 85 
p-N02-Ph vie 10 80 
Recently, Dalton5l has reported the use of strams of Pseudomonas putzda for the oxidatiOn of a 
variety of alkyl aryl and dJa!kyl sulfides with excellent selec!Jvi!Jes but with extremely vanable 
YJelds The UV 4 stram was the most successful and gave the same sense of enantJoselectlVlty in 
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all cases wrth regard to the phenyl group, although the configuratronal assrgnment rs changed m 
some examples due to a change m pnonty of the non-phenyl substrtuents (Scheme 40, table 27) 
()
S, 
R 
.& 
Pseudomonas 
puflda UV4 
Scheme 40 
Table 27 
R Yreld (%) ee (%) 
Me 95 ~98 
Et 64 ~98 
n-Pr 5 ~98 
n-Bu 7 97 
1-Pr 27 97 
t-Bu 2 62 
o-Tol 1 86 
p-Tol 1 ~98 
Vmyl 38 ~98 
0 0 
()§~ R 
.& 
Abs Conf. 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
s 
s 
s 
Roberts54 has reported the use of a stram of baker's yeast m the oxrdatwn of methyl tolyl sulfide 
wrth good enantroselectrvrty (up to 92 % ee) The use of bovme serum albumm (BSA)55 was 
reported m 1991 grvmg vanable selectrvrtres (up to 79% ee) Also, the use of Rhodococcus eqUI 
has been published by Ohta56 m a procedure mvolvmg the resolutron ofsulfinate esters In 1994, 
Schultz57 reported the use of catalytic antrbodres m the oxrdatron of sulfides m presence of 
sodmm penodate 
Enzymes have also been used m kmetrc rcsolutron of functronahsed sulfoxrdes In 1986, Ohta58 
reported a selectrve hydrolysis of sulfinyl esters by usmg Corneybactenum eqUI IFO 3 730 whrch 
afforded good levels of optrcal punty of the sulfinyl ester (up to 97 % ee) (Scheme 41) 
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Corneybactenum eqw 
IFO 3730 
Scheme 41 
Burgess 59 reported s1m1lar results usmg Pseudomonas Kl 0, w1th the advantage that the 
hydrolysed ac1d was also recovered w1th good ophcal punty for the sulfinyl ester and the 
hydrolysed sulfinyl ac1d, m >95 % ee and up to 94 % ee respechvely 
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1-A-6 ConclusiOns 
Smce the first asymmetnc sulfox1datiOn m the early 1960's, many procedures have been 
developed to access a w1de range of ch1ral sulfox1des w1th vanous groups at the sulfur atom One 
of the most 1mportant developments m asymmetnc sulfox!dat1on was mtroduced by Kagan and 
Modena (Scheme 42) by adaptatiOn of the Sharpless asymmetnc epox1dat10n cond1llons, to 
access mamly ch1ral aryl methyl sulfox1des w1th h1gh enanllomenc excess Other sulfide types 
are less successful substrates 
[ 
Tt(01-Pr)4, 1 eq 
(+)-(R,R)-DET, 4 eq 
1-PrOH, 4 eq ]10mol% 
CHP, 1 eq, 4AMS, DCM, -20°C 
Scheme 42 
Another effic1ent procedure was recently developed by Dav1s and subsequently by Page who 
have observed h1gh enant10menc punty w1th the use of ch1ral oxazmdmes and related reagents 
generated m slfu (Scheme 43) 
Scheme 43 
Furthermore, the mod1fied Payne ox1dat10n developed by Page (Scheme 44) usmg ch1ral sulfonyl 
1mmes for asymmetnc sulfox1datiOn 1s used for the access of d!alkyl sulfox1des w1th h1gh ees 
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Scheme 44 
The development of these h1ghly selectlve procedures has allowed the synthes1s of ch1ral 
aux1hanes usmg the I ,3-d!thlane-1-ox!de mmety, wh1ch has been already mtroduced by Page 
(Scheme 45) for the enantwselectlve synth~s1s of a-hydroxy ketones For example, deprotonatwn 
of the 2-substltued-1,3-dlthlane spec1es, add1t10n of the resultmg am on to aldehyde, ox1datwn to 
the ketone, asymmetnc sulfox1datwn by mod1fied Sharpless protocol allows 1solatwn of the two 
separable d1asteremsomers 31 and 32, and subsequent slereoselectlve reductwn of31 followed by 
thwacetal hydrolys1s affords the a-hydroxy ketone (33) w1th h1gh opllcal punty 
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Page route 
separable 
1)BuL1, R'CHO 
u)Swern ~x1dat1on 
Kagan ox1dat1on 
8 o o 
tflR' 
31 
J D1bai-H 
80 OH 
0' R ~ 
Go o 
+ 
et~Jl Cy 'R' s 32 
NBS Cs~R' ! 3% H20/ Acetone /s 
Scheme 45 
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Page60 has also reported s1m1lar chem1stry from opl!cal pure I ,3-d!th!ane-1-oxlde m one pot 
reacl!ons, by reactmg the 2-amon denved from ch1ral 1,3-dlth!ane-1-ox!de w1th an appropnate 
acyl 1m1dazole m the presence of add1!!onal base, and treatment of the enolate so generated w1th 
methyl10d1de (Scheme 46) to afford the ch1ral keto-d1thmne-ox1de mtermedmte (34) 
e 0 
'e (1 NaHMDS, Bull, 
90% ee 
Scheme 46 
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The aim of this work IS to extend th1s procedure to a wide range of 2-subs!Jtuted-1,3-dJthiane 
species, for the enantwselec!Jve synthesis of a-hydroxy aryl ketones (35) (scheme 47) usmg our 
standard procedure for the asymmetnc sulfox1datwn of the 1,3-dJthiane species 
Poss1ble route 
e e 0 0 OH 
erR 
• !0 R 
.lr asym er 1) Bull ~s· R' oxrdatron 11) R'CHO 
/NBS, ~% H20/ Acetone 
Scheme47 
The advantage of such routes IS the productiOn of only one d1asteremsomer mstead of the 
chromatographic separation of a mixture of d1asteremsomers reqmred m the earlier scheme 45. 
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1-B: Allyltc Nucleophihc Substitution Palladmm-Catalysed Reactwn· 
1-B-1 Introductwn 
The synthesis of non-racemic ennched ch1ral compounds has increased the attentwn of many 
researchers over the last four decades Many synthe!Jc approaches have been developed to afford 
h1gh enan!Jomenc excess of the synthesized product, but the most effic1ent method developed so 
far 1s asymmetnc catalys1s, which reqmre> a catalytic amount of ch1ral matenal to transmit the 
ch1ral mformatwn to a larger amount of substrate 
The process, which descnbes the formatwn of a ch1ral product, enriched m either enant10mer, 
from an ach1ral or a ch1ral racemic substrate, IS called enan!Joselec!Jve synthesis 61 
The dcs1gn of an enantwselec!Jve catalyt1c process would be advantageous to obtam high y1elds 
of enan!Jomencally pure products synthesized from a ch1ral racemic substrate The kme!Jc 
resolutwn cannot respond to such demand where opt1mal )'lelds are only 50 % Furthermore, the 
challenge to convert both enantwmers of the substrate m to a smgle enantwmer of the product can 
be ach1eved by a ch1ral catalyst, wh1ch reacts With e1ther enan!Jomers of the substrate w1th 
poss1ble loss of ch1ral mforma!Jon from the substrate 
The trans1t10n metal-catalysed reac!Jons respond to such demand and have been widely studied 
over the last two decades to control the regwselec!Jv1ty as well as the stereoselec!JvJty m the 
formatwn of organic molecules Asymmetnc epox1datwn,62 d1hydroxylatwn,6J 
ammohydroxylatwn and the Heck65 reactwns of olefins, allyhc alkylat10n reac!Jons64, etc are a 
few examples of transJ!Jon metal-catalysed reactwns 
In 1977, Trost66 reported the metal-catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc subs!Jtutwn reactwn and Its 
synthe!Jc apphcatwns These have been widely demonstrated by a growmg presence of reports m 
the literature Most of the enantwselec!Jve transJt!On metal-catalysed processes mvolve transfer of 
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oxygen or molecular hydrogen, but the metal-catalysed allyhc substitutiOn reactron mvolves 
carbon-carbon as well as carbon-heteroatom bond formatiOn (Scheme 48) 
~X + 0 Nu 
Catalyst 
~Nu 
Scheme48 
+ 0 X 
Furthermore, the greatest advantage of the metal-catalysed allyhc subsl!tution reaction over the 
other enantioselective transrtion metal-catalysed reactions, rs rts abrhty to convert racemrc 
substrate mto only one enantwmer of the "Jroduct The kmetic resolutiOn processes, such as the 
hydrogenatiOn of substituted 1}-ketoesters, are the only exceptions 
The transitiOn metal-catalysed allyhc substitution reaction has been wrdely studred wrth drfferent 
transrtion metals mcludmg mckel, palladrum, platmum, rhodmm, rron, ruthemum, molybdenum, 
and tungsten V anous observations have been reported on the regwselec!lvrties for 
unsymmetncally I ,3-drsubstituted allyl substrates 
Trost66 reported, m 1977, the first enantwselective example of a palladrum-catalysed allyhc 
nucleophrhc subsl!tutwn reactiOn wrth the employment ofDIOP (Frg 8) as chrral hgand 
X 
Ph2P_)-l__"-PPh2 
DIOP 
Frg 8 
Smce hrs pwneenng research, a wrde range of chrral hgands has been elaborated to access hrgh 
level ofregwselectrvrty and enantwselectivrty for the catalytic process. 
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This mtroduction IS hm1ted to the metal-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOns It 
considers the role of each of the reac'IOn components and their possible Importance m 
enantiOselective mductiOn, treated m the followmg order nucleophiles, enantiodiscnmmatiOn m 
substrate-metal mtermed1ates, transition metals and hgands 
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1-B-1-a Nucleophtles 
There are two dtfferent types of palladum-catalysed allyhc subsl!tul!on dependmg upon the 
nature of nucleophtles, "hard" nucleophtl<;s whtch have a pKa > 25 for the conjugate actds, are 
attached to the transt!!on metal m the first step and undergo reductlve ehmmatlon (Scheme 49) 
These nucleophtles have not been extensively studted because of the stmtlanty of the reactiOn to 
organocopper chemistry 
L ( L I r I Nu Metal coord1nat1on Metal ~ \ ~ ( L L 
I 
X I 
Metal Metal ~c= ~I ( L L 
Nu "'-- L'-._ I le .J x) Metal 
reduct1ve I';_)/ Metal 
el1mmat1on Nu ~ ';_}/ OXIdatiV8 
GNu msert1on 
Scheme 49 
The other type of nucleophtles, "soft" nucleophtles, has a pKa < 25 for the conjugate actds In 
thts case, the dtssoctatwn and fonnatwn of bonds occur outstde of the coordmatwn sphere, 1 e , 
the nucleophtle approaches the 1t allyl face opposite to the transitiOn metal and t!s hgands 
(Scheme 50) 
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1-B-1-b EnantiOdJscnmmatlon m substrates-metal mtermedmtes 
The nature of the substrate also has great mfluence on the enantwselectlve mductlon dunng the 
substrate-palladmm attachment step The effect has been shown to be an example of enantwfacml 
d1scnmmatwn by Trost64 
Many enantlodiscnmmatlon processes have been reported One of these IS "enantwfac1al 
complexatlon and wmsatlon", where the transition metal must d1stmgmsh between two different 
faces of the olefin In these cases, wms~t10n from different enantlofaces of the olefin affords 
enantwmenc allyl complexes (F1g 9) 
x~x R~X 
Another aspect of enantiOdJscnmmatiOn IS "10msatiOn of enantiOtopic leavmg group" A 
stereoelectromc effect occurs m the 10msat1on step m the palladiUm-catalysed reactiOn For 
example, Fmud67 observed different reactlon rates m the IOnisatiOn of axial and equatonal 
leavmg groups (Scheme 51) 
~Ac 
3 57% 
Pd 0, Nu-
2~ ~Nu 
40% 
OAc 
Scheme 51 
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The axml acetate X underwent complete transformatiOn to g1ve the palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
nucleoph1hc substttutton product wh1le the equatonal1somer Y was recovered unchanged 
F1aud68 also reported s1m1lar behaviOur m meso substrates w1th two enanttotop1c leavmg groups 
and descnbed 1t as a "desymmetnsatton process" (F1g I 0) 
R~X 
An mtramolecular palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc substttutwn reacllon has been 
reported by Trost69 on an allyl d1carbamate substrate (Scheme 52) 
RHNCO{" Q "'''02CNHR Pd(O) 
Scheme 52 
Another d1stmcttve enant10d1scnmmallon effect IS based on "enanlloface exchange m 11 3 -allyl 
complexes" In the case of unsymmetncally I ,3-dlsubstttuted allyhc mtermed1ates, the metal 
sw1tches between enanllofaces of the allyhc mmety, and 1somensat10n exchange process can be 
1mportant for enanlloselecllvlty 1f one face has less stenc and/or electromc effects m detnment to 
the other 
Two dtfferent tsomensatwn mechamsms were defined dependmg upon the substrate structure 
For substrates contammg two 1denttcal substttuents on one of the allyl termm1, the "113 -11 1-113" 
mechamsm can occur (Scheme 53) 
49 
L,(t)/L 
X M 
~ X R 
tlcomplex 
L,(t)/L 
X M X~R 
~3 complex 
~ 1 complex 
Le 
X ~A 
X~R 
~ 1 complex 
Scheme 53 
This process may operate on the same time scale as other steps m the catalytic cycle 
Furthermore, stereochemical mformatiOn r,amed m the wmsatwn step can be lost The figure 11 
Illustrates some substrates whose complexes may racem1se under a 1]3 -1] 1-l]3 process. 
R 
X 
X~ X 
RYIX 
R R' 
It appears that the rate of exchange for the '11 3 -l] 1-l] 3 process, IS proportiOnal to the concentratiOn 
of palladmm (0) m stmchwmetnc studies (Scheme 54) By mean, mtroverswn occurs between a 
metal and a metal allyl complex. 
Scheme 54 
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Granberg70 has shown that this Isomensation process (r(TJ I_TJ 3) can be mmimised by a reactive 
allyhc substrate, a low concentration of palladmm (0), bidentate hgands and use of hahde IOns 
Trost7I has proposed the IsolatiOn of each of the palladmm sites on sohd supports which avoided 
the Isomensatwn process to take place 
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1-B-1-c TransJtlon metals 
Despite the 11 3 -rJ'-11 3 ISOmensatiOn process, palladmm metal can be considered as the most 
widely used transitiOn metal m the allyhc nucleophilic substttutiOn reactiOn These reactiOns 
however show a lack of regiOselectlVlty m the presence of unsymmetnc substrates 
Meanwhile, good regiOselectlvities were o'1tamed m ambiguous cases dependmg upon the chmce 
of hgand or substrate which have an apparent role m the regiOselectlvity Hayash172 reported the 
applicatiOn of MOP (36) (Fig 12) as a hgand with unsymmetnc substrates m the palladmm-
catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substttutiOn reactiOn and observed a "memory effect" m his results 
36 MOP 
OMe 
PPh2 
37 MAP 
F1g 12 
The meamng of 'memory effect' as mtroduced by Hayash1 IS that the mcommg nucleoph1le 
becomes attached to the carbon of the allyl mmety where the leavmg group was previOusly 
bonded (Scheme 55) 
memory effect 
Nu· 
Scheme 55 
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In contrast to these results usmg MOP, Vyskoc1P3 observed a dramatic loss of this memory effect 
m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylation reactiOns of unsymmetncal substrates when MAP 
(37) was employed as ch1ral hgand (Scheme 56) 
OAc 
~OAc ~ ~ a b 
\ I 
Me Me02C C02 Me 
".::::: 
::::::.... C02Me 
".::::: 
0 
~ C02 Me 
~ 
MOP (Hayash1) 72 21 From acetate substrata a 
23 77 From acetate substrata b 
MAP (Vyskoc1l) >200 1 From acetate substrata a 
91 9 From acetate substrata b 
Scheme 56 
The apparent differentiation m chemical behaviOur between MOP and MAP IS surpnsmg but was 
explamed by different modes of chelatiOn to the transition metal Oxygen IS generally not a good 
hgatmg group and m extreme cases, oxygen does not hgate to transition metals at all A metal 
complex mtermed1ate With two monodentate molecules of MOP attached was proposed, and 
would decrease the 11' -11 1-113 exchange eqmhbnum after the substrate wmsatwn step In this case, 
the memory effect occurs after nucleophilic additiOn at the allyl mmety of the carbon beanng the 
metal complex (Scheme 57) 
53 
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8,ctL8 
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exchange 
Scheme 57 
Wllhams74 also reported good regwselect1v1tles usmg a hybnd N,O hgand (38) m th1s reactlon m 
an apphcatwn for the synthes1s of j3-ammo-ac1ds by usmg bulky groups on one side of the 
unsynunetnc substrate to mduce the approach of the nucleophile on the other (Scheme 58) 
PhyyR 
Ph OAc 
/ 
/ 
Scheme 58 
up to 97 %, 99 %ee 
One of the most mventlve regwselectlve mductlons with palladmm was reported by Krafft75 m 
1998 who mtroduced a heteroatom d1rectmg group mto the substrate (Scheme 59) 
54 
malonate 
X R~ /'R' 
A __ -· (CH2)n 
Et02C C02Et c 
from191to115 
X R~ /'R' 
___ A~~H2)n 
Et02C C02Et 
d 
Scheme 59 
The regwselectlve additiOns to allylic acetates, catalysed by palladmm, can be achieved by 
mcorporatlon of a thwether or tertiary amme m to the substrate It was demonstrated, for the first 
!!me, that heteroatoms capable of coord!natmg to palladmm can change or even reverse the 
expected regwchemiCal and stereochemical outcome Reactlons with malonate anwn proceed 
with high selectlvity to provide the product substltuted at the termmus of the allyl mmety 
proximal to the heteroatom, even If that positlon was more substltuted 
Although the elaboratiOn of favourable mteractwns or m the choice of substrates, palladmm 
metal failed m most of the cases to afford good regwselectlvi!Ies with unsymmetnc substrates 
This lack of regwselectlVlty was solved by changmg the stenc and electromc demands of the 
metal template, and good to excellent rcgwselectivitles were obtamed with the use of tungsten, 
molybdenum, rhodmm and platmum as descnbed below 
In 1983, Trost76 reported a tungsten-c~talysed allyhc nuclcophihc alkylatiOn reactiOn for 
unsymmetnc allyl substrates beanng one aromatlc group (Aryl, pyndyl, fury!, thienyl) m the 
presence of bipyndme as ligand which facilitates the openmg of a coordmatwn Site on the 
tungsten complex (Scheme 60) 
55 
R~ (CH3CNb,W(CO)J, Rr 
bpy , malonate OAc Et02C C02Et 
R Q Y1eld 91 
0--- 81 0 
0--- 70 s 
Q 50 N 
Scheme 60 
Molybdenum also proved to be efficient m obtammg high regiOselec!Ivities for unsymmetnc 
substrates. Trost77 reported the asymmetnc versiOn of the molybdenum-catalysed allyhc 
nucleophilic substitution reactions of unsynmetnc substrates with, m most of the cases, excellent 
results (Scheme 61) 
Ar~ 
Me02CO 
or 
Ar~ 
OC02Me 
(EtCN)JMo(CO)J 
NaRC(C02Me) 
Ar~ 
R+co2Me C02Me 
Ar~ 
+ XC02Me 
R C02Me 
reg,oselecbvlty from 5 1 to 99 1 
Scheme 61 
Very high enantioselectlVl!Ies were achieved with the use of a bipyndme hgand (39) (fig 13) on 
the same aromatic substrates as already reported by Trost7B with tungsten 
56 
0 Q 0 
NH HN 
/' ~ 
39 
Fig 13 
Similar regwselectivities were reported by Evans79 with the use of a modified Wilkmson's 
catalyst (RhCl(PPh3) 3) as a transition metal bmdmg Site for the allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn 
reactiOns of unsymmetnc substrates (Scheme 62) 
~R' 
Me02CO 
Rh(PPh3)3CI 
(RObP 
NaCH(C02Me), 
~R' + 
~1C02Me R C02Me 
Y1elds up to 95 % 
rat1o up to 99 1 
Scheme 62 
~R 
~--~: Me02C C02Me 
Although excellent regwselectivities were obtamed, this process was not earned out m an 
asymmetnc versiOn 
Platmum8D also gave good regwselectlvities m the allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn for 
unsymmetnc substrates but with a slightly lower regwselechve mduction (up to 15 I) 
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1-B-1-d L!gands 
One of the most Important methods for controllmg enantioselectiv1ty mto transition metal-
catalysed processes IS by the mcorporatiOn of ch1ral hgands The two most Important classes of 
ch1ral hgands are homob1dentate hgands with C2h symmetry and heterob1dentate hgands 
Homobzdentate lzgands wzth C2h symmetry 
One of the first ch1ral hgands used m palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitution 
reactiOns was a P,P homob1dentate hganC: with C2h symmetry developed by Noyon&I (BINAP) 
(Fig. 14), but this gave very poor enantlomenc mductwn reported by Trost82 despite his success 
m other metal-catalysed reactiOns 
In I 992, Trost69 reported the first successful P,P-homob1dentate ch1ral hgand with C2h symmetry 
denved from trans- I ,2-diammo-cyclohexane ( 40) A "dome-type architecture" controls the 
stereochemistry of the reactiOn pnmanly by stenc effects 
Excellent enantwselectlvities were obtamed with optically pure N,N Czh symmetncal 
homob1dentate b1s-oxazohnes ( 41) reported by Evans83 Pfaltz 84 This last type of N ,N C2h 
symmetncal homob1dentate b1s-oxazolme hgands were widely apphed to copper-catalysed 
reactions 85 
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BINAP up to 34% ee 40 up to 96 % ee 41 upto88%ee 
Fig 14 
Shibasakt86 has reported moderate results for the enantiOselectlve palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOns with S,S homobidentate C2h symmetncal chiral bis-sulfoxide 
hgands (42) 
ir2 up to 64% ee 
Heterobzdentate /zgands 
A conceptually different approach for enantiOselechve mductiOn was based on the Idea that a 
bidentate hgand with two electromcally different hgatmg groups should encourage preferential 
attack at one of the two tenmm of the 7t-allyl complex owmg to the trans effect of the acceptor 
59 
centre relayed through the metal These effects may be momtored by the Be sh1fts of the allyhc 
complexes The lowest field allyhc Be sh·fts were observed w1th complexes contammg electron-
wlthdrawmg phosph1te hgands (back-bon}mg), the h1ghest field allyhc Be sh1fts are observed 
w1th tert1ary amme hgands (pure cr donors) The stereoelectromc pred1ct1ons of the trans effect 
are that bonds trans to phosphorus w1ll be longer and weaker than bonds trans to mtrogen 
Pfaltz,87 W!lhams88 and Helmchem89 mdependently mtroduced P,N hgands (F1g 15, 43) capable 
of chelatmg palladmm between a trad1t1onally arylated phosphorus atom and an 1mme-type 
mtrogen contamed m an oxazohne nng 
~0 ~\.-R' 
FPh2 N_j 
-;. 
R 
43 eo to 98 5 % ee 
F1g 15 
Many hgands have been reported followmg th1s h1ghly successful P,N hgand (43) and many of 
them retamed the oxazohne nng as the source of ch1rahty and mtrogen for chelatiOn to palladmm 
The phosphorus atom has been moved w1thm the structure or replaced by other heteroatoms (S, 
Se, 0 or N) 90, 91,92 
W!lhams90 reported N,S oxazolme hgands (44, 45, 46) w1th good to excellent 
enantwselectlv!tles Jkeda91 reported d1phenylphmooxahne hgands (47) w1th a ch1ral bmaphthyl 
backbone for palladmm-catalysed allyhc al.<ylatJOn w1th moderate selectlv!tles 
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R'-r<~J .. ,, R 
44 up to 76 % ee 45 up to 88 % ee 
X S, S(O), Se 
(S,aR) 
46 up to 92 % ee 
47 up to 96 % ee 
A very recent paper92 reported the apphcat10n of N,N oxazolme-pyndme (or qumolme) hgands 
(48, 49) and N,N oxazohne-tcrt1ary arr ne hgands (50) to the palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
alkylat10n react10n, but with poor enant10select1ve mductlon m most of the cases, which may be 
due to the similar electromc nature of the groups chelated to palladmm 
48 up to 25 % ee 
~ 
N 
NY' 0 
~\-Z R' R' 
49 JP to 69 % ee 50 up to 17% ee 
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A wide range of hgands contammg a mtrogen atom con tamed m mme!Ies other than an oxazohne 
has been reported These mclude P,N oxazme hgands (51) reported by Evans93 with excellent 
enan!Ioselecllvities m palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylatiOn reaction, and P,N pyndme hgands 
(52) mvestigated by Jto94 with very good enantwmenc excesses 
o)? 
N PPh2 ( 
R 
51 up to 95% ee 52 up to 98 % ee 
Good to excellent enantwselective mductwn was observed with N,S hgands such as (+)-
pmocarvone denved N,S pyndme-thwether (53) hgands reported by Chelucci95 Kellogg96 
reported the same type of ligand denved from S-thwfenchone (54) as a chiral site source for 
asymmetnc mductwn. 
Ph 
53 up to 83 % ee 
,..:;; 
N 
54 up to 98 % ee 
In 1999, Anderson97 reported the enantwselective palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylatiOn reaction 
usmg N,S Imme-thwether hgands (55) denved from optically pure ammo alcohols The stenc 
environment around the palladmm complex onents the nucleophilic attack opposite to the Imme 
group, due to a tilted angle of 15 5" between the plane of the allyl group and the perpendicular of 
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the N-Pd-S plane In companson, poor to moderate success were reported by Hirm98 for the 
application of N,S ch1ral ~-ammo sulfox1des ligands (56) m palladiUm catalysed allylic 
alkylatwns, where sulfox1de functiOnality IS the sole ch1ral source 
e Q 
R~ 
;=N S-R' CC~~ .~ p-Tol NR2 
R 
55 up to 96 % ee 56 up to 38 % ee 
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1-B-2· Nitrogen (sp3)-Sulfur and Nitrogen •'sp2)-sulfox1de as L1gands 
Over the last decade, many research groups have focused on the synthesiS and uses of mtrogen-
sulfur-based hybnd ch1ral hgands for the reason that N,S-chelates create additiOnal possibilities 
compared to N,N and N,O-chelates, because the sulfur atom may become ch1ral when 
coordmated to the metal A new class of ligands IS formed by oxidatiOn of the sulfur atom In 
these cases, the sulfur atom Itself IS ch1ral and possesses different electromc and polanty 
characteristics. 
This work has also stimulated mterest m the coordmation chemistry of ch1ral sulfinyl 
functwnalit1es and extensive efforts have been devoted to the development of new ch1ral ligands 
beanng ch1ral organosulfur functwnalities rs sole ch1ral sources 
One of the most widely studied types of mtrogen-sulfur-based ch1ral ligand, mcorporate a 
mtrogen sp2 hybnd and a thwether functwnahties (57, 58, 44, 45) The most successful 
applicatiOn of such ligands was reported by Williams90 based on his previOus observation of a 
N,P-phosphmooxazoline ligand (43) m palladmm-catalysed allylic alkylatiOn reactiOns 
~)-· 
Ar •• k 
57 upto92%ee 58 up to 80 % ee 
44 up to 76 % ee 45 upto88%ee 
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Great successes were also reported by Chelucc195 and Kelloggs96 w1th the1r pyndme-based 
hgands contammg (+)-pmocarvone (59) and S-th10fenchone (60) mmelles. 
~ 
N Ph 
59 up to 83 % ee 60 up to 98 % ee 
Chelucc199 also reported the apphcatwn of s1mple pyndme-thwether hgands but w1th poor 
results The synthes1s mcludes the mtroducllon of the ch1rahty by mcorporatwn of a ch1ral 
sulfinyl group followed by separat10n of 'he d1asteremsomers and subsequent reductwn of the 
sulfox1de functwnahty to afford the pyndme-thwether hgand (61) The sulfox1de mtermed1ates 
(62) were also tested as potenllal ch1ral hgands m palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylatwn reactwns 
and gave better, but sllll poor, results 
61 up to 34 % ee 62 up to 20% ee 
An altemallve sp2 mtrogen mmety was reported by MonmotoiOO by usmg an 1m1dazohne (63) 
nng mstead of oxazohne The 1m1dazohne nng was bmlt by reactmg a ch1ral d1amme and an 
1m1d1C ester The results obtamed for the mvest1gatwn of these hgands m palladmm-catalysed 
ally he alkylatwn reacllon were s1m1lar to those obtamed for the oxazolme hgands 
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Me 
\ R Q-{:( 
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63 up to 96 % ee 
Excellent results were also reported by Anderson97 usmg an tmme functwnahty (64) to provtde 
one chelation stte and usmg optically pure ammo thwethers for the source of chuahty Anderson 
beheves that the stenc mfluence of the chtral hgand predisposes the allyl group toward 
nucleophthc attacks opposite to the mtrogen The plane of the allyl hgand ts tilted of 15 5o from 
the perpendicular to the N-Pd-S plane (1) 
R~ 
FN S-R' 
R 
64 up to 96 % ee 1 
No such successes were obtamed by ChelucctiOI who used a bmaphthyl backbone type structure 
(65) as a source of chtrahty m the synthesis and mvestigated as hgand a thwether-naphthyl 
tsoqumohne The very poor results observed may be explamed by a lower energy gate for the 
racemtsatwn of the naphthyl-tsoqumohne core than for the BINAP analogue 
65 2% ee 
66 
Another prom1smg class of hgands contammg a tertmry amme as a sp3 mtrogen source was also 
mvesl!gated by H1r01 98 An mterestmg feature of these hgands ( 66, 67) 1s that the sulfox1de 
mmety 1s the sole source of ch1rahty They were synthes1sed from ch1ral (R)-p-tolyl vmyl 
sulfox1de or aromal!c am me and (-)-menthyl (S)-p-toluenesulfinate 
9 8 
CC~~ .~. p-Tol NR2 R' 
•• 
66 up to 33 % ee 67 up to 38 % ee 
Sp3 mtrogen-thwl/thwether hgands have however encountered great success m catalyl!c 
asymmetnc add1t1ons of d1ethylzmc or other zmc reagents to aldehydes Wlpf102 reported the 
apphcat10n of ammo th10l hgands (68) denved from a-ethylbenzylamme w1th excellent 
enantwselectlVlhes. Ammo-thwether hgands (69) denved from R-cysteme gave opl!cally pure 
alcohols m the asymmetnc add1t1on of d1ethylzmc to aldehydes 
Me 
I 
N, 
Me 
SH 
68 up to 99% ee 
SMe 
0~ 
L_~ 
69 up to >99 % ee 
Very recently, van Leeuwen!03 reported the mdmm(I)-catalysed asymmetric hydrogen transfer m 
the reducl!ons of ketones w1th ch1ral ammo thwether (70) and ammo sulfox1de hgands (71) 
denved from (R)-cysteme Poor enantwselecl!v!tles were obtamed for the ammo thwether senes 
but good enantwselecl!v!l!es were obtamed for ammo sulfox1de homologues 
67 
MOH 
R'-S HN-R 
70 up to 19% ee 71 up to 82% ee 
van Leeuwen also synthestsed and mvesttgated N,S-chelates (72) denved from (!R, 2S)-(nor)-
ephednne and (IR 2S)-2-ammodtphenylethanol usmg Mitsunobu reactiOn conditions to afford an 
azmdme mtermedtate which was stereoselecttvely nng opened with th10l nucleophtles Excellent 
enantwselectlVlttes were obtamed by opttll'Isatwn of the reactiOn conditiOns 
R' ~ , 
1\ 
R"-S N-Me 
I 
R 
72 upto82 %ee 
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1-B-3 ConclusiOn 
Desptte extensive efforts for the applicatiOn of mtrogen-sulfur-based chtral ligands m metal-
catalysed reactiOns, only a few successes have been reported, for example m the palladiUm-
catalysed allylic nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn, usmg sp2 mtrogen-th10ether ligands Thts area 
ts however still vtrgm ground for sp3 mtrogen-th10ether and sp2 mtrogen-sulfoxtde ligands. 
Only recently, the application of the 1,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde core as a ligand m metal-catalysed 
reactiOns has been mvestigated wtthm our research group,I04 wtth moderate but promtsmg 
success (fig 16) 
up to 37 % ee rn Pd-catalysed allylrc nucleophrlrc 
substrtutron reactron 
Ftg 16 
The atm of thts present work was to synthestse and mvestigate non-racemtc chtra1 hybnd-
sulfoxtde ligands m the palladmm-catalysed allylic alkylation reaction where the sulfoxtde 
mmety was the sole chtral source for the asymmetnc mduct10n (Scheme 63) 
OAc 
Ph~ Ph L•gands 
Lrgands 
Scheme 63 
Nu 
Ph~ Ph 
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A further aim was to promote the use of sp3 mtrogen-thwether hgands whrch have never been 
successfully mves!lgated m palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylatlon reactiOn Anderson,97 for 
example, drsmrssed tertiary ammo-thwether hgands as macl!ve usmg standard reactiOn 
condrtlons (BSA + AcOK cat as base to ge "lerate the nucleophrle) (Scheme 64) 
OAc 
Ph~Ph Lrgands· 
Scheme 64 
Nu 
Ph~ Ph 
poor ee's 
poor yrelds 
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Chapter 2 
Results & Discussions: 
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2-A: Asymmetnc Sulfoxidatwn: 
2-A-1 IntroductiOn 
Optically active sulfox1des constitute a class of highly valuable ch1ral aux1hanes and reagents m 
asymmetnc synthesis The most attractive method for their prepara!Jon IS the enantwselec!Jve 
ox1da!Jon of the easily accessible proch1ral sulfides 
The first successful and commonly used chemical method of asymmetnc sulfox1datwn, modified 
Sharp less epoxJdatwn system, was developed mdependently by Kagan I and Modena2 Dav1s3 
mtroduced the employment of ch1ral oxazmdmes also subsequently studied by Page 4 
These asymmetnc sulfoxidatwn procedures allow accessmg varwus ch1ral sulfox1des w1th h1gh 
op!Jcal punty But, we were mterested to promote 1,3-dJthiane-1-oxJde denva!Jves as ch1ral 
aux1hanes and hm1tatwns appeared for the choice of the procedure to oxidise enan!Joselec!Jvely 
I ,3-dithJane denva!Jves Apparently, the cmral oxazmdmes developed by PageS afford generally 
better asymmetnc sulfox1datwn than other procedures for asymmetnc sulfoxJdatiOn of some I ,3-
dJthiane denva!Jves 
Furthermore, these ch1ral oxazmdmes have been developed w1thm our research group and we 
were aware how to deal for the syntheses of such ch1ral oxidismg agents 
Further reasons for usmg ch1ral oxazmdme oxidismg agents for asymmetnc sulfox1da!Jon are the 
Simple reactiOn conditiOns (d1chloromethane, and -20 'C), work-up (aqueous solu!Jon of sodmm 
sulfite, extrac!Jon with d1chloromethane ), and the almost quan!Jta!Jve recovery of the 
correspondmg ch1ral 1mme (25) which can be converted to the oxazmdme (26) by ox1datwn with 
hydrogen peroxide and potassmm carbonate (Scheme I) 
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The d1sadvantages for the other procedures are the use of an excess of DBU and hydrogen 
perox1de w1th the ch1ral sulfonyl1mme (Payne-related procedure developed by Page), or careful 
control of the ratw T1(0-1Pr),, (+)-DET, and water for op!!mal enantwselect1V!tles m the 
mod1fied Sharp less procedure. 
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2-A-2 Oxazmdme as chtral oxtdtsmg agent 
Oxazmdmes are versatile reagents that can be used m hydroxylation of enolate, epoxtdatwn and 
sulfoxtdatwn A maJor advantage of these stmchwmetnc reagents IS that they can oxtdtse 
substrates under neutral, aprotic conditiOns. 
Chtral oxazmdmes based on camphor skeleton have been wtdely studted and opttmtsed by 
Page4,5 A range of these chtral oxazmdmes can be used for the preparation of vanous sulfoxtdes 
wtth vartable level of selectlVlttes and asy'Timetnc mductwn followmg the nature of oxazmdme 
used Wtth non-substituted chtral sulfonyl tmme (24) or oxazmdme (23), tt ts posstble to access 
both enantwmer of the sulfoxtdes (Scheme 2)3 
~,~ 
DBU, H202 
Scheme 2 
Many chtral sulfonyltmmes (24, 73, 74, 25, 75) and oxazmdmes (23, 76, 77, 26, 78) have been 
synthestsed and successfully mvestigated a> chtral oxtdtsmg agents for sulfides (Ftg l )' 
;§, f§:' kCI hOMe kOEt Cl OMe OEt soz-N soz-N soz-N 
24 73 74 25 75 
~~ ~0 kCI hOMe kOEt Cl OMe OEt SOi\J" S0i\1N SO£if" 0 0 0 0 0 
23 76 77 26 78 
Ftg 1 
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We decided to opt for the use of [(3,3-dimethoxycamphoryl) sulfonyl)Imme (25) as ch1ral 
oxidismg agent, because It gave very high levels of asymmetnc mductwn for the oxidatiOn of 
vanous sulfides and It IS easily synthesised from ( + )-1 0-camphorsulfonyl chlonde by standard 
reactiOns m four steps without reqmrement of chromatographic punfica!Ion at any stage 
Fmt, the (+)-10-camphorsulfonyl chlonde (79) IS converted to the correspondmg sulfonyl1mme 
(73) by treatment With ammomum hydroxide followed by condensatiOn and oxidatiOn of the 
crude sulfonam1de (80) (Scheme 3) 
~0 NH40H !zo AcOH ko (93 %) Se02 (83 %) S02NH2 so;-'" 
79 80 73 
Scheme 3 
The keto function of (-)-oxocamphorsulfonyl 1mme (73) was protected through treatment With 
tnmethyl orthoforrnate under acid catalysiS and subsequent oxidatiOn with hydrogen peroxide 
and potassiUm carbonate afford the oxazmdme (26) (Scheme 4) 
~0 
73 
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2-A-3 1,3-dithiane species 
2-A-3-1 Synthesis 
The synthesis of I ,3-dithiane denvatlves IS largely covered m the hterature6 by procedures 
mvolvmg d1thwacetahsatwn of aldehydes w1th 1,3-propanedithwl The typical procedure IS to 
reflux an eqmmolar mixture of aldehydes and 1,3-propanedithwl m presence of Lew1s acid 
under Dean-Stark condition reaction (Scheme 5) 
(] 
SH SH 
Scheme 5 
Many Improvements have been developed to this process for the access to h1gher y1elds, shorter 
reactiOn times, cleaner reactiOn conditions' md easier punficatwn step of 1,3-dithiane denvatlves 
One of the most mvent1ve Improvements to this process has been reported by Graham7 who 
generated hydrogen chlonde m s1tu from methanol and acetyl chlonde to catalyse the 
d1thwacetahsatlon reactiOn (Scheme 6) 
Me OH 
(solvent) 
+ AcCI 
(] 
SH SH 
AcOMe + HCI1n methanol 
Ar~) "HCI" m methanol 
Scheme 6 
The punficatwn of the 1,3-dithmne denvatlves from the reactiOn mixture was achieved by 
evaporation of the solvent reactiOn to dryness and recrystalhsatwn from methanol of the crude 
mixture to afford the product m generally good }'lelds We mad a senes of 2-aryl-1,3-dithiane 
denvahve usmg this methodology All elemental analyses were m agreement With the calculated 
values (Scheme 7, table I) 
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Table 1 
Entry Compounds X Yields(%) 
1 81 o-Br 74 
2 82 o-N02 82 
3 83 o-F 69 
4 84 p-Br 74 
5 85 o-MeO 81 
6 86 m-MeO 95 
7 87 p-M eO 91 
The mconvemence of this process IS that It carmot be apphed to aldehydes contammg a basic 
sensitive group Therefore, the preparatwr of 2-pyndyl-1,3-dithmne (181) was performed under 
Dean-Stark reaction condition m presence of a catalytic amount of p-toluene sulfomc acid (p-
TSA) to condense I ,3-propanedithwl and pyndme-2-carboxaldehyde (Scheme 8)8 
Dean-Stark ~) 
lr~ 
(l 
SH SH p-TSA 
71% 
181 
Scheme 8 
We were also mterested to synthesise 2-(2-ammophenyl)-1,3-dithmne as precursor of Imme-
sulfoxide hgands for application m asyrmnetnc metal-catalysed reactwns 
The 2-ammobenzaldehyde IS not commercially available for understandable reason, we decided 
to reduce the mtro group of either 2-(2-mtrophenyl)-1,3-dithiane and 2-(2-mtrophenyl)-1,3-
dithiane-1-oxide (synthesised by oxidatiOn of the correspondmg 1,3-dithiane denvahve with 
87 
MMPP) by standard reductwn processes wtth m mmd to preserve the sensitive I ,3-dtthtane 
motety by careful chotce of selective reducmg agents 
We first turned on the use of catalytiC hydrogenation process wtth palladtum on charcoal 
(Scheme 9) m methanol wtth hydrogen, but tt appears that 1,3-dtthtane motety acted as a poison 
for palladmm metal m the case of2-(2-mtrophenyl)-1,3-dtthtane, and a parttal deprotectwn of the 
I ,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde nng was detected by 'he charactenshc odour of thw1s for reduction of 2-(2-
mtropheny1) -1 ,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde 
Pd-C, H2. 
Methanol 
Scheme 9 
Pd-po1soned 
or 
de protectiOn 
The use of hydnde sources was mveshgated wtthout any success for both 1,3-dtthtane and 1,3-
dtthtane-1-oxtde denvatives (Scheme 10) 
NaBH3CN or 
NaBH4 or 
Scheme 10 
No react1on 
After these unsuccessful attempts to reduce the mtro motety, we dectded to use tm/HCl as 
reducmg agent, wtthout any great hope as 1,3-dtthlane motety IS an actd sensthve group But, we 
were surpnsed upon ana1ysmg the reactwr mixture to observe complete consumptwn of the mtro 
compound The 1,3-dtthtane motety was n~t cleaved and the ammo denvative (89) was obtamed 
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m almost quanhtahve yields Scahng up the reachon was less successful because under longer 
reactiOn time, hydrogenolysis of the I ,3-dithiane mmety started to occur and polymer formatiOn 
was observed which complicated punficatwn (Scheme I!) 
et) Tm, HCI c{) 
water, reflux 
__.:; Sh __.:; N02 NH 2 
89 99% 
Scheme 11 
The punficahon step was achieved by filtratiOn of the unreacted tm metal, and alkahnatwn of the 
aqueous phase 2-(2-Ammophenyl)-1,3-dithtane (89) precipitated m the absence of orgamc 
solvent, but so did tm dihydroxide (Sn(OH)2) affordmg mseparable phases even after addihon of 
dichloromethane. By addition of excess sodmm hydroxide sohd, tm dihydroxide dissolved to 
give a highly water soluble complex, tm tetrahydroxide (Sn(OH)4'·) (Scheme 12), and the 
punficatwn of the ammo product was achieved without further difficulties 
Sn(OHJ4 2' (aq 1 • 2 Na • (aq 1 
Scheme 12 
The synthesis of 2-(2-methylenepyndyl)-1.3-dithiane (90) (Fig 2) was also mveshgated, given 
the potential apphcatwn of Its chiral 1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (91) denvahve as hgand m metal-
catalysed reactiOn Its Similanty with the 2-pyndyl-1,3-dithtane-1-oxide (88) homologue already 
successfully used by us8 as hgand m palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylatiOn, prompted Its 
synthesis to help the clanficatwn on the nature of the mteract10n between the hgand and the 
palladmm complex 
89 
~() w~ 
N S N ye 
88 90 91 °0 
Ftg 2 
2-Pyndyl-acetaldehyde IS not commercJally avatlable, and we dectded to synthestse pyndyl-
methylene-1,3-dtthtane (90) by nucleophthc substitutiOn reactiOn from 2-hthw-1,3-dtthtane and 
2-halomethyl pyndme Unfortunately, no formatiOn of product was observed (Scheme 13, eq I) 
InversiOn of the polanty of the reagents w~s also unsuccessfully attempted by preparatiOn of the 
Gngnard reagent of 2-halomethyl py-tdme and subsequent attack onto the Isolated 
tetrafluoroborate salt of I ,3-dtthtane (Scheme 13, eq 2) 
~Cl+ (l No reactton s"-/s 
N (Br) 0 ue equat1on 1 
l Mg, Et20 
~MgCI + (l No react1on s"-/s 
N (MgBr) e SF~ equat1on 2 
Scheme 13 
Attempted oxidatiOn of 2-pyndyl ethanol fo the correspondmg aldehyde was also frmtless usmg 
selemum diOxide, pyndmmm chlorochromate, pyndmmm dtch1orochromate, TEMPO-BAIB, 
Swem oxidatiOn process and manganese diOxide (Scheme 14) 
~ 
l!,_N~OH 
Oxtd1s1ng 
No react1on 
agents 
Scheme 14 
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Given our difficulty to access this useful mtermedJate, we synthesised 2-(methylsulfoxide) 
pyndme-based hgands (92) which contamed only pyndme (N sp2) and sulfoxide mmety 
InvestigatiOn of these compounds as hgands might shed hghts on the possible competition of N 
' (sp2)-thwether (93) and N (sp2)-sulfoxide (94) chelation with palladmm complex (Scheme 15) 
(cf 2-A-4) 
92 
Scheme 15 
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2-A-3-2 Oxtdatwn usmg chtra1 oxazmdme 
Wtth the 1,3-dtth~ane substrates m hand, racemic su1foxtdatwn was first earned out wtth 
magnesiUm monoperoxyphthalate (MMPP) on the 1 ,3-dtthtane substrates to afford a mixture of 
czs and trans Isomers wtth a maJOr presence of the trans Isomer (Scheme 16) 
0 0 0 '''·~~ x le 
s 
+ enantlomer 
MMPP (0 5 eq) 
Trans 
Me OH 
+ enant1omer 
CIS 
Scheme 16 
After separatiOn, a 1H NMR spectrum wa< obtamed m presence of an eqmmolar mixture of(±)-
trans 1,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde substrate and (R)-(3,5-dmttrobenzoy1)-1-pheny1ethy1amme {Ftg 3, 
95)9 as chtra1 shtft reagent (mstead of the usual Ptrkle reagent {Ftg 3, 96)10 wh1ch reqmres 10 
molars eqmvalents), to check the poss1ble determmatwn of enantwmenc excesses (m case of 
asymmetnc sulfox1da!!on) by sphttmg the smglet stgnal correspondmg to the proton attached to 
the carbon between the thwether and the su1fox1de m01ety 
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After venfymg that enantwmenc excess determmatwn was poss1ble by 1H NMR spectroscopy, 
we earned out the asymmetnc ox1dat10n usmg the well-estabhshed procedure w1th the ch1ral 
oxazmdme ox1d1smg agent (1) Th1s procedure has been opt1m1sed by Page (Scheme 17)5 
Scheme 17 
We apphed the opt1m1sed reactiOn cond11lons to the ox1datwn of our I ,3-dlthlane substrates usmg 
a shght excess of ox1d1smg agent (1) to reach complete consumptiOn of substrate w1thm 24 hours. 
The I ,3-dlthlane-1-oxlde products were obtamed exclus1vely as the trans 1somers In most cases, 
the c1s tsomer was ever not detected or obtamed m less than 5 % yteld (Scheme 18) 
~OMe 
0-(.oMe 
SO;F,N 
26 0 1 1 eq 
DCM, -20°C 
Scheme 18 
ma~nly trans 
The enantlomenc excesses were determmed by 1 H NMR spectroscopy of an eqmmolar m1xture 
of 1,3-dlthmne-1-oxlde spec1es and (R)-(3,5-dmltrobenzoyl)-1-phenylethylamme (95) as ch1ral 
sh1ft reagent Companson of the mtegratwn of the spht s1gnals gave the enantwmenc excesses 
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Yields and enantromenc excesses for the asymrnetnc sulfoxidatron of 1,3-dithiane substrates are 
summansed m table 2 
Table 2 
Entry I compounds I X Yield (%)• ' ee (%) ' I
' ' I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I 
97 o-Br 90 56 
I 98 I o-N02 I 90 i 72 i I ' I 
' 99 I o-NH2 I 98 ' 92 (99)b 
' 
100 o-F ! 83 ! 72 : : 
101 p-Br 99 96 
102 o-MeO 97 84 
103 i m-MeO 84 96 I 
104 I p-M eO I 95 >99° 
88 pyndyld 78 >99' 
a) tsolated ytelds, b) after recrystalilsatiOn, c) mmor tsomer not detected, 
d) substttuted phenyl was replaced by pyndyl nng 
Better asymrnetnc mductron was obtamed for substrates contammg a substrtuent m the para 
positron than for those with an ortho substrtuent (Entries I and 5, 6 and 8) The nature of the 
substrtuent was also decisive for excellent results electron donatmg groups (EDG) afford a 
higher enantwmenc excess (Entnes 3, 7, 8) than do electron withdrawmg groups (EWG) (Entry 
2) 
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2-A-4: Sulfoxides contammg pyndyl nng 
2-A-4-1 Synthesis of sulfides and asymmetnc sulfoxidatlon 
Kagan 11 has reported the synthesis of new optically active sulfoxides with chelatmg properties, 
but mvestlgatwn of these sulfoxides m metal-catalysed reactiOns as hgands remams missmg from 
the literature Anderson's methodl2 was used to access optically pure (R)-(+)-2-(p-
toluenesulfinylmethyl) pyndme (105) An analogous substitutiOn process developed by Kaganll 
afforded optically pure (R)-(+)-2-(t-butylstlfinylmethyl) pyndme (106) (Scheme 19) 
Q 1) BuL1 ~00 ( S)-(-)-menthyl ~ N p-toluenesulfinate N G)'p-tol 
105 
Ph 
Cl+ Ph XOH ~00 ' Me 0 
N ~'t-Bu N CH2LI 'e s, 00~ t-Bu 106 
Scheme 19 
Kagan mvestlgated an additiOnal route to sulfoxides by asymmetnc sulfoxidatlon usmg the 
modified Sharpless procedurel4 Pyndylmethyl sulfoxides (92) can be prepared by nucleophthc 
thtolate attack on 2-( chloromethyl)pyndme, but asymmetnc sulfide oxidatiOn turned out to 
proceed without satisfactory enantlomenc excess (Scheme 20) 
95 
~Cl 
N 
RSH, NaOH 
Scheme 20 
Sharpless 
asymmetnc 
sulfox1dat1on 
up to 26% ee 
We deCided to follow such procedure mvolvmg asymrnetnc ox1dat10n of sulfides usmg our ch1ral 
oxazmdme ox1d1Sing agent m place of the mod1fied Sharpless procedure 
The synthes1s of the 2-pyndylmethyl sulfox1des senes was ach1eved first by nucleoph1hc 
d1splacement of the chloro atom by thwlatr am on generated from th10l and sodmm hydrox1de m 
a b1-phas1c solvent (Scheme 21) 15 
~Cl RSH, NaOH 
Entry Compound R Y1eld (%) 
107 Ph 
I 
96 
2 108 Me 86 
3 109 t-Bu 100 
Scheme 21 
Asymrnetnc ox1dat1on was earned out w1th the ch1ral oxazmdme ox1d1smg agent (26) to g1ve, m 
general, better enantwmenc excess than the mod1fied Sharpless procedure. The same 
configuratiOn at the sulfur atom was obtamed, detenmned by companson of ophcal rotahon, but 
remams unknown (Scheme 22) 
96 
Entry ' compound I R YJeld (%) ee (%) Kagan' ee (%)u 
' I I 
I I 110 I Ph 78 17 " 2 111 Me I 80 51 26 
I ' 
I I I I 3 112 I t-Bu I 99 53 " ' I 
Scheme 22 
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2-A-4-2 Apphcatwn of sulfo .tdes compounds contammg pyndyl rmg as hgands 
Even wtth the moderate enantwselecllvtlles achteved by asymmetnc oxtdatwn wtth chtral 
oxazmdme (26), we dectded to mvesllgate pyndylmethyl sulfoxtdes as hgands m the palladmm-
catalysed allyhc nucleophthc subslltutwn reactwnl6 of 1,3-dtphenylprop-2-enyl acetate wtth 
dtmethyl malonate amon as nucleophtle generated usmg N,O-bts(tnmethylstlyl)acetamtde (BSA), 
a catalyttc amount of potassmm acetate and dtmethyl malonate 
These reactwn condttwns are commonly apphed accordmg to the hterature17 when potenllal 
hgands are mvesllgated for the determmallon of thetr acllvtlles as asymmetnc medtator. 
Palladmm allyl chlonde dtmer was chosen as palladmm source m tetrahydrofuran or 
dtchloromethane solvent (Scheme 23, table 3) 
Entry 
I I 2 
3 
4 
' I 
5 I 
6 I ! 
7 I 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
R compound 
(ee's) 
Pd(TJ3-a!lyi)CI d1mer (5 mol%) 
BSA (3 eq ), AcOK (cat), 
dimethyl malonate (3 eq ) 
Q oe S'0 10mol% N * "R 
Scheme 23 
Table 3 
r t (h) solvent T 
Me lll (51) I 48 THF i RT 
Ph 110(17) 48 THF I RT I I 
t-Bu I 112 (53) I 48 THF I RT 
t-Bu 112 I 48 THF I reflux I ' t-Bu 112 
' 
70 I DCM RT 
' 
Me 111 i 48 DCM RT I 
t-Bu 112 I 18 DCM reflux I 
yteld ee optlcal 
(%) (%) rotatwn 
0 I I ' I 
0 ' ' ! I 
I 0 I 
I 0 ' ' 
' 
I 
I I 17 8 (-) 
I 5 5 (-) 78 8 (-) 
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0Ichloromethane seems to be the solvent of choice but reactiOn times were long. Only under 
reflux was a reasonable )'leld achieved (::;ntry 7), With almost no activity shown by sulfoxide 
ligands as asymmetnc mediator (up to 8 %, ee) 
As mentioned above, /rans-2-(5)-(2-pyndyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-(5)-oxide (88) has been previously 
employed as ligand m the same palladiUm reactiOn with excellent yield (96 %) and an 
enantwmenc excess up to 37% of the(+) Isomer. (Scheme 24) 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
Pd(~3-allyi)CI dimer (5 mol%) 
BSA (3 eq ), AcOK (cat), 
dimethyl malonate (3 eq ) 
Scheme 24 
96% yield 
37%ee(+) 
The synthesis of this ligand used the same asynunetnc sulfoxidatwn process as the pyndylmethy1 
sulfoxide ligands, and we expected that same absolute stereochemistry should be obtamed for our 
pyndylmethyl sulfoxides (110, 111, 112) The opposite sense of mductwn actually observed m 
palladiUm-catalysed reactiOn might be explamed with different coordmation sites with palladiUm 
(Fig. 4) 
0 ~0'0 ~~~ 
Ph, L\'Pd 
v'"'\\,/Ph 
0__... 
Nu 
113 
0 ~~0 ~~_§__\ Pd--s~ 1lf\ ) 
Ph j Ph repulsiVe mteract1on 
0/ ..,_./ 
Nu 114 
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It IS absolutely 1mposs1ble to g1ve a possible trans11ion state by companson of the hgand 88 and 
pyndylmethyl sulfox1de hgands (110, 111, 112) to explam the mduct10n of ch1rahty from the 
pyndylmethyl sulfox1de hgands (110, 111, 112), for several reasons The first reason 1s that the 
mode of chelatiOn 1s different, 1 e chelatlC'n between S-Pd from the sulfide for the hgand 88 and 
S(O)-Pd from the pyndylmethyl sulfoxides (110, 111, 112) The other reason 1s that the 
asymmetriC centre at the sulfox1de remams unknown and the spa!ial pos!lion of the R and phenyl 
group cannot be detenmned for the mlmm!sat!On of the mam repulsive mteract10n (F1g 5, 115, 
116) 
115 
~oe 
~":"0£_ 
Pd-- = R 
./\wP-. ..;;, 
Ph I 'ph 
e 
Nu 116 
100 
2-A-5 Possible applicatiOn of chiral 1,3-dithiane-1-oxide species 
2-A-5-1. Chiral auxiliary 
The application of chiral sulfoxides as asymmetnc mediator was first reported by Solladu! 18 
Usually condensatiOn of chiral esters With aldehydes results m low levels of asymmetnc 
mductwn IncorporatiOn of a chiral sulf0xide, however, as a chiral auxiliary affords for the 
synthesis ofp-hydroxy acid (117), good ch~mical )'lelds and enantwselectlVI!Ies (Scheme 25) 
1) t-BuMgBr 
11) RR'CO 
AI-Hg 
Scheme25 
OH 
R''j__ ,C02-t-Bu 
R'"' I 
!\,,. s...-... 
• 4 '0 
p-Tol 
117 
Chiral sulfoxides have been reportedl9 m the synthesis of chiral alcohol (118) by nucleophilic 
addition of chiral sulfoxide am on to aryl htone with high selec!Ivi!Jes (Scheme 26) 
1) Et2NL1 
11) ArCOR 
Ra N1 
Scheme 26 
118 
96-98% 
(ds-1 00 0) 
for R= n-alkyl 
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An apphcatwn of acychc sulfide-sulfox1des as ch1ral aux1hanes has also been reported20 for 
ch1ral homologallon of aldehyde (119) (Scheme 27) w1th good to excellent enantwselect!Vll!es (2: 
70% ee) 
0 
11 
,....s.............,.s .,,,. 
p-Tol \ T•l p- 0 
1) Bull 
11) PhCHO 
1) Bu4NOH, Me2S04 
11) Nal, 12, PPh3 
111) .,, NaHC03 
Scheme 27 
OH 
HIJ.. ~S 
Ph ... _ '( 'p-Tol 
.. 11 1 • 8:--... 
p-Tol,... "o 
OMe 
HI~ 
Ph CHO 
119 
Page21 mtroduced the apphcatwn of ch1ral 1,3-dlthlane-1-ox!de denval!ves for the asymmetnc 
synthes1s of a-hydroxy ketone (120) The ch1ral sulfox1des are generated by a mod1fied Sharpless 
asymmetnc epox1datwn process to y1eld a separable m1xture of trans and czs dmsteremsomers. 
(Scheme 28) 
Kagan 
ox1dat1on 
11) Swero ox1dat1on 
+ 
d1astereo1somer 
Scheme 28 
1) DIBAL 
11) NBS 
H20/ Acetone 
QH 
Phi(" 
0 
120 
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Many other asyrnmetnc synthetic methodologies wtth chtral sulfoxtdes have been developed, for 
example m the synthesis of btologtcally active compounds 22 But, chtral 2-aryl-1,3-dtthtane-1-
oxtde (Ftg 6, 97-104) have never been mvesttgated as chual auxthanes 
up to 99% ee 
Ftg 6 
Thetr easy synthesis, wtth htgh chemtcal ytelds and enantiOselectlVlties, prompted us to apply 2-
aryl-1,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde as a chtral meCiator m the synthesis of chtral a-hydroxy ketones 
(Scheme 29) 
~d" G?./ ~0 1) Base, THF, -78°C ~0 x sJ X J11) RCHO s 121 
R 
NBS Pl --------~ H20/ Acetone _Q X R 
0 
Scheme 29 
Unfortunately, no formatiOn of product was observed wtth any aldehydes or bases m the 
formation of the chtral aniOn mtermedtate (121) (Table 4) 
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Table 4 
Entry I X R I T("C) I Base 1 Yield(%) 
I 1 p-OMe Me i -78 : n-BuLI 
' 
-
' I ' 2 J p-OMe I Me -78 I 1-BuLI I -
3 p-OMe Me -78 LHMDS . 
4 I p-OMe Ph I -78 n-BuLI I . 5 l p-OMe Ph -78 1-BuLI I -
' 
' 
l I I 6 p-OMe ' Me RT : MeLI -
This lack of reactivity from the chiral an on might be explamed partly by stenc effects which 
prevent the approach of the electrophile Further, the low nucleophihcity of2-amon of the 2-aryl-
1,3-dithiane-1-oxide mtermediate may prevent nucleophilic attack. The use of solvent havmg 
strong coordmatmg properties such as I ,4-dJOxane was also mvestJgated, With a smaller organic 
base (methyl hthmm), m a mixture of tetrahydrofuran and 1,4-dJOxane as solvent, at room 
temperature This expenment failed also 
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2-A-5-2 ApplicatiOn as hganrls m palladrum-catalysed allyhc alkylahon reactiOn 
Dunng our work on asymmetnc sulfoxJdahon w1th ch1ral oxazmdme for the preparatiOn of ch1ral 
I ,3-dJthJane-1-oxJde denvahve to be mveshgated as potential asymmetnc mediator, we were able 
to synthesise 2-(2-ammophenyl) I ,3-dJthiane-1-oxJde m good chemical yield and high 
enantwselectlVlty (Scheme 30) 
y MeOH, AcCI Qys Sn, HCI 1 ,3-propanedlthiOI CHO 
N02 SJ 
water 
N02 82% 99% 82 Qys cso Qyoe 
- ke 
NH2 SJ 
DCM, -20°C 
NH2 SJ 
98% 
89 99 99% ee after 
recrystalllsabon 
Scheme 30 
By simple condensatiOn of this ch1ral aromahc amme w1th different aromahc aldehydes, we 
accessed potenhal 1mme-S(O) hgands, where the sulfox1de mmety IS the sole source of ch1rahty 
These ch1ral 1mme were synthesised m moderate y1elds w1th aromahc aldehydes contammg 
different groups at different pos1t1on (Scheme 31, table 5) 
ArC HO 
4AMS, 
DCM 
Scheme 31 
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Table 5 
Entry Compound Ar Yields(%) 
I 122 Ph 71 
2 123 o-N02Ph 50 
3 124 o-MeOPh 53 
I 
I 4 I 125 I m-MeOPh 50 
5 126 p-M eO Ph ' 34 
Only one dJasteremsomer was Isolated m each case, which we presumed to be the more stable E 
Isomer NMR studies could not prove this due to the absence of smtable protons for NOE 
expenments For the reason of thm mstabihty under laboratory condl!wns (hydrolysis observed 
even under mtrogen atmosphere storage at -20 'C), we decided to mvestigate, straight after their 
punficatwn, these chiral Imme-S(O) compounds as potential chiral hgands m palladiUm-
catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn (Scheme 32) 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
± Pd0 , 
Dimethyl malonate, 
Base 
Scheme 32 
We decided to apply the optimised reactions conditions for short reaction time (avoidmg 
hydrolysis of the Imme mmety) reported by Kocovski23 who mvestigated different solvent 
reactwns and the use of organic or morg1mc bases to generate the nucleophile from dimethyl 
malonate Caesmm carbonate m dichloromethane seem to be the best chmce of reaction 
conditions, leadmg to short reactiOn lime, good chemical yields and enantwselectivities m 
general 
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Furthermore, for future companson wtth 'he prevwusly successful chtral (S)-2-(2-pyndyl)-1,3-
dtthtane-1-oxtde hgand (88), destgned wtthm our group, we had also to apply the same op!tmtsed 
reacllon cond1t10n as for our chtraltmme-S(O) hgands (Scheme 33, table 6) 
OAc 
Ph~ Ph 
± 
Entry compound 
I i 123 I I 
2 122 
3 I 124 ' 
' 
' 
4 i 125 I 
5 126 I 
6 I 88 I 
Pd0 , 
D1methyl malonate, 
Cs2C03, DCM 
Scheme 33 
Table 6 
Ar r t (h) 
o-N02Ph I 24 I I 
Ph 24 
o-MeOPh 4 I 
' 
m-MeOPh 24 I I 
p-MeOPh i 7 I 
Ltgand 88 I 10 i 
' 
Yteld (%) ee(%) Optlcal 
rotatwn 
<10 22 (-) 
37 25 (+) 
>95 40 (+) 
24 30 (+) 
(+) 100 I 34 I 
I 100 49 (+) 
Ftrst, we observed even better asymmetr ~ mductlon for the 2-(2-pyndyl)-1,3-dtthtane-1-oxtde 
hgand (88) wtth the use of optlmal reactwn condttlons, from 37% ee wtth BSA-AcOK catalysts 
m dtmethylformamtde, to 49 % ee wtth caesmm carbonate m dtchloromethane leadmg to 
completwn wtthm I 0 hours. 
Furthermore, asymmetnc mductwn and reactlVlty were dependent on the nature of the group 
contamed m the aromatlc tmme-S(O) hgands. The electron wtthdrawmg mtro group (entry I) 
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caused the reaction to proceed very slowly, surpnsmgly, w1th oppos1te asymmetnc mductwn 
Th1s m1ght be explamed by formatwn of a metal complex mtermed1ate between palladmm metal 
and ch1ral hgand, where the two better b ndmg groups are attached to the palladmm metal, by 
means, oxygen atom from the mtro group md sulfur from the thwether mmety Our knowledge m 
the nature of such chelatwn remams superficml however 
Excellent react1V11Ies were ach1eved w1th electron donatmg groups m the para and ortho pos11Ions 
m the hgand ( entnes 3 and 5) In part1cular, the ortho pos11Ion gave a h1gher asymmetnc 
mducl!on m our 1mme-S(O) hgands, by poss1ble chelatwn between oxygen-caesmm-nucleoph1le 
helpmg to dnve the approach of the nucleoph1le (F1g 7) 
Favour 
The formatwn of the ch1ral sulfox1de mmety was ach1eved w1th the same ch1ral ox!d!Slng agent 
( oxazmdme ), so we expected the same absolute configuratwn at the sulfur atom beanng the 
oxygen A trans11Ion state (127), usmg 2-(2-pyndyl)-1 ,3-d!thlane-1-ox!de (88) as hgand, can be 
proposed to explam the h1gher asymmetnc mductwn Th1s trans11Ion state (127) should hold the 
ch1ral hgand, the palladmm metal and the d1phenyl allyl substrate m the close five membered nng 
for good asymmetnc mductwn For the ~mme S(O) hgands (122-126), a s1x membered nng 
trans1t10n state (128) can be proposed. Therefore, the ch1ral centre, from the hgand, stands one 
carbon away from the d1phenyl allyl substrate, leadmg to lower asymmetnc mductwn 
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127 128 
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2-A-6 ConclusiOn 
We have developed an easy route to access chiral 1,3-dithmne-1-oxide aryl denval!ves by 
condensatiOn reactiOn between an aldehyde and 1,3-propanedithiOl under m sztu generation of 
HCl m methanol, followed by asymmetnc sulfoxidatiOn with chiral oxazmdme Jeadmg to 1,3-
dithiane-1-oxide aryl denval!ves with good Yields m the condensatiOn reactiOn and excellent 
chemical Yields with good to high enanl!o>electlVII!es (Scheme 34) for asymmetnc sulfoxidal!on 
with our chiral oxazmdme 
V+ X/.~ CHO (] AcCI,MeOH SH SH 
~OMe 
z--£oMe 
so;;-,N 1 1 eq 
0 
DCM, -20°C 
Scheme 34 
74 to 95% yield 
83 to 99 % yield 
56 to 99% ee 
Unfortunately, the application of the optically pure 2-( 4-methoxyphenyl)-1 ,3-dithiane-1-oxide as 
chiral mediator m the asymmetnc preparation of a-hydroxy ketones was not successful, even m 
presence of strong coordmatmg solvent and small orgamc base The application of more 
electrophile substrates may be considered for asymmetnc preparatiOn of a-ammo ketones. 
(Scheme 35) 
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1) Base X 
1) Base NBS 
___________ ...,. _________ ...,. 
Scheme 35 
We have applied, w1th moderate success, ch1ral sulfox1des as !Igands m palladmm-catalysed 
allyhc nucleoph1hc substltutwn reactwn We hypotheSISe that our ch1ral ox1d1smg agent (26) 
( oxazmdme used to synthes1se these hgands) should ox1d1se, under same reactwn cond1t1ons, 
1,3-dlthmne rmg and mono sulfide m the same manner, so g1vmg same absolute configuratwn at 
the sulfur atom It may be that m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylatwn, the nucleoph1le 
attacks oppos1te to the sulfox1de mmety for pyndmyhnethyl sulfox1de hgands (110-112), and 
oppos1te to the mtrogen for 2-(2-pyndyl)-1,3-dlth!ane-1-oxlde (88) and 1mme-S(O) hgands (122-
126) (F1g 9) 
/\0 0 
N s-o 
' / 
P90 
Ph~Ph 
Lt 
NJ=' 
110-112 
0 0 
\G) 
~- /\) 
Pdt:;:\ 
Ph '"" Ph ~
Lt 
NJ=' 
88 
F1g 9 
122-126 
We attempted to react ch1ral 2-(2-ammophenyl)-1 ,3-dlthmne-1-ox!de w1th ch1ral (-)-menthyl 
chlorofonnate to obtam a smtable sohd for X-ray spectrum to find out the configuratwn at the 
sulfur atom Unfortunately, the product was 1solated as a !Iqmd 
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2-B Ammo-Sulfides in the Allyhc Nucleophilic SubstitutiOn Palladium-Catalysed 
React10n: 
2-B-1· Jntroductwn 
There are several features which make reactwns mvolvmg palladmm particularly useful and 
versatile amongst the many trans1t10n metals used for orgamc synthesis Most Importantly, 
palladmm offers many possJbih!Jes for carbon-carbon bond formatlon 24 The Importance of 
carbon-carbon bond format10n m orgamc synthesis needs no explanatwn, and no other transJ!lon 
metal offers such versatile methods for carbon-carbon bond formatiOn as does palladiUm The 
tolerance of palladmm reagents to many functwnal groups such as carbonyl and hydroxy groups 
IS another Important feature Palladmm-ca~alysed reactwns can be earned out without protectwn 
of these functwnal groups Although reactwns mvolvmg palladmm should be earned out 
carefully, palladmm reagents and catalysts are often not very sensi!lve to oxygen and mOisture, or 
even to acid 
The most useful reactiOns of palladmm are catalytic reactiOns, wh1ch can be earned out with only 
a small amount of an expensive palladmm compound In particular, the formatwn of a 7t-
allylpalladmm complex (129) takes place by an ox1dative add1t10n of allyhc compounds, mamly 
allyhc esters, to palladmm (0) The 7t-allylpalladmm complex IS a resonance form of cr-
allylpalladmm and a coordmated 7t-bond 7t-Allylpalladmm complex formatiOn mvolves 
mverswn of stereochemistry, and attack of the soft carbon nucleoph1le on the 7t-allylpalladmm 
complex IS also an mverswn of stereocheP:Istry, resultmg m overall retentwn of stereochemistry 
(scheme 36) 
112 
R'~R 
OAc 
R'~R 
Pd, 
OAc 
129 
NuH 
\ 
mvers1on R''{'/R 
Pd 
"OAc 
tnvers1on 
• 
R'~R 
+ 
Nu 
AcOH 
Scheme 36 
The poss1b1hty to mcorporate ch1ral hgands onto the palladmm catalyst makes th1s process h1ghly 
useful for asymmetnc carbon-carbon bond formatwn Smce the first example of an 
enantwselecllve palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc substltutlOn reactwn, 25 a w1de hbrary of 
ch1ral hgands have been reported Wlth d1fferent propert1es m the1r asymmetnc mductlon, 1 e., C2h 
symmetry of ch1ral homob1dentate and ch1ral heterob1dentate hgands Some of the most 
successful mveshgatwns of ch1ral hgands m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc 
substltutwns mvolve the dome-type arch1tccture homob1dentate P-P hgand (F1g 9, 40) reported 
by Trost26 and the heterob1dentate N-P hgand (F1g 10, 68), mvesbgated mdependently by 
Helmchen,27 Pfaltz28 and W1lhams 29 
40 43 
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Good enanlloselecllviiles have also been achieved with N,N bis-oxazohne,lO oxazolme-sulfide,ll 
Imme-sulfide,l2 pyndme-sulfide,ll ammo-sulfoxidel4 hgands and many others Only one type of 
hgand remams absent for the palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylallon, namely tertiary ammo 
sulfide hgands, which have been wide1y used m asymmctnc additiOns of d~ethylzmc to 
aldehydesl5 w1th excellent results (>90 % ··e m most cases) m enanlloselectJve inductiOn Access 
to opllcally pure ammo-sulfide compounds can be earned out from commercially ava1lable 
ammo-alcohols mvolvmg a nucleophilic subslltutJOn reactiOn of the denvatlzed alcohol group 
(Scheme 37) 
1\ 
R-N OH 
\ 
1\ 
R-N SR" 
\ 
R' R' 
Scheme 37 
At least two mam processes can be ach.eved th1s transformatiOn, the well-known M1tsunobu 
reacllon (Scheme 38, equatiOn 1),36 and :_ two-step reactiOn which mvolves mesylatJOn of the 
alcohol followed by a nucleophilic displacement reactiOn by the appropnate th10l (Scheme 38, 
37 
equation 2) Both processes give mverswn of configuratiOn at the carbon atom bonded to the 
alcohol 
(Equatton 1) 
PPh3, DEAD 
R"SH 
1) Mesylatton 
11) R"S' 
;Equation 2) 
Scheme 38 
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There IS some precedent for the apphcatmn36,37 of such conditions to tertiary ammo-alcohols 
rcsultmg m a double mversmn reactiOn where an azmdmmm catiOn (N) IS purported to be the 
reactive mtermedmte (Scheme 39) 
R' ~ 
-[;f]-
N 
Scheme 39 
R' 
::-
1\ 
R2N SR" 
The nng opemng step of the azmdmmm catiOn mtermedmte occurs only m the presence of a 
phenyl group at one carbon centre and the nucleoph1le attacks on the opposite face of the mtrogen 
at the benzylic position (Scheme 40) 
V Ph 
Ph-;:t-H 
·sq· PhfSR' .f'h , 
NG - (~ H - r\ I \ R--'N'R R2N SR" R R R--'G'R 
Scheme40 
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2-B-1-1 Optimisatlon of the conditiOns for the palladmm-catalysed reactiOn 
In 1998, Vyskocii and Kocovsky38 reported the mvestlgatlon of2-ammo-2'-diphenylphosphmo-
l, I' -bmaphthyl (Fig 11, MAP) m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic subslltutwn 
reach on 
MAP 
Fig 11 
Different reactlon condii!ons were apphed to optlmise the asymmetnc mductwn from MAP to 
the diphenyl allyl substrate Reactlons were earned out m tetrahydrofuran or dichloromethane, 
the nucleophile was generated by sodmm hydnde, bis-siiyl acetamide m the presence of a 
catalytic amount of potassmm acetate, or caesmm carbonate Optlmisatlon of the reactlon 
conditions earher reported by Trost39 used dichloromethane as solvent and caesmm carbonate to 
generate the nucleophile The mfluence of the metal/hgand ratio was also mvestigated (with the 
amount of palladium remammg constant a. 5 mol%), but practically no effect was observed The 
actual catalyst loadmg also proved to be ummportant (same ee for reactions run with 3, 5 and 10 
mol% Pd) 
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2-B-2 Ftrst generatiOn ofhgands 
2-B-2-1 Synthesis 
Another research program bemg mvesttgated wtthm our group focuses on the applicatiOn of 
chtral tmmmm salts m asymrnetnc epoxtdabon of carbon-carbon double bonds 40 Many chtral 
tmtmum salts have been synthesised wtth dtfferent funchonahl!es; one of the potential catalyst 
types conststs of a norephednne core wtth a free hydroxy group. (e g. 131, Ftg 12) 
Ftg 12 
The synthetic procedure to access these chtral tmtmum salts was descnbed by Rteche and 
Schtmtz,41 who reacted 2-bromoethyl-benzaldehyde 130 wtth many chtral ammes (Scheme 41). 
By amen-exchange, It IS posstble to Isolate the final tmtmum salt by recrystalhsatwn from the 
crude reactiOn mixture The commonly used counter-amen IS tetraphenyl borate 
CCBr 
---
EtOH 
130 
NaBPh4 
Scheme 41 
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In the case of norephednne, the am on-exchange process was not reqmred, the Immium salt could 
be Isolated by filtratiOn of the reactiOn m xture and recrystalhsed from acetomtnle to yield the 
bromide salt 131 (Scheme 42) 
~Br 
~0 + 
EtOH 
80% 
Scheme42 
Subsequent reductiOn w1th sodmm cyanoborohydnde afforded quantitatively the correspondmg 
ammo alcohol 132 (Scheme 43) These two steps, 1m1mum salt formatiOn and reduction to the 
ammo alcohol, were carried out on a 20 grrm scale. 
NaBH3(CN) 
MeCN 
Scheme 43 
The transformatiOn of the ammo alcohol mto the correspondmg ammo sulfide 134 was performed 
w1th a double mverswn reactiOn mvolvmg the formatiOn of a mesylate mtermed1ate, wh1ch, 
accordmg to the hterature,36,37 undergoes mtramolecular substitution by the mtrogen atom to g1ve 
an azmdmmm ca!ion The nng opemng rnctwn of this azmdmmm species 133 occurred at the 
benzyhc positiOn by attack of a thwlate as nucleoph1le The ongmal configura!ion at the sulfur-
beanng carbon atom thus remams conserved overall (Scheme 44) 
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11) Et3N, RSH 
Scheme44 
CQe ···'' 
133 y 
Ph 
Prevwus reports mvolved the synthesis of chiral diammes and tnammes denved from ephednne 
and pseudoephednne employed amme or azide nucleophiles for the rmg opemng reactwns of the 
azmdmmm mtermediate (Scheme 45) 37 X-ray analysis confirmed that the substitutwn reactwn 
had proceeded regwspecifically and stereospecifically with retentwn of configuratwn 
IJ Et3N, MsCI 
11) NaN3 or 
Y= N3 or RNH 
Scheme 45 
This nng opemng reactwn was also performed by Kellogg36 with thwlate anions on azmdmes 
and azmdmmm cations, but the double mverswn reactwn was determmed by companson of the 
couphng constants at the benzyhc prot•)n, as well as the observed optical rotatwns, the 
configuratiOn was thus not venfied ngorously (Scheme 46) 
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NHX " smgle 1somer 
RS Ph Ph 
R~ I /Nx s1ngle 1somer 
RS Ph Ph 
Scheme46 
The synthesis of our tetrahydrmsoqumohne ammo thwether denved from norephednne occurred 
by performmg the mesylatwn reaction w1th 1 2 eqmvalent of mesyl chlonde m d1chloromethane 
at 0 'C followed by additiOn of 3 eqmvalents of a thwlate amon for the nng openmg reaction. 
Only one d1asteremsomer was Isolated m moderate chemical yields (Scheme 4 7, table 7) 
s1ngle d1astereo1somer 
Scheme 47 
Table 7 
Entry : compound RSH I r t. : Y1eld (%) 
' 
1 ! 135 i PhSH ' o/n i 49 
' 
I I 
2 136 p-MeOPhSH o/n 28 
3 I 137 I 2-naphthylSH I o/n I 57 4 138 I MeSNa o/n 64 I l 
5 I 139 1PrSH I o/n 60 ' 
6 I 140 tBuSH 
I 
o/n 68 I I 
7 141 TntylSH o/n 57 
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We were able to recrystalhse the tert-butyl sulfide denvative and an X-ray analys1s confirmed 
that the configuration had been conserved (F1g 13) 
F1g 13 
We dec1ded to carry out the same reaction w1th tosyl chlonde m place of mesyl chlonde and tert-
butyl thwlate as nucleoph1le to mvestigate whatever the tosylate group would g1ve a double or 
smgle mverswn reactwn We were surpnsed to 1solate the startmg ammo alcohol m quantitative 
Yleld along w1th tosylt-butyl sulfide Th1s observatwn proved that the tosylatwn does not occur, 
perhaps a tosyl salt between the amme mmety and the tosyl group was formed The subsequent 
addl!lon of the tert-butyl thwlate amon merely reacted w1th the tosyl group. (Scheme 48) 
132 
Scheme48 
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2-B-2-2 Application of ammo sulfide hgands m the palladmm-catalysed reaction 
The mves!Iga!Ion of these chiral ammo sulfides as hgands m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn was earned out with the op!Imised reactiOn conditions reported 
by Vyskocii and Kocovsky 38 The palladmm loadmg was generated usmg 11 3 -allyl chlonde 
palladmm dimer and mamtamed at 5 mol%, with I 0 mol% of the chiral ammo sui fides (Scheme 
49) For Simpler punficatiOn of the product, only 2 eqmvalents of caesmm carbonate and 
dimethyl malonate were used ReactiOns proceeded to completiOn withm a short penod of time 
(approximately one hour), with complete consumption of the allyl acetate substrate The chemical 
and optical )'lelds are reported m table 8 
Entry 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
OAc 
Ph~ Ph 
± 
(~3-allyl-:>d-CI), (5 mol%) 
Cs2C03 (2 eq ), DMM (2 eq ) 
DCM, RT, L' (10 mol%) 
Scheme 49 
Table 8 
R r '- Yield 
(b, (%)• 
I Ph (135) 
I I I 92 I p-MeOPh (136) I 85 I 
I I I I I 2-naphthyl (137) I I 70 ! : 
Me (138) I I I 95 
z-Pr (139) I ' 94 I 
t-Bu (140) I 90 
Tntyl (141) 24 3 
I 
' I 
I 
H3COOCYCOOCH3 
Ph~ Ph 
ee Optical rotatiOn I 
(%)b Absolute config 
11 I (+)-(R) I 
11 I (+)-(R) 
' 
' I 
6 (+)-(R) 
15 I (-)-(S) 34 (+)-(R) 
72 (+)-(R) 
8 (-)-(S) 
a) ISolated y1elds, b) detemuned by H NMR m presence ofEu(hfch 
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2-B-2-3 InterpretatiOn of the asymmetnc mduc!Jon 
It IS unclear why the reactiOns are less enantwselec!Jve w1th aroma!Jc substrates at the sulfur 
termmus However, w1th stencally more demandmg ahpha!Jc thwethers, the enantwmenc 
excesses mcreased up to 72 % (entry 6 for R= 1-Bu) With the bulky tntyl group, ne1ther 
mcreased enantwmenc excess nor full consumptiOn of the substrate was observed (Table 8, 
entry 7) 
Our results suggest that 1t IS mamly the stenc rather than the electromc propertieS of the thwether 
mmety that are responsible for fast and h1ghly enantwselec!Jve reactiOns These drama!Jc 
responses of enantwselec!iv1ty to reac!ions changes m the thwether termmus suggest that the 
onentat10n of the d1phenyl allyl mmety m~y be directed by the stenc mteraction from the group 
at the sulfur termmus 
L1gand effects m l]3 -allyl-palladmm complexes momtored by 13C NMR spectroscopy m the 
hterature,42 suggest that the nucleoph1le probably attacks along the traJectory of the palladmm-
sulfur bond wh1ch 1s considered as the longer and weaker bond m contrast w1th the palladmm-
mtrogen bond (F1g 14) 
Ph 
Gl"~~~ 
Ph 
At least two trans1!Jon states can be proposed to explam the enan!Joselec!Jve mductwn from the 
ammo sulfide hgands to the substratc by m1mmJsed stenc and/or electromc effects wh1ch may 
stab1hse and destab1hse the mteractwn between T]3-allyl mmety and the palladmm complex 
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Transttlon state 142 (Ftg 15) appears to be the most favoured because the 1-butyl group pomts 
away from the phenyl group labelled Ph1, therefore the dtphenyl allyl mmety has to be onented 
as shown m 142 In contrast, repulsive trteractlons occur m the transitiOn state 143 where the 
dtphenyl allyl moiety ts very close to the 1-butyl group In the extreme case, the dtphenyl allyl 
acetate substrate cannot approach the palladmm complex, 
r:.::'\ 
' ' (, ' 
'\ ,' 
r:.::.:\ 
' ' (,
,, 
' 
143 
Favoured 
(+)-R ISOmer 
D1sfavoured 
(-)-S ISOmer 
Ftg 15 
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2-B-3 Second generation of ligands 
2-B-3-1 Synthesis 
The syntheses of our first generatiOn of ligands allowed us to optlmise and to familiarise 
ourselves with the double mverswn reac•wn which takes place dunng their preparatiOn Our 
study of their use m the palladmm-catalysed allylic nucleophilic substitution reactiOn had 
permitted us to determme the best group at the sulfur termmus (lert-butyl). 
The transitiOn state established for the determmatwn of the mductwn process could not clanfy 
which of the two present ch1ral centres IS the most Important for asymrnetnc mductwn 
Therefore, we synthesised a second generation ofligands denved from optically pure(+)-(! S ,2 
S)-pseudoephednne which also allowed us to optim1se the group at the mtrogen atom 
These syntheses mvolved three steps to afford the correspondmg ammo sulfide ligands with no 
racem1satwn at any stage In the first step, condensatiOn reactiOns of the optically pure 
pseudoephednne was earned out with aldehydes under vanous reaction conditiOns The 
condensatiOn of pseudoephednne with pardormaldehyde (Scheme 50) was performed m benzene 
under reflux m presence of potassmm carbonate to afford the oxazoline product (144) m 98 % 
)'leld 
~.!'h 
-NH OH 
144 
Scheme 50 
For the condensation of benzaldehyde w1tr pseudoephednne, the reactiOn was performed with an 
eqmmolar mixture of aldehyde and amm!·· alcohol over 4A molecular sieves m toluene under 
reflux (Scheme 5 I) The emplo)'lllent of an eqmmolar mixture allowed us to avoid the distillatiOn 
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of the excess benzaldehyde, and a stmple filtratiOn afforded the oxazolme (145) m htgh punty 
after removal ofthe solvent m 95 % yteld 
hJ'h 
-NH OH 
PhCHO, 
Toluene, 
4AMS 
Scheme 51 
We also condensed pseudoephedrine wtth acetone, but the reaction had to be assisted by addttwn 
of a catalytic amount of a Bnmsted actd (p-TSA) over 4A molecular steves under reflux m 
acetone used as solvent (Scheme 52) The acetone was eastly removed because of tts low bmhng 
pomt After work-up, tbe oxazolme (146) was Isolated m 99% yteld. 
Acetone solv , 
p-TSA cat, 
4AMS 
Scheme 52 
We mvesttgated two posstble nng operung reactiOns of these oxazolmes, one of whtch has been 
developed wtthm our group m collaboration wttb another research program The second reactiOn 
was the addttton of a Gngnard reagent to the oxazolme 
The reducttve cleavage of oxazolme was denved from the Eschwetler-Clarke procedure43 
(Scheme 53) and only allows the synthests ofN-methyl amme 
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~fh 
-NH OH 
H2co 
HCO,H 
Scheme 53 
The known conversiOn of 2-alkyloxazohdmes mto enammes44 by usmg chlorotnmethyls1lane m 
the presence of Humg's base, and the use of chlorotnmethylsilane and dichlorodimethyl-silane to 
generate Imimum wns from ammol ethers,45 suggested that a "one-pot" reductive nng opemng 
reaction of ammol ether could be effected by usmg chlorotnmethyls1lane m the presence of a 
source of hydnde wns Followmg a num Jer of trial expenments we found that reductive nng 
openmg reactwns could be earned out rar dly m high yields to give the correspondmg alkylated 
ammo alcohol, by addmg 5 eqmvalents of chlorotnmethyls!lane to a solutwn of the ammol ether 
and sodmm cyanoborohydnde (Scheme 54)46 
TMSCI,MeCN 
R~ H or Ph 
Scheme 54 
We were faced with the problem of Jsomensatwn m the punficatwn step by the presence of 
partial s1lyl protected alcohol. Treatment of the crude mixture with potassmm hydroxide m 
methanol resulted m IsolatiOn of the ammo alcohol as a mixture of two d~asteremsomers We 
assume that the s!lyloxy group acts as a leavmg group and therefore the ch1ral mforrnatwn at the 
benzyhc pos1t10n IS comprOmised Potassmm carbonate has been employed to cleave s1lyl group, 
and no racem1sation was observed m our case by treatment of the crude reaction mixture with 
potassmm carbonate m methanol The N-methyl pseudoephednne (Fig 16, 147) and N-benzy1 
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pseudoephednne (148) were 1solated m enantwmencally pure form m 97 and 95 % y1elds 
respect1vely 
~~h 
-N OH 
\ 
147 148 
Treatment of oxazohnes w1th Gngnard reagents47 was performed w1th the mtentwn not to create 
a th1rd ch1ral centre That 1s, 1f the 2 pos1t1on on the oxazolme already has two 1dent1cal groups, 
any Gngnard reagent can be used On the 0ther hand, 1f two dlfferent groups are at th1s pos1t1on, 
only Gngnard reagents havmg a group 1dent1cal to that of one of those substltuents was be used. 
(Scheme 55) 
R'MgX 
R'MgX 
or RMgX 
'r-~th 
--N),_ OH 
/I'R' 
R R' 
Scheme 55 
or 
)-('h 
--N),_ OH 
/I'R' 
RR 
The add1t1on of Gngnard reagents to oxazolmes proceeded m excellent chem1cal )'lelds w1th an 
excess of 3 eqmvalents of Gngnard reagent under reflux m d1ethyl ether for half an hour 
(Scheme 56, table 9) 
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R"MgX (3 eq) 
Et20, reflux 
Scheme 56 
Table 9 
Entry compound R R' 
I I 149 ' Me I Me 
' I ' I 
' 2 ' 150 Fh H 
3 151 ' ~-e i Me I ! 
! 
I 
I 
'r-{h 
--N~ OH 
/I'R" 
R R' 
R" Yields(%) 
Me I 
' 
95 
I 
Ph ' 99 i Ph 98 
With the tertiary ammo alcohols m hand, the double mverswn reactiOns were earned out with 
tert-butyl thwl to afford the correspondmg ammo sulfides (Scheme 57) m moderate to good 
yields (Table 10) The Importance of the tert-butyl group has been discussed previOusly 
'r-~th 
--N~ OH 
/I'R" 
R R' 
Entry compound 
I 152 
2 I 153 
3 I 154 
4 I 155 5 l 156 
I 
l 
I 
' : 
I 
1) Et3N (3 eq ), 
MsCI (1 2 eq) 
11) Et3N (3 eq ), 
!-BuSH (3 eq ) 
Scheme 57 
Table 10 
R R' 
H H 
H H 
Me Me 
Ph I H 
Me Me 
' I 
I 
' : 
)-{h 
--N~ S-t-Bu 
/I'R" 
R R' 
R" Yield(%) 
H 38 
Ph I 51 
Me I 71 
Ph I 68 
Ph ' 47 : 
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2-B-3-2 Apphcat10n of ammo sulfide hgands m the palladmm-catalysed reach on 
A second generatiOn of hgands was synthes1sed for the two reasons previOusly menhoned The 
most Important reason was to determme the mfluence of each ch1ral centre on asymmetnc 
mduc!lon The second reason was to opt1m1se the nature of the group at the mtrogen atom The 
palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc subs!ltutiOn reactiOns were performed w1th the opt1m1sed 
reac!lon cond1hons reported by Vyskoc1l and Kocovskl (Scheme 58, table 11)38 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
± 
(TJ3-a!lyi-Pd-CI)2 (5 mol%) 
Cs2C03 (2 eq l· DMM (2 eq ) 
DCM, RT, L. (10 mol%) 
Scheme 58 
Table 11 
Entry compounds r t (r1 )'leld ee 
(%) (%) 
I 152 18 7 87 
2 154 7 98 ' 89 I I ' 
' 
3 I 155 24 20 I 82 I I 
4 I 156 24 10 I 77 
5 ' 153 I 24 ' 35 I 78 l 
' ' 
' ' ' 
I 
I 
: 
' 
H3COOCYCOOCH3 
Ph~Ph 
op!lcal rota!lon 
I absolute config. 
(-)-S 
(-)-S 
(-)-S 
(-)-S 
(-)-S 
The chem1cal y1elds were vanable and may have been dependent on the punty of the d1phenyl 
allyl acetate 158 The synthesis of th1s allyl acetate was performed m two steps, a Luche 
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reduct10n of the chalcone affords the allyl hydroxy mtermed1ate 157 (Scheme 59, equat10n I) 
wh1ch was treated m d1chloromethane m presence of 2 eqmvalents of pyndme, I 2 eqmvalents of 
acellc anhydnde and a catalyllc amount of N,N-d1methylammo-pyndme (Scheme 59, equallon 
2) After complete consumphon of the alcohol, the solvent was removed and the crude product 
was taken up m d1ethyl ether 
0 
Ph~Ph 
OH 
Ph~ Ph 
CeCI3.7H20 
NaBH4 , MeOH 
DCM, DMAP cat, 
Pyr , Ac2 '), RT 
OH 
Ph~ Ph 
157 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
158 
Scheme 59 
equat1on 1 
equallon 2 
The punficat10n of the allyl acetate 158 was ach1eved by aqueous washmg F1rst, the ethered 
solut10n was washed w1th copper sulfate solut10n to remove the pyndme and the catalyst, 
followed by treatment w1th a solut10n of sodmm carbonate to remove the acet1c anhydnde and 
acehc ac1d But such punficat10n was not completely effecbve. Subsequent column 
chromatography and fract10nal d!s1lllat10n fa1led to prov1de a h1gher punty product 
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2-B-3-3· InterpretatiOn of the asymmetnc mductwn 
Except for ahphat1c groups ( entnes I and 2) the enantwselechvitles observed do not seem to be 
dependent on the nature of the group at the mtrogen atom The bulky tert-butyl group gave nse to 
the enantwselechve mductwn up to 89 % for the (-)-(S) product Th1s absolute configuration of 
the product IS opposite to that obtamed w1th the first generatwn ofhgands (F1g 17), and therefore 
we might postulate that the onentatwn of the d1phenyl allyl m01ety m the transition state IS 
greatly affected by the methyl group 
00)" 
S '''Ph 
I 
t-Bu 
mduces formation of 
the (+)·R 1somer 
~~ ~Ny 
F1g 17 
s) '''Ph 
I 
t-Bu 
mduces format1on of 
the (-)-S 1somer 
Such a postulate might be venfied by the mvest1gatwn of (-)-ephednne denvahve ammo sulfides 
as hgands m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn as these have the 
opposite relative stereochemistry as the two asymmetnc centres A synthesis was performed from 
(-)-ephednne to obtam the dJastere01somer of the best ligand (154) from the second generatiOn 
(Table 11, entry 2) A condensatiOn reactwn between (-)-ephednnc and acetone was performed 
by the same process as for the ( + )-pseudoephednne, a rmg opemng reactiOn was achieved by 
addition of methyl magnesmm bromide, ~nd finally, the double mverswn reaction afforded the 
ammo sulfide 159 (Scheme 60) 
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MeMgBr 
Et20, refiux 
96% 
Acetone solv , 
p-TSA cat 4A MS 
98% 
)-{h 
--NxO 
160 
1) Et3N, MsCI ';-(h 
u) Et3N, 1-BuSH -N, S-t-Bu 53% t-Bu 
';-(h 
-N OH 
\ 
t-Bu 
161 159 
Scheme 60 
InvestigatiOn of the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleoph1hc subshtutwn reactwn usmg the d!-
lert-butyl ammo sulfide denved from ephedrme as hgand was earned out m d1chloromethane and 
caestum carbonate (Scheme 61) 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
(~3-allyi-Fd-CI), (5 mol %) 
Cs2C03 (2 ~q ), DMM (2 eq ) HaCOOC'/COOCH3 
DCM, RT, L' (10 mol%) Ph~ Ph 
'r-fh 
t-Bu' N, S-t-Bu 
Scheme 61 
(+)-R ISOmer 
29% y1eld 
60%ee 
The absolute configuration of the maJor product 1s m oppos1t1on w1th that expected from our 
mechamstlc postulatwn The actual group wh1ch onents the spatial pos1t1on of the d1phenyl allyl 
m01ety 1s thus not the methyl but the phenvl group In the first generatwn of hgand, such as (F1g 
18, 140), therefore, the most dec!Slve. group for asymmetnc mductwn 1s perhaps the 
tetrahydr01soqumolme core The conformatwn of the s1x membered nng clearly has a great 
1mportance, but detmls remam unclear 
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1st generation 
()))"' 
S '''Ph 
I 
140 t-Bu 
mduces format1on of 
the (+)-R 1somer 
2nd generation 
I 
t-Bu .... NX 
S '''Ph 
I 
154 t-Bu 
md Jces format1on of 
the (-)-S 1somer 
F1g 18 
I 
_...Ny 
t-Bu A. 
S Ph 
I 
159 t-Bu 
mduces formation of 
the ( + )-R 1somer 
We were mterested m further mves!Jgatmg the reason why the ammo sulfide hgand denved from 
pseudoephednne (154) gave oppos1te asymmetnc mductwn and h1gher level of asymmetnc 
mductwn than the ammo sulfide hgand denved from ephednne (159) m the palladmm-catalysed 
allyhc nucleoph1hc subs!Itutwn react10n Two trans11Ion states 162 and 163 can be drawn for the 
pseudoephednne denva!Ive (154) (F1g 19 and 20) 
H epuls1ve mteracllon 
Me1 I/ \ 
~ s~ Me2~ Ph./ / N--~ D1sfavoured 
-f:r N"Ph2 ( j\_ NG0 (+)-R ISOmer 
stronger 
repulsive 162 
mteract1on 
F1g 19 
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Favoured PhLPh 
H3COOC COOCH3 
(-)-S ISOmer 
e Nu 
weaker 163 
repulsive 
mteract1on 
F1g 20 
The onentatJon of the preferred palladiUm-ligand complex IS deterrnmed by the relative sizes of 
the methyl group labelled Me2 and the tert-butyl group at the mtrogen centre Thus, m the 
transitiOn state 162, a strong repulsive mteractwn between the tert-butyl group at the mtrogen and 
the phenyl labelled Ph1 d1sfavours the spatial positiOn of the d1phenylallyl mmety Also, a 
mteractwn may occur m this transition state between the phenyl group from the ligand and the 
phenyl group labelled Ph2 On the other hand, the transition state 163 adopts a spatial 
configuration for the d1phenylallyl mmety where mteractwns are kept to the m1mmum and lead to 
the formation of the (-)-S Isomer. 
For the armno sulfide ligand denved frorr ephednne (159), we may also Similarly suggest two 
transitiOn states 164 and 165 (Fig 21), where one palladiUm-ligand complex IS preferred due to 
the same repulsive mteractwns with the tert-butyl group at the mtrogen and the methyl group 
labelled Me2 
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Me'~)( 
Me2~i ~ e/ 
N--Pd 
__/ tJ'Ph2 
7\ Ph 1"--
stcger _) 
repulsrve 164 
1nteract1on 
Favoured 
e Nu 
~stronger repulsrve 
Ph ) rnteractron ~e~.:: s)( Drsfavoured 
Me'-H H / 
'- 0 Ph1 N--Pd,r-o,j 
-I Ph2~r 
) "----- N@ 
weaker 
repulsrve 
rnteractron 
165 
Fig 21 
{+}-R rsomer 
{·}·S rsomer 
The preferred transitiOn state 163 (for the pseudoephednne denvative 154) iS preferred over the 
transihon state 162 because both mteract10ns With N+Bu and Phenyl groups on the hgand are 
av01ded. 
The transihons state 164 and 165 (for the ephednne denvahve 159) cannot av01d both 
mteractwns In fact, the tranSihOn 164 iS preferred over the transitlon state 165 because it av01ds 
the mteractwn with the phenyl group on the hgand, which seems to be the most important 
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2-B-4 Third generatiOn ofhgands 
2-B-4-1 IntroductiOn 
In our design of ammo sulfide hgands, we have op!Imised the group at the sulfur termmus m the 
synthesis of our first generation of hgands Aryl and alkyl thwls have been used as nucleophiles 
for the displacement of the alcohol group m the double mverswn reaction The second generatiOn 
of hgands permitted us to mvestigate the best configuration between the methyl and phenyl at the 
chiral centres The trans configuratiOn showed better asymmetnc mductwn than the c1s 
configuratiOn 
The next step m our design of ammo sulfide hgands was to mvestigate the effect of a third chiral 
centre m the mtrogen substituent The chin! oxazohdme-diphenylphosphme hgand (Fig 22, 43) 
reported mdependently by Helmchem,27 P'altz,28 and Wilhams29 contams only one chiral centre 
outs1de the palladmm-hgand nng complex. 
43 
Fig 22 
The transition state used for the mvestigation of the asymmetnc mductwn of this type of hgand 
has been widely studied to understand the high level of asymmetnc mductwn observed In this 
case where mtrogen and phosphorus are used as chelatmg groups to the palladmm, the 
nucleophile attacks along the traJectory of the palladmm-phosphorus bond whiCh IS considered as 
the longer and the weaker bond Furthermore, the addition of the nucleophile creates a spl carbon 
centre which causes the phenyl group to move closer to the ch1ral oxazohdme nng. The 
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formatiOn of the most stable trans1t10n state 1s therefore d1rected by two matchmg mteractwns 
(F1g 23) 
P(110>o~~t ~ -
P-pd \ 
A ~~-Ph repulSIVe 
Ph r \ "-----InteractiOn 
Ph 
J 
0L(I,H 
P;J }-;;\ ~loser p!-)J •IIPh ,_/ 
Ph 
! 
Nu 
Ph~ Ph 
m1nor tsomer 
J 
Nu-
! 
Ph~Ph 
Nu 
maJor tsomer 
In the mves!lgatiOn of the first generatiOn of hgands, the nucleoph1le 1s beheved to attack along 
the ax1s of the palladmm-sulfur bond and t~ erefore approaches closer to the mtrogen s1de, but the 
absence of an external ch1ral centre prevents any mcrease of the mstab1hty of the less stable 
trans1t1on state dunng the forma!lon of the sp3 carbon (cf. 2-B-2-3, scheme, trans1!10n state 143) 
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2-B-4-2· Synthesis 
Dunng the synthesis of the first generatton of hgands, an Immmm salt has been used as 
mtermediate. Immmm salts have been applied as catalyst m asyrnmetnc epoxidatwn of carbon-
carbon double bonds 48 The posittve charge makes them highly versattle electrophihc catalysts 
(Scheme 62) 
Scheme 62 
Due to Its electrophihc behavwur we deciCed to test the additton of several Gngnard reagents49 
onto the Imimum functionality to form the correspondmg ammo alcohols A mixture of 
diastereoisomers was obtamed m the formatwn of a third chiral centre (Scheme 63) 
RMgX (3 eq) 
Et20, -78'C toRT 
Scheme 63 
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Determmatwn of the stereochemistry generated was mves!Igated by denva!Isatwn of the alcohol 
with p-mtrobenz01c acid and 3,5-dtnitrobenzOic acid to afford the crystalline ammo esters 166 
and 167 (Scheme 64) 
Scheme 64 
166 Ar = p-mtrophenyl 
167 Ar = 3,5-dtmtrophenyl 
Our double mverswn reactiOn conditiOns were applied successfully for these denva!Isatwns, but 
recrystalhsatwn failed to give a smtable crystal for X-ray analysis 
Dunng the mves!IgatJOn of Gngnard reagents addition onto the Imimum salts, we observed 
different levels of asymmetnc mductwn dependmg on the nature of the Gngnard reagent and on 
the nature of the halide countenon (Scheme 65, table 12) 
RMgX (3 eq) 
Et20, -78'C to RT 
Scheme 65 
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Table 12 
Entry 1 compound 1 RMg X I Y1eld {%) 1 de ratio 
1 168 I PhMg ' Br 99 101 l ' I I 2 I 169 I MeMg I I 99 I 10 I 
3 169 MeMg Br 99 10 1 
4 I 169 I Me\1g I Cl I 99 I 1.1 I 
5 ! 170 I Et!Ag Br I 99 I 4 2• ' : I 
6 171 1-PrMg I 99 ' b 
I I 
' 7 I 171 I 1-PrMg Br I 99 I b 8 171 
' 
1-PrMg Cl 99 1 I 
a) d~astereo1somers separated In 20 and 40% y1elds respectively, b) not detenmned 
Bromide and wd1de Gngnard reagents gave good asymmetnc mductwn for the formation of a 
third ch1ral centre m the asymmetnc addition of Gngnard reagents In contrast, the chlonde 
eqmvalent afforded a 1·1 mixture of d~asteremsomers It IS difficult to mterpret these 
observatwns, but presumably the Schlenk eqmhbnum IS a factor Bloch50 has prevwusly reported 
that m addition of Gngnard reagents to ch1ral 1mme-alcohols where shghtly better asymmetnc 
mductwn was observed for bromide and Iodide (Scheme 66) 
R'MgX 
Scheme 66 
B' 
0 
Ar /'.. N ,./'... R 
H 
The Gngnard add1t10n of ethyl magnesium bromide onto the 1mmmm salt gave a separable 
mixture of d.asteremsomers m 20 and 40 % yields respectively (Scheme 67) 1H NMR 
spectroscopy could not tell which d1asteremsomer IS which We have labelled them 170 A and 
170 B followmg the order of their Rf {A for higher Rf, B for smaller Rf) to differentiate them 
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EtMg Br (3 eq ) 
Et20, -78'C to RT 
+ CO = N),,,Me 
Et ,, 
HO 1Ph 
Scheme 67 
With good dmstere01somenc excesses (non separated) of the ammo alcohols denved from 
norephednne by Gngnard additiOn to Imimum salts, we proceeded with the synthesis of the third 
generation of hgands The conversiOn of the ammo alcohols mto the correspondmg ammo 
sulfides was achieved with the double mverswn process previOusly descnbed (Scheme 68) 
11) Et3N, R'SH 
or MeSNa 
Scheme 68 
In the second step of the double mverswn process, we extended the range of other thwl reagents 
to methyl, Isopropyl and tert-butyl groups (Table 13), m expectatiOn of particular mteractions 
between the third ch1ral centre of the ammo sulfide hgands and the d1phenyl allyl substrate m the 
palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn 
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Table 13 
Entry compound R R' j Yield(%) ee (%) de(%) 
I 
' 
172 Me 
' 
Me 30 I 100 ;:: 90 ' I ' 2 I 173 I Me 1-Pr I 81 I 100 ;:: 90 
3 174 Me 1-Bu 55 100 ;:: 95 
4 ' 175 I Ph I Me ' 61 I 100 ;:: 90 ' I ' ' 
' ' 5 ; 176 Ph ' 1-Pr 56 i 100 ;:: 90 I 
' ' 
I I 
6 177 Ph I 1-Bu 60 : 100 ;:: 95 
7 178-A Et 1-Bu I 35 100 100 
8 178-B Et 1-Bu i 51 100 100 
In 1999, Buono51 reported the IsolatiOn of a palladmm complex by reactmg an eqmmolar mixture 
of TJ3-allyl chlonde palladmm d1mer and a b1dentate hgand (Scheme 69) The exchange of the 
counter amon (chlonde) by the appropnate salt allowed the sohd palladmm complex to be 
Isolated and recrystalhsed for X-ray analysis 
l L1CI04, methanol 
Scheme 69 
We apphed the same methodology to one (177) of our hgands of the th1rd generatiOn (Scheme 
70), but recrystalhsat10n of the crude powder obtamed after am on exchange reactiOn with hthmm 
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perchlorate has failed to produce a smtabb crystal for X-ray analysis The configuratiOn at the 
third chiral centre still remams unknown 
CC?J:Mo 
S Ph 
I 
177 t-Bu 
L1CI04, methanol 
Scheme 70 
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2-B-4-3 Apphcatwn of ammo sulfide hgands m the palladmm-catalysed reactwn 
The thtrd general! on of hgands was synthestsed to determme the posstble effects of the msertwn 
of a thtrd chtral centre mto the ammo sulfide hgands, enablmg us to revtew the trans1t10n state for 
the asymmetnc mductwn m our first gcneratwn of hgands The palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
nucleophthc subs!ltutwn reactwns (Table 14) were performed wtth the op!lmtsed reactwn 
cond1t10ns reported by Vyskoctl and Kocovsla (Scheme 71 )38 
OAc 
Ph~ Ph 
(TJ3-allyi-Pd-Cih (5 mol %) 
Cs2C03 (2 eq ), DMM (2 eq ) 
DCM, R-·, L• (10 mol%) 
00)''Me 
R S '/ph 
0 
R' 
Scheme 71 
Table 14 
Entry compound ; de(%)! r t ; yteld i ee (%) : 
' ' 
' ' ofL• I : (%) ! 
' ' 
: (h) 
' I 175 
I 
"'90 24 I 45 61 
2 176 "'9( 24 I 84 68 
3 177 ~9~ ' 24 ' 39 I 60 ' I 
' I I 4 172 I "'90 10 94 83 
5 ' 173 ' "'90 I 24 I 97 I 72 I I I I 
I ' ' ' ' 6 174 "'95 24 92 71 
7 I 178-A 100 24 88 30 I 
I 
8 ' 178-B 100 24 74 1 
' I I I 9• I 138 100 I 95 I 15 I I I 
I 
' 
I 
' 
I 
I I ' 10• 139 I 100 ' I ' 94 I 34 ' ' I I ' I 
11• ! 140 100 I 90 72 
a) From the first generation ofhgands 
' op!lcal 
' 
' 
' rotatiOn : 
(-)-(S) 
(-)-(S) 
I (-)-(S) i 
I (-)-(S) 
I (-)-(S) I 
' (-)-(S) 
(-)-(S) 
I 
(-)-(S) 
I (-)-(S) 
I 
I (+)-(R) ! 
(+)-(R) 
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The first p1ece of evidence which appeaL from these results IS that the mcluswn of the third 
chual centre has reversed the sense of asymmetnc mduction m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn ( entnes 1-8) The modificatiOn of asymmetnc mductwn from 
this third generatiOn of hgands might be explamed by stenc mteractwn between the substituent at 
the new ch1ral centre and the d1phenylallyl substrate 
We have been able to synthesise m enantwmencally and dJasteremsomencally pure form the 
hgands 178-A and 178-B (Fig 24), and mvestigated them mdependently m the palladiUm-
catalysed allyhc nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn It seems that both d1asteremsomers catalyse 
the reactwn, but with very different asymmetnc mductwn 
CC?x--
s Ph 
I 
t-Bu 
mmor 1somer 178-A 
maJor 1somer 178-B 
Dunng the asymmetnc additiOn of ethyl magnesmm bromide onto the 1mmmm salt, we have 
managed to separate the mixture of dmsteremsomers After a double mverswn reactwn to convert 
the alcohol group mto tert-butyi sulfide group, these hgands were mvestigated mdependently 
The mmor dmsteremsomer 178-A gave h·gher selectlVlty m asymmetric mductwn (Table 14, 
entry 7, 30 % ee) m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc alkylation reactwn than the maJor 
dmsteremsomer 178-B (Table 14, entry 8, I % ee) 
We have optim1sed the sulfide group for the first generatiOn of hgands by mcreasmg the 
repulsive mteraction between the sulfide group and the phenyl group from the d1phenyl allyl 
substrate (Entnes 9-11) But m our third generation of hgands, we observed completely opposite 
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results The smaller the sulfide group IS, the higher the level of asymmetnc mductwn transmitted 
from the hgand to the d1phenyl allyl substrate It seems that the presence of the third ch1ral centre 
has somehow obhged the d1phenyl allyl ~ Jbstrate to adopt the alternative conformatiOn m the 
palladmm complex and therefore mcrease the repulsive mteractwn between the sulfide group and 
the phenyl group from the substrate Thus the smaller the sulfide group IS, the smaller the 
repulsive mteractwn IS 
Unfortunately, the absolute configuratiOn at the third ch1ral still remams unknown, therefore, we 
carmot propose any transition states to explam the asymmetnc mduction from our third 
generation of hgands to the d1phenylallyl substrate But, we beheve m this case that the decisive 
mteraction occurs between the third ch1ral centre on the hgand and the phenyl group on the 
d1phenylallyl substrate (F1g 25, transition state 179 and 180) 
R' 
s"' 
I a-Pd~Ph 
( $h1\_ 0 j Nu 
strong repulsrve rnteractron 179 
a~S_,.R'Ph1 -?ci,,-) Ph_}f 
R " 0 180 Nu 
drsfavoured 
(+)-R rsomer 
favoured 
(-)-S rsomer 
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2-B-5 Conclustons 
We have postl!vely demonstrated the asymmetnc effictency of chtral opl!cally pure ammo 
sulfides as hgands m the palladmm-catalysrd allyhc nucleophthc subsl!tutlon reactton 
We developed a large-scale synthests of ammo alcohols denved from tetrahydrmsoqumohne core 
for the access to our first generatton of hgands (Ftg 26) We have also opl!mtsed the nature of 
the sulfide group to obtam htgh asymmetnc mducl!on m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc 
alkylatton. 
up to 72 % ee for R= t-Bu 
Ftg 26 
By X-ray analysts, the double mverston reacl!on has been proven to take place upon treatment of 
the ammo alcohol wtth tnethylamme and mesyl chlonde, followed by dtsplacement by the 
appropnate thtolate amon (Scheme 72) The azmdmmm catton seems to be the reacttve 
mtennedtate m thts double mverston reacl!on 
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Scheme 72 
We have turned our attention to find which of the two asymmetnc centres has the most Important 
effect m the asymmetnc mduct10n This second generation of hgands has been synthesised by the 
appropnate reactiOns for the cleavage of the oxazolme nng and has afforded a range of different 
groups on the mtrogen for the opl!misatwn oftlus part of the hgands These cleavage reactwns of 
the oxazohne nng were performed to avmd the formatwn of a third chiral centre m the mtrogen 
substituents (Scheme 73) 
)cheme 73 
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By companson of the results obtamed for the apphcatwn of the pseudoephednne and ephednne 
senes as hgands m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic subsl!tutwn reaction, It appears 
that the phenyl group mduces the spatial conformatwn of the diphenylallyl substrate, and 
furthermore, the trans relative positwn of the two chiral centres m the transition state provides 
highest enantwmenc excesses (Fig 27) 
t-Bu 
l 
_..Nx: 
S '''Ph 
I 
t-Bu 
mduces formation of 
the (-)-S 1somer 1n 89% ee 
I 
.... Nx t-Bu 
S Ph 
I 
t-Bu 
mduces formation of 
the (+}-R 1somer m 60% ee 
The synthesis of the third generatwn of hgands has been achieved to observe the mfluence of a 
third chiral centre m the mtrogen substituent The closeness of the third chiral centre, the phenyl 
group from the substrate and the nucleophile have shown very mterestmg results The spatial 
conformatwn of the diphenyl allyl substrate has apparently switched to the opposite conformatwn 
defined for our first generatiOn of hgands (Fig 28 and 29) The opposite enantiomer has been 
obtamed with even higher asynunetnc mductwn 
r..:.:'\ 
' ' (, ' 
,, ' 
' 
F1rst generat1on 
Favoured 
(+)-R ISOmer 
Fig 28 
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Third g·'neratlon 
Favoured 
(-)-S ISOmer 
Fig 29 
The Importance of the phenyl group m our ligands has been demonstrated by access to high 
asymmetnc mducl!on m the palladmm-catalysed allylic nucleophilic substitutiOn reactiOn, but 
also dunng the double mverswn reacl!on wnere the nucleophile attacks opposite to the mtrogen at 
the benzylic positiOn Due to lime constramt, the mvesl!gatwn of the nature of the second chiral 
centre which has been a methyl group afforded by pseudoephednne, ephednne and norephednne 
was not possible Meanwhile, Poll has reported the synthesis of P-ammo alcohols from ammo 
ester With a chelatiOn control via Schiff bases (Scheme 74) 52 These syntheses of ammo alcohols 
with different groups other than methyl could provide ready access to new ligands for the 
mvesl!gatwn of the mfluence of the second chiral centre 
Ph R A )__ ~OMe 
Ph N' If J: 1 .Ph Ph N' I a,b,c d 
0 OH 
irom 8 1 to 18 1 de 
a) 1-Bu2Al-H I CH2C121- 78°C b) PhMgBr I Et20 I-78°C -> 0°C 
c) NaHC031 H20 d) H3o• 
Scheme 74 
The wide range of commercially available chiral ammo esters could be useful for access to 
various ammo alcohols, which could be converted mto the correspondmg ammo sulfides by 
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dialkylatton of the pnmary amme and double m versiOn reaction at the alcohol positton (Scheme 
75) 
Scheme 75 
The mvesl!gal!on of such hgands m the palladmm-catalysed allyhc nucleophilic subslltutton 
reactton would allow opllmisal!on of the stenc and electromc nature of this chiral centre 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental 
Part: 
!58 
3 I General expenmental procedures 
Commercially available reagents were used as supplied, Without further punficatwn, unless 
otherw1se stated A1r and mOisture sens1!JVe compounds were stored m a desiccator over self 
md!Catmg s1hca pellets, under a mtrogen atmosphere 
Flash chromatography was earned out usmg Merck 9385 KJeselgel 60-45 (230-400 mesh) and 
hand bellows to apply pressure to the column Thm layer chromatography (TLC) was earned out 
on glass or alummmm plates coated w1th SJhca gel layer of 0 25 mm thickness, contammg 
fluorescer Compounds on th1s matenal were v1suahsed by UV rad1atwn at wavelength of 254 
nm, or stamed by exposure to an ethanohc solutwn of phosphomolybdic ac1d, (acidified w1th 
concentrated sulfunc ac1d), followed by ch~rrmg where appropnate 
Light petroleum ether (bp 40-60 °C), was d1s!Jlled from calcmm chlonde pnor to use Ethyl 
acetate was d1slilled over calcium sulphate or chlonde Dichloromethane was dJs!illed over 
calcmm hydnde Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was d1s!illed under mtrogen atmosphere from the 
sodmmlbenzophenone ketyl radical or from hthmm alummmm hydnde Tnethylamme and 
dnsopropylethylamme were stored over potassmm hydroxide pellets. 
H1ghly a1r and m01sture sensJ!ive reac!ions were earned out usmg glassware that had been dned 
overmght m an oven at 240 °C These were allowed to cool m a desiccator over self md1catmg 
s1hca pellets The reactmns were earned out under a slight positive sta!ic pressure ofmtrogen 
MJcroanalyses were performed on a Per'an Elmer Elemental Analyser 2400 CHN Op!ical 
rota!! on values were measured w1th an Op!ical ActlVIty-polAAar 200 I mstrument, operatmg at 
1=589 nm, correspondmg to the sodmm hne (D) The solvents used for these measurements were 
of spectrophotometnc grade The solu!ions for these measurements were prepared m volumetnc 
flasks for max1mum accuracy of the volume of the solvent used Meltmg pomts were camed out 
on a Electrotherrnal-IA 9100 and are uncorrected. 
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Founer transformed mfrared absorptiOn spectra were recorded on a Perkm Elmer FT-IR 
spectrometer Paragon 2001 mstrument m the range of 4000-600 cm-t. Sohd samples were run as 
thm films of thetr solutton m dtchloromethane Ltqmd samples were run neat on sodtum chlonde 
discs Mass spectra were recorded on Cra os MS-80 or Jeol-SX102 mstruments usmg electron 
Impact (El), JOmsatJOn techmque 
Proton nuclear magneltc resonance spectra, were recorded on Bruker AC 250 and Brukcr DPX 
400 operatmg at 250 13 and 400 13 MHz respecttvely The expenments were conducted m 
deutenated solvents with tetramethylstlane as the mtemal standard Multtphctltes were recorded 
as broad stgnals (br s), smglets (s), doublets (d), tnplets (t), quartets (q), qumtets (qumt), heptets 
(hept), doublet of doublets (dd), doublet of tnplets (dt), tnplet of doublets (td), doublet of double 
doublets (ddd), and mul!Iplets (m) 
Carbon-13 nuclear magnettc resonance spectra were recorded on Bruker AC 250 and Bruker 
DPX 400 mstruments operatmg at 62 86 a•td 100 62 MHz respecttvely Normally the t3C NMR 
spectrum for each compound was recorded m the same deutenated solvent as that used for the I H 
NMR spectrum, unless otherwise stated Tetramethylsilane was used as the mtemal standard 
DEPT was recorded on a Bruker AC 250 and Bruker DPX 400 
Enanttomenc excesses were determmed by either proton nuclear magnetic resonance, (IH NMR), 
or by Chtral High Performance Ltqmd Chromatography, (Chtral HPLC). 
The proton nuclear magnettc resonance spectra were recorded m deutenated chloroform on 
Bruker AC 250 NMR mstruments, operatmg at 250 13 MHz, m the presence of trzs-[3-
(heptafluoropropylhydroxymethylene )-( + )-camphorato ]europmm(III), [( + )-Eu(hfc )3], or (R)-(3,5-
dimtrobenzoyl)-1-phenylethylamme as the chiral shift reagent, and tetramethylsilane as the 
' 
mtemal standard Between 20 and 40 mol% of the chtral europmm shift reagent was used for the 
determmatwn of the enanttomenc excess of 1,3-Diphenyl-l-(2-dimethylmalonyl)prop-2-ene In 
no case, however, did the total mass of the chtral shtft reagent used m each of the 1 H NMR 
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expenments exceed I 0 mg due to the paramagnetic properties of europmm(III), which may 
compromise data through !me broademng 
The chiral columns used for the detenmnatwn of enan!Iomenc excesses (ee), of non-racemic 
mixtures of chiral compounds by ch1ral 1-!PLC, were Ch1racel OD or Ch1racel OJ on a TSP 
Thermo-Separatmg-Products Spectra Sene·: P200 mstrument, with a TSP Spectra Senes UVl 00 
ultra-vwlet absorptiOn detector and a Cromojet Integrator For 1,3-Diphenyl-1-(2-
dimethylmalonyl)prop-2-ene, the solvent system used was hexane/Jsopropanol (95 5), operatmg 
at a flow rate of 0 50 mL per mmute, (pump pressure eqmvalent to 80-135 psi), with the UV 
detector set at 254 mn Both solvents used for these measurements (hexane and Isopropanol), 
were ofHPLC grade 
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3-2: Indivtdual expenmental procedures 
2-Pyridyl-1,3-dithiane (181): 1 
~0 
A solutwn ofeqmmolar of2-pyndmecarboxaldehyde (2 00 g, 18 7 mmol) and 1,3-propanedtthwl 
(I 88 m!, 18 7 mmol) m toluene m presence of a catalytic amount of p-toiuene sulfomc actd, was 
heated to reflux for 24 hour After coolmg the reaction mtxture, the solvent was removed and a 
careful column chromatography on sthca gel was earned on the crude mtxture to yteld the title 
compound (2 59 g, 71 %) as a colourless otl IR Vmox cm"1 3047, 3006,2931, 2898, 1667, 1585, 
1568, 1469, 1431, 1277, 1172, 993, 750 OH (250 MHz, CDC13) I 90-210 (!H, m), 212-2 30 
(IH, m), 2 90-3 20 (4H, m), 5 36 (IH, s), 718-7 25 (IH, m, CH pyr), 7 45-7 50 (IH, m, CH 
pyr ), 7 65-7 73 ( IH, m, CH at pyr ), 8 56-8 60 (IH, m, CH pyr) oc (CDC13, 62 MHz) 24 94, 
31 14,52 66, 121 8, 122 7, 136 6, 149 8, !57 4 
General procedure for the condensation of- ,3-propanedtthwl and substituted benzaldehydes 
Acetyl chlonde (5 ml) was added to methanol (50 ml) at O'C After 5 mmutes the tee-bath 
was removed and aryl aldehyde was added followed by I ,3-propanedtthwl Then the reactwn was 
left to stir ovemtght at room temperature The solvents were removed under reduced pressure and 
the crude mtxture was recrystalhsed m methanol to yteld the titled compound 
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2-(2-Bromophenyl)-1,3-dithiane (81 ): 
eGo 
See above 2-Bomobenzaldehyde (I 06 ml, 9 08 mmol), 1,3-propanedithml (I ml, 9 95 mmol, I I 
eq ), to yield I 86 g of the titled compound as a colourless crystalline solid (74 %) m p 100-
IOI"C IR Vmax cm·1 3070,2897, 1466, 1419, 1276, 1176, 1021,745,668 OH (400 MHz, CDCl3) 
I 94 (IH, ddt, J 14, 12 5, 3Hz), 2 19 (IH, ddt, J 14, 4.3, 25Hz), 2 92 (2H, ddd, J 14, 12 5, 4 3 
Hz), 3 12 (2H, ddd,J 14, 3, 25Hz), 5 60 ( H, s), 714 (IH, ddd, J8, 7 4, 1.7 Hz), 7 33 (IH, ddd, 
J 7 8, 7 4, I 3Hz), 7 54 (IH, dd, J 8, I 3Hz), 7 68 (IH, dd, J7 8, I 7Hz) oc(IOO MHz, CDCI3) 
25 14 (CH2), 32 29 (2x CH2), 50 74 (CH), 123 01 (CH ar.), 125 87 (d, J 59 Hz, C ar ), 128 11 
(Char), 129 76 (CHar), 132 94 (CHar), 138 27 (Car) Elemental analysis. found C, 43 55; 
H, 3 94, C10H11BrS2 reqmres C, 43 64, H, 4 03, Br, 29 03, S, 23 30 
2-(2-Nitrophenyl)-1,3-dithiane (82):2 
See above· 2-N!trobenzaldehyde (2 00 g, 13 23 mmol), 1,3-propaned!thml (I 46 ml, 14 53 
mmol, I I eq ), to y1eld 2 63 g of titled compound as an orange crystalline solid (82%) m p 121-
123 'C. IR Vmax cm·1 3074,2904,2890, 1520 (N02), 1423, 1352, 1274, 1250, 1173,721. oH (400 
MHz, CDCI3) I 95 (IH, m), 2 20 (IH, m), 2 93 (2H, m), 3 13 (2H, m), 5 89 (IH, s), 7 44 (IH, 
ddd, J I 5, 7.5, 82Hz), 7 62 (IH, dt, J I 5, 75Hz), 7 88 (2H, m) oc (100 MHz, CDCl3) 25 00 
(CH2), 32 25 (2x CH2), 45 95 (CH), 124.72 (CHar.), 129 08 (CH ar ), 130 73 (CHar), 133 43 
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(CHar), 133 47 (Car), 147 72 (Car) Exact mass ca!cd for C10H,,N02S2 241 02312; found 
241.02312. Elemental analysis found C, 4~ 70, H, 4 53, N, 5 75, C10H11N02S2 reqmres C, 49 77, 
H, 4 59, N, 5 80, 0, 13 26, S, 26 57 
2-(2-Fiuorophenyl)-1,3-dithiane {83):3 
r(YF 
~0 
See above 2-Fiuorobenzaldehyde (2 00 Ml, 18 98 mrnol), 1,3-propanedJthwl (I 91 ml, 19 01 
mrnol, I I eq ), to y1eld 2 80 g oft1tled c~mpound as a colourless crystalhne sohd (69%) m p 
77-79 "C IR Vmax cm·' 2900, 1487, 1275, 1232, 1089,757. oH (400 MHz, CDCl3) I 95 (IH, m), 
2 18 (IH, m), 2 92 (2H, m), 3 13 (2H, m), 5 55 (lH, s), 7 05 (IH, ddd, J I 25, 8 08, 9.8 Hz), 7 15 
(IH, dt, J I 27, 752Hz), 7 27 (IH, m), 7 62 (IH, dt, J I 85, 75Hz) oc (lOO MHz, CDCl3) 25 08 
(CHz), 32 18 (2x CHz), 43 08 (CH, J 4Hz), 115 49 (CHar, J 222Hz), 124 64 (CHar, J 3 7 
Hz), 126 29 (Car, J 1424Hz), 129 56 (CHar, J 28Hz), 129 87 (CHar, J 84Hz), !58 91 (CF 
ar, J 248 I Hz) Exact mass calcd for C10H11 FS2 214 02862, found 214 02834 Elemental 
analysis found C, 55 85, H, 5 10, C10H11 FS2 reqmres C, 56 04, H, 5 17, F, 8 86; S, 29 92 
2-{ 4-Bromophenyl)-1,3-dithiane (84):4 
See above. 4-Bromobenzaldehyde (2 00 g, 10 81 mrnol), 1,3-propanedithwl (I 20 ml, 11 94 
mrnol, I I eq) to )'leld 2 203 g of the titled compound as a colourless crystallme sohd (74 %) 
m p 98-99"C (Lit 92-94°C) IR Vmox cm'1 3058, 2951, 2931, 2896, 1588, 1484, 1398, 1274, 
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1070, 1007, 760 oH (CDCI3, 400 MHz) I 90 (IH, m), 2 16 (IH, m), 2 90 (2H, dddd, I, 3 I, 4 5, 
13 8Hz), 3 04 (2H, dddd, J !, 2 5, 12 3, 146Hz), 5 I! (IH, s), 7 35 (2H, d, J 86Hz), 7 48 (2H, 
d, J 86Hz) oc (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 24 96 (CHz), 31 95 (2*CH2), 50 60 (CH), 122 22, 129 43 (CH 
ar ), 131 80 (CHar), 138 06 Elemental al·alys!S' found C, 43 57, H, 3 89, C10H,,BrSz reqmres 
C, 43 64, H, 4 03, Br, 29 03, S, 23 30 
2(-2-Methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane (85):4 
CC' 0 
See above Ortho-amsaldehyde (2 00 g, 14 69 mmol), 1,3-propanedlthwl (I 62 m!, 16 12 mmol, 
I I eq) to YJeld 2 686 g of the titled compound as a colourless crystalhne sohd (81 %) m p 130-
132'C IR Vm" cm'1 3060, 3029, 2994, :'897, 2834, 1596, 1491, 1244, 1096, 1022, 757 OH 
(CDCI3, 400 MHz) I 93 (IH, dtt, J 3, 12 6, 14 I Hz), 2 16 (IH, dtt, J 2 5, 4 3, 14 I Hz), 2 88 (2H, 
ddd,J3,42, 145Hz), 3 !I (2H,dt,J25, 126Hz), 3 07(3H, s), 5 71 (IH, s), 686 (IH, dd,JI, 
83Hz), 6 96 (IH, dt, Jl I, 75Hz), 7 25 (IH, dt, J I 8, 7 4, 83Hz), 7 58 (IH, dd, J1 8, 76Hz) 
Oc (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 25 35 (CH2), 32 42, 43 64, 55 73 (CH), 110 69 (CHar), 120.98 (CH ar.), 
127 24, 129.10 (CHar), 129 32 (CHar), 155 35 Exact mass calcd for C11 H140S2 226 04861, 
found 226 04892. Elemental analys1s found C, 58 21, H, 6 11, C11 H140S2 reqmres C, 58 37; H, 
6 23, 0, 7 07, S, 28 33 
2(-3-Methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane (86):4 
165 
See above Meta-amsaldehyde {I 79 m!, 14 69 mmol), 1,3-propanedithml {I 62 m!, 16 12 mmol, 
I I eq) to YJeld 3 165 g of the titled compound as a colourless crystallme sohd (95 %) m p 62-
64'C IR Vm,. cm·' 3052, 3000, 2936, 2896, 2832, 1582, 1498, 1464, 1452, 1431, 1421, 1315, 
1298, 1275, 1243, 1146, 1047, 871, 761, 694 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) I 94 {IH, dtt, 1 3 I, 12 3, 
14.1 Hz), 2 17 (IH, dtt, 12 5, 4 4, 14 I Hz), 2 91 (2H, ddd, 13, 4 3, 145Hz), 3 06 (2H, dddd, 1 
I, 2 5, 12 4, 135Hz}, 3 81 (3H, s}, 5 15 (,H, s), 6 84 {IH, ddd, 1 J, 2 6, 83Hz), 7 04 (2H, m), 
7 25 {IH, m). oc {CDCI3, 62 MHz) 25 17 (CH2), 32.13 (CH2), 51 58 (CH2), 55 28 (CH3), 113 03 
(CHar), 114 37 (CHar), 120 03 (CHar), 129 68 (CHar}, 140 48, 159 75 Exact mass calcd for 
C 11 H140S2 226 04861, found 226 04881 Elemental analysis found C, 58 21, H, 6 14, C 11 H 140S2 
requires C, 58 37, H, 6 23, 0, 7 07, S, 28 33 
2(-4-Methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane (87):2 
I 
0~ ~0 
See above Para-amsaldehyde (I 79 m!, 14 69 mmol), 1,3-propanedithml (I 62 m!, 16 12 mmol, 
I I eq) to Yield 3 044 g of the titled compound as a colourless crystalline sohd (91 %) m p 118-
120'C IR Ym,. cm·' 3030, 3005, 2960, 2936, 2902, 2834, 1608, 1508, 1249, 1179, 1030, 776, 
757,675 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) I 90 (IH, dtt, J2 8, 12, 14Hz), 2.14 {IH, dhept,1 15, 144Hz), 
2 89 (2H, dt, 14 4, 144Hz), 3 03 (2H, dm, 124Hz), 3 78 (3H, s), 5 13 {IH, s), 6 85 (2H, d, 19 
Hz), 7 38 (2H, d, 19Hz) oC {CDCh, 100 MHz) 25 03 (CH2), 32 13 (CH2), 50 69,55 23, 114 03 
(CHar), 128 87 (CHar), 13126, 159 52 Exact mass calcd for C 11 H 140S2 226 04861, found 
226 04892 Elemental analysiS' found C, 58 20, H, 6 08, C1IH140S2 reqmres C, 58 37, H, 6 23, 
0, 7 07, S, 28 33 
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2-(2-Aminophcnyl)-1,3-dithiane (89):5 
To a suspensiOn of 2-(2-mtrophenyl)-1,3-dithiane (4 00 g, 16 58 mmol) and tm (5 g, 46 34 
mmol, 2 8 eq) m water (40 m!) was add,~d hydrochlonc acid concentrated (15. m!), then the 
reaction mixture was heated with a water bath until disappearance of the startmg matena! (1 e · 
clear solutiOn), then the reactiOn was cooled down to room temperature, filtrate by suctiOn, 
baslfied with a solutiOn of sodmm hydroxide until alka!me pH Then sodmm hydroxide was 
added until disappearance of the precipitated, the mixture was transferred to a separatmg funnel 
and extraction was camed out with d1chloromethane The combmed organic layer were dned 
over sodmm sulfate and the solvent was removed to yield 3 44 g of the titled compound as a 
orange-red crysta!lme solid (99 %) m p 121-123 ·c IR Ymax cm·• 3432, 3342, 1622, 1490, 
1273, 751 oH (400 MHz, CDCI3) I 83-2 02 (IH, m), 2 11-2 24 (IH, m), 2 86-2 97 (2H, m), 3 02-
3 16 (2H, m), 4 16 (2H, broad, NH2), 5 29 (IH, s), 6 66-6 71 (IH, m), 6 73-6 81 (IH, m), 7 07-
7 16 (IH, m), 7 28-7 34 (IH, m), lie (lOO MHz, CDCI3) 25 31 (CH2), 32.02 (2x CH2), 48 68 
(CH), 117 01 (CH ar ), 119 06 (CH ar ), 123 09 (CH ar ), 128 54 (CH ar ), 129 27 (CH ar ), 
144 39 (CH ar) Exact mass ca!cd for C10H 13NS2 211 04894, found 211 04903 Elemental 
analysis found C, 56 74, H, 6 16, N, 6 51, C10H13NS2 reqmres C, 56 83, H, 6 20, N, 6 63, S, 
30 34 
General procedure for the asymmetnc sulfoxidatJon of I ,3-dJthJane species 
To a solutiOn of2-aryl-1,3-dithJane ("' 500 mg) m d1ch!oromethane (20 m!) at -20'C, was added 
8,8-(dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (I I eq) The reaction was left to stir at -20'C for 
48 hours, then a saturated solutiOn of sodmm sulfite was added to quench the reactiOn Bnne and 
d1chloromethane were added and the phases separated The aqueous layer was washed twice with 
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dtchloromethane and the combmed orgamc layers were dned over magnesmm sulfate, filtered, 
and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure The crude product was punfied by flash 
column chromatography over sthca gel to yteld the tttled compound 
2-Pyridyl-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (89): 1 
See Above 2-pyndyl-1,3-dtthtane (500 mg, 2 54 mmol), 8,8-(dtmethoxycamphor)sulfonyl 
oxazmdme (806 mg, 2 79 mmol, l l eq ), to yteld 421 6 mg of the titled compound as a 
colourless crystallme sohd (78 %, >99% ee) m p l32-l34"C. IR Vmu cm·' (CH2Ch solution) 
3050, 1469, 1274, 1040 oH (CDCl3, 400 MHz) 2 30-2 45 (lH, m), 2 50-2 61 (lH, m), 2 70-3 00 
(3H, m), 3 52-3 70 (lH, m), 4 76 (lH, s), 7 26-7 31 (lH, m, CH pyr.), 7 45-7 48 (lH, m, CH 
pyr ), 7 70-7 75 (lH, m, CH pyr ), 8 66-8 68 (lH, m, CH pyr) oc (CDCb, 62 MHz) 29 49, 
30 99, 54 82, 71 38, 124 00, 124 92, 137 12, !50 53, !52 90 [a] 0 20= llO" (c=l 002, CHCl3) 
Exact mass calcd for C9H11NOS2 213 02821, found 213 02850 Elemental analysts· found C, 
50 48, H, 5 13, N, 6 44, C9H11 NOS2 reqmr~s C, 50 68, H, 5 20, N, 6 57, 0, 7 50, S, 30 66. 
2-(2-Bromophenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (97): 6 
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See above 2-(2-Bromophenyl)-1,3-d:thiane (I 52 g, 5 51 mmol) and 8,8-
(dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (' 75 g, 6 05 mmol, I I eq) to }'leld 1.45 g of the titled 
compound as a colourless crystallme solid (90%, 56% ee) m p 154-156"C IR Vmax cm·' 3055, 
1471, 1422, 1269, 1030 (S-0), 753, 669 oH (CDCl3, 250 MHz) 2 52 (3H, m), 2 93 (2H, m), 3 62 
(IH, dm, J !3 Hz), 5 28 (IH, s), 7 21 (IH, ddd, J I 7, 7 4, 8 Hz), 7 39 (IH, ddd, J l 3, 7.5, 7 5 
Hz), 7 53 (IH, dd, J I 7, 7.5 Hz), 7 64 (IH, dd, J I 3, 8Hz) oc (CDCl3, 62 MHz) 29 78 (CHz), 
31 72 (CHz), 54 85 (CHz), 67 87 (CH), 125 53 (Car), 128 36 (CHar.), 129 27 (CHar), 130 35 
(CH ar ), 133 07 (C ar) 133 46 (CH ar) [a]o20= 66" (c=O 992, CHC13) Elemental analysiS' 
found C, 41 10, H, 3 75, C10H11 BrOS2 reqmres C, 4124, H, 3 81, Br, 27 44, 0, 5 49, S, 22 02 
2-(2-Nitrophenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (98):6 
See above 2-(2-Nitrophenyl)-1 ,3-dithiane (I 29 g, 5 35 mmol) and 8,8-
dJmethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (I 70 g, 5 89 mmol, l I eq ), I 24 g of the titled 
compound as a orange crystallme solid (90 %, 72% ee) m p 16l-163"C IR Vmax cm·' 3068, 
2905, 1520, 1426, 1349, 1037 (S-0), 781, 752, 712 OH (CDCI3, 250 MHz), 2 70 (5H, m), 3 60 
(IH, dm, J 13 Hz), 5 68 (IH, s), 7 53 (IH, m), 7 70 (2H, m), 8 03 (IH, dm, J 8Hz) oc (CDCI}, 
62 MHz) 29 74 (CH2), 31 60 (CH2), 55 00 (CH2), 63 54 (CH), 125 46 (CH ar ), 128 37 (C ar ), 
129 69 (CH ar ), 129 78 (CH ar ), 133 85 (CH ar ), 149.54 (C ar) [a]0 20= -80" (c=! 002, 
CHCl3) Exact mass calcd for C10H11N03S2 257 01804, found 257 01807. Elemental analysis: 
found C, 46 76, H, 4 23, N, 5 37, C10H11N03S2 reqmres C, 46 68, H, 4 31, N, 5 44, 0, 18 65, S, 
24 92 
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2-(2-Aminophenyl)-1 ,3-di thiane-1-oxide (99): 
See above 2-(2-Ammophenyl)-1,3-dJthiane (500 mg, 2 37 mmol) and 8,8-
dJmethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (752 mg, 2 60 mmol, I I eq ), 531.1 mg of the !Jtled 
compound as a orange-red crystallme sohd (98 %, 92 % ee, 99 % ee after recrystalhsatwn) m p 
143-144T IR vmax cm'1 3436, 3347, 3237, 1646, 1026, 752 OH (250 MHz, CDCl3), 2 22-2 43 
{IH, m), 2.46-2 59 (lH, m), 2 66-2 77 {IH, m), 2 78-2 94 (2H, m), 3 54-3 65 (IH, m), 3 70-4 30 
(2H, broad, NHz), 5 07 {IH, s), 6 73-6 79 (IH, dd, J 7 9, I Hz), 6 81-6 89 {IH, ddd, J 7 7, 7 5, I 
Hz), 7 11-718 {IH, ddd, J7 9, 7 5, I 5 Fz), 719-7 24 {IH, dd, J 7 7, I 5Hz) oc (lOO MHz, 
CDCl3) 29 57 (CH2), 31 13 (CH2), 55 13 (CH2), 63 85 (CH}, 117 71 (CH ar ), 119 77 (CH ar ), 
120 09 (CH ar ), 128 04 (CH ar ), 129 70 (CH ar ), 146 67 (CH ar) [a] 0 20= -171' {c=1.014, 
CHCl3) Exact mass calcd for C10H13NOS2 227 04386, found 227 04410 Elemental analysis 
found C, 52 76, H, 5.73; N, 5 93, C10H 13NOS2 reqmred C, 52 83, H, 5 76, N, 6 16, 0, 7 04, S, 
28.20 
2-(2-Fiuorophenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (1 00): 
170 
See above 2-(2-Fluorophenyl)-1 ,3-dJthJane (500 mg, 2 33 mmol) and 8,8-
d!methoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (741 mg, 2 56 mmol, 1.1 eq ), 448 6 mg of the lltled 
compound as a colourless crystallme sohd (83 %, 72% ee) m p 145-146'C IR Vmax cm"1 3054, 
2912, 1585, 1490, 1233, 1040 (S-0), 759 iiH (CDCl3, 250 MHz), 2 54 (3H, m), 2 89 (2H, m), 
3 60 (IH, dm, J 127Hz), 5 03 (IH, s), 7 11 (IH, ddd, J I 3, 8 2, 96Hz), 7 21 (IH, ddd, J I 3, 
7 5, 7.5 Hz), 7 35 (IH, m), 7 46 (lH, ddd, .• I 9, 7 5, 75Hz) lie (CDCl3, 100 MHz) 29 64 (CH2), 
3148 (CH2), 54 85 (CH2), 61 64 (CH), 115 97 (CHar, J21 66Hz), 120 88 (Car, J 1427Hz), 
124 96 (CHar, J 3 91 Hz), 129 08 (CHar, J 246Hz), 130 75 (CHar., J 836Hz), 160 78 (CF 
ar, J 249 56Hz) [a]o20= 113' (c=l 008, CHCl3) Exact mass calcd for C10H11 FOS2 230 02354; 
found 230 02307 Elemental analySIS found C, 51 96, H, 4 74, C10H11 FOS2 reqmred C, 52.15, H, 
4 81, F, 8 25, 0, 6 95, S, 27 84. 
2(-4-Bromophenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (1 01): 
See above 2-(4-Bromophenyl)-1,3-d!thlane (199 4 mg, 0 724 mmol) and 8,8-
dlmethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (230 mg, 0 796 mmol, I I eq ), 218 9 mg of the lltled 
compound as a colourless crystallme sohd (99 %, 96% ee) m p 181-183"C IR Vm.x cm·' 2908, 
1487, 1426, 1402, 1270, 1072, 1040, 1010, 852, 823, 762 oH(CDCh, 400 MHz) 2 36 (IH, m), 
2 53 (IH, m), 2 72 (2H, m), 2 88 (IH, ddd, J 2 8, 12 4, 144Hz), 3 56 (IH, dm, J 128Hz), 4 51 
(IH, s), 7 29 (2H, d, J 88Hz), 7 53 (2H, d, J 88Hz) lie (CDCh, 100 MHz) 29 78 (CH2), 31 69 
(CH2S), 55 10 (CH2S(O)), 69 35 (CH), 123 88 (Car), 130 57 (CHar), 132 53 (CHar), 132 63 
(C ar) [a]0 20= 115' (c=1 064, CHCl3) Elemental analys1s' found C, 41 23, H, 3.78, 
C10H11 BrOS2 reqmres C, 41 24, H, 3 81, Bi, 27 44, 0, 5 49, S, 22 02 
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2( -1-Methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (1 02): 
See above· 2-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-d'thiane (199 3 mg, 0 882 mmol) and 8,8-
dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (230 mg, 0 969 mmol, 1.1 eq ), 207 9 mg of the titled 
compound as a colourless crystallme sohd (97 %, 84% ee) mp 170-J72"C IR vm" cm·' 3029, 
2998, 1596, 1492, 1462, 1428, 1311, 1289, 1246, 1098, 1023,763 OH (CDCb, 400 MHz) 2 31 
(IH, m), 2 47 (IH, dm, J 152Hz), 2 58 (IH, dm, J 124Hz), 2 78 (IH, dt, J 3.2, 132Hz), 2 87 
(IH, ddd, J 2 8, 12 4, 144Hz), 3 52 (IH, dm, J 128Hz), 3 85 (3H, s), 5 26 (IH, s), 6 91 (JH, d, 
J 84Hz), 6 99 (IH, dt, JO 8, 72Hz), 7 28 (IH, dm, J I 6Hz), 7 41 (IH, dd, J I 6, 76Hz) oc 
(CDCb, 100 MHz) 29 51 (CH2), 31 44 (CH2), 54 61 (CH2), 55 68 (CH3), 61 64 (CH), Ill 18 
(CH ar ), 121 04 (CH ar ), 121 74 (C ar ), 128 61 (CHar), 130 02 (CH ar ), !57 47 (C ar) 
[a]o20= I 13" (c=J 048, CHCl3) Exact mass calcd for C11 H140 2S2 242 04352, found 242 04340 
Elemental analysis found C, 54 54; H, 5 75, C11 H140 2S2 reqmres C, 54 52, H, 5 82, 0, 13.20, S, 
26 46 
1(-3-Methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (1 03): 
172 
See above 2-(3-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane (201 mg, 0 889 mmol) and 8,8-
dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (283 mg, 0 979 mmol, l l eq ), 181 7 mg of the titled 
compound as a colourless crystalline sohd (84 %, 96% ee) m p l50-152T IR vm, cm" 1 3031, 
2987, 1598, 1490, 1270, 1151, 1037 oH (CDCl3, 400 MHz) 2 31 (IH, tm, J 32Hz), 2 46 (IH, 
dm, J 152Hz), 2 62 (lH, ddd, Jl 2, 3 6, 14Hz), 2 73 (IH, dt, J2 8, 13 2), 2 83 (lH, ddd, J2.4, 
12, 14Hz), 3 52 (lH, dm, J 128Hz), 3.79 (3H, s), 4 53 (IH, s), 6 89 (lH, ddd, J I 2, 2 8, 8 4 
Hz), 6 95 (lH, dd, J 2, 24Hz), 7 01 (lH, dm, J 7 6 Hz), 7 29 (lH, t, J 8 Hz) oc (CDCl3, lOO 
MHz) 29 93 (CH2), 31 82 (CH2), 55 19 (CH2), 55 71 (CH3), 70 06 (CH), 114 55 (CHar.), 115.57 
(CH ar ), 121 49 (CH ar ), 130 58 (CH ar ), 135 24 (C ar ), 160 42 (C ar) [a]n20= 125' 
(c=l 058, CHCl3) Exact mass calcd for C11 H140 2S2 242 04352, found 242 04351 Elemental 
analysis found C, 54 49, H, 5 75, C11H140-S2 reqmres C, 54 52, H, 5 82, 0, 13 20, S, 26 46 
2(-4-Methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (1 04): 7 
See above 2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dithiane (202 mg, 0 894 mmol) and 8,8-
dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxamidmc (284 mg, 0 983 mmol, I I eq ), 205 I mg of the titled 
compound as a colourless crystallme sohd, (95 %, >99% ee) m p 183-184'C (Lit 166'C) IR 
Vm, cm"1 3028, 2908,2838, 1609, 1512, 1460, 1442, 1304, 1258, 1177, 1108, 1025, 847,757 OH 
(CDCl,, 400 MHz) 2 34 (IH, tm, J 2 4 Hz), 2 50 (IH, dm, J !4 8 Hz), 2 69 (2H, m), 2 86 (IH, 
ddd, J 2 4, 12 8, 144Hz), 3 64 (IH, dm, J 128Hz), 3 79 (3H, s), 4 50 (IH, s), 6 91 (2H, d, J 8 6 
Hz), 7 33 (2H, d, J 86Hz) oc (CDCl3, 100 MHz) 29 48 (CH2), 31 48 (CH2), 54.71 (CH2), 55 25 
(CH3), 6910 (CH), 11454 (CHar.), 12519 (Car), 129 87 (CHar), 16032 (Car) [a]020= 
142' (c=O 990, CHCl3) Exact mass calcd for C11 H140 2S2 242 04352, found 242.04340. 
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Elemental analysis found C, 54 44, H, 5 77, C11 H140 2S2 reqmres C, 54 52, H, 5 82, 0, 13 20, S, 
26 46 
2-[(Phenylthio)methyl]pyridine (107): 8 
HCI 
To a solutiOn of 2-( chloromethyl)pyndme hydrochlonde (3 00 g, 18 3 rnmol) m water was added 
neat thwphenol (2 4 g, 21 8 mmol, I 2 eq) followed by 22 m! of a 3 M sodmm hydroxide 
solutiOn The reactiOn was left under stmmg overnight at room temperature, then the reactiOn 
mixture was extracted With diChlorometh.me (3x!OO m!). The combmed orgamc layers were 
I 
dned over magnesmm sulfate and the solvent was removed and the crude product was punfied by 
column chromatography over silica gel to yield the l!tled compound as a yellow ml (3 75 g, 61 
%) IR vm" cm·' 3030, 1571 8H (CDC!3, 250 MHz) 4 27 {2H, s, CH2), 7.10-7 36 (7H, m, Ar and 
Pyr ), 7 60 (!H, td, J 7 6, 23Hz), 8 52-8 56 (lH, m) 
2-[ (Methylthio )methyl] pyridme (1 08):8 
HCI 
To a solul!on of 2-(chloromethyl)pyndme hydrochlonde (3 00 g, 18 3 rnmol) m ethanol (50 ml) 
was added thwurea (I 39 g, 18 3 mmol) and the reactiOn mixture was refluxed for I 5 hour. After 
cooling down the solutiOn the sohd was filtered and treated with a 3 M aqueous solutiOn of 
sodmm hydroxide The mixture was heated to 60 °C for 20 mmutes then after cooling, a solutiOn 
of wdomethane m dichloromethane was added The reactiOn was left overnight at room 
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temperature The react10n m1xture was extracted w1th d!chloromethane, the combmed orgamc 
layers were dned over magnesmm sulfate and the solvent was removed and the crude product 
was punfied by column chromatography over s1hca gel to y1eld the tltled compound as a hght 
yellow 01! (I 42 g, 56%) IR Vmax cm-1 30270, 1569 OH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 2 07 (3H, s, CH3), 
3 81 (2H, s, CH2), 7.17 (IH, ddd, J7 5, 4 S, I I Hz), 7 37 (IH, dt, 8 8, I Hz), 7.66 (IH, td, J7 6, 
I 8Hz), 8 54 (IH, m) 
2-[ (1,1-Dimcthylethyl)thio] methylpyridine (1 09): 8 
~8't-Bu 
HCI 
To a solutwn of 2-(chloromethyl)pyndme hydrochlonde (3 00 g, 18 3 mrnol) m water was added 
sodmm 2-methyl-propane-2-thwlate (2 05 g, 18 3 mrnol, I 0 eq) followed by 50 m! of a 3 M 
sodmm hydrox1de solutwn The react10n was left under stmmg overn1ght at room temperature, 
then the reactwn m1xture was extracted w1th d1chloromethane (3xiOO m!) The combmed orgamc 
layers were dned over magnesmm sulfate and the solvent was removed and the crude product 
was punfied by column chromatography over s1hca gel to y1eld the t1tled compound as a yellow 
01l (I 92 g, 58%) IR Vmax cm-1 3033, 1578 OH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 1.34 (9H, s, 1-Bu), 3 93 (2H, s, 
CH2), 7 13 (IH, ddd, J 7.5, 5, I I), 7 42 (IH, dt, J 7 9, I I Hz), 7 63 (IH, td, J 7 7, I 9Hz), 8 52 
(IH, ddd, J 5, I 9, I Hz) 
2-[(Phenyisuifinyl)methyl]pyridine (110): 
~8'Ph 
I75 
To a solutiOn of sulfide (519 3 mg, 2 58 mmol) m d1chloromethane (20 m!) at -20'C, was added 
8,8-{dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (0 750 mg, 2 59 mmol, I 05 eq) The reactiOn was 
left to stir at -20'C for 48 hours, then a saturated solutiOn of sodmm sulfite was added to quench 
the reactiOn Bnne and d1chloromethane were added and the phases separated The aqueous layer 
was washed twice with d1chloromethane and the combmed orgamc layers were dned over 
magnesmm sulfate, filtered, and the solv·-nt was removed under reduced pressure The crude 
product was punfied by flash column chronatography over s1hca gel to yield the titled compound 
as a thick m! (0 440 mg 78 %) lR vm, cm'1 3035, 1572, 1051. OH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 4.17 (IH, 
d, J 126Hz), 4 24 {IH,d, J 126Hz}, 7 16-7 26 (2H, m}, 7 44-7 55 (5H, m), 7 64 (IH, td, J7 7, 
I 8Hz}, 8 54 (IH, ddd, J 4 8, I 8, I Hz) 
2-[(Methylsulfinyl)methyl]pyridine (111): 
To a solutiOn of sulfide (510 mg, 3 67 m-no!) m diChloromethane (20 m!) at -20'C, was added 
8,8-(dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdJ:le {I 100 g, 3 81 mmol, U eq) The reactwn was left 
to stir at -20'C for 48 hours, then a saturated solution of sodmm sulfite was added to quench the 
reactwn Bnne and dichloromethane were added and the phases separated The aqueous layer was 
washed twice w1th d1chloromethane and the combmed organic layers were dned over magnesmm 
sulfate, filtered, and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure The crude product was 
purified by flash column chromatography over s1hca gel to yield the titled compound as a thick 
m! (0 280 mg 49 %) IR Ym, cm'1 3032, 1567, 1042 OH (CDCI3, 250 MHz) 2 58 (3H, s, Me), 
4.12 {IH, d, J 127Hz), 4 20 {IH, d, J 127Hz}, 7 29 (IH, ddd, J 7 7, 5, 1.3 Hz), 7 38 (IH, dt, J 
7 9, I 2Hz), 7 73 (IH, td, J7 6, I 8Hz), 8 62 (IH, ddd, J 4 9, I 7, lHz) 
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2-[(1,1-Dimethylethyl)sulfinyl]methylpyridine (112): 
~8't-Bu ----
To a soluhon of sulfide (880 8 mg, 4 86 mmol) m d1chloromethane (20 ml) at -20"C, was added 
8,8-(dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl oxazmdme (I 550 g, 5.36 mmol, I l eq) The reactiOn was left 
to shr at -20"C for 48 hours, then a saturated solutiOn of sodmm sulfite was added to quench the 
reactiOn Bnne and d1chloromethane were < dded and the phases separated The aqueous layer was 
washed twice w1th d1chloromethane and the combmed orgamc layers were dned over magnesmm 
sulfate, filtered, and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure The crude product was 
purified by flash column chromatography over s1hca gel to )'leld the htled compound as a thiCk 
01l (852 5 mg 89 %) IR Vmax cm-1 3029, 1578, 1062 OH (CDCl3, 250 MHz) 1 34 (9H, s, t-Bu), 
3 78 (1H, d, J 126Hz), 4 07 (1H,d, J 126Hz), 7 25 (!H, ddd, J 7 6, 4 9, 1 2Hz), 7 43 (!H, d, J 
78Hz), 7 69 (!H, td, J7 6, 1 8Hz), 8 58-8 63 (1H, m) 
2-(2-[ (E)-1-Pheny 1methylidene] aminoph en yl-1 ,3-dithJan e-1-oxide (122): 
A solutiOn of 2-(2-Ammophenyl)-1,3-dJthiane-l-oxide (331 4 mg, 146 mmol), benzaldehyde 
(154 6 mg, l 46 mmol) and magnesmm sulfate m d1chloromethane was stmed for 48 hours at 
room temperature The reactiOn mixture was filtered and the solvent was removed The crude 
product was punfied by column chromatography over neutral alumma to yield 329 4 mg of the 
htled compound (71 %) as a colourless 01l IR Vmax cm-1 3058, 2980, 2908, 1732, 1700, 1629, 
1041, 766, 734, 693 OH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 2 50 (3H, m), 2 84 (2H, m), 3 55 (lH, dm, J 12 6 
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Hz), 5 43 (IH, s), 7 05 (IH, dd, J I 6, 7 5 Hz), 7 33 (2H, m), 7 50 (4H, m), 7.94 (2H, m), 8 46 
(IH, s) llc (CDCI,, 62 MHz) 30 01,31 89, 55 02, 64 80, 116 12, 120 34, 121 03, 127 88, 128 48, 
128 65, 129 98, 139 90, 146 67, 161.75 [a]o20= + 80 '(c= I 002, CHCJ,) 
2-(-2 [ (E)-1-(2-Nitrophenyl)methylidene] amino ph enyl)-1 ,3-dithiane-1-oxide (123): 
See above 2-(2-Ammophenyl)-1,3-dtthmne-1-oxtde (200 2 mg, 0 88 mmol), 4-
mtrobenzaldehyde (133 I mg, 0 88 mmol), magnesmm sulfate to )'leld 140 4 mg of the titled 
compound (50%) as an orange ml IR Ymax cm·' 3060, 3023,2986, 1693, 1548, 1335, 1046,965, 
743, 700 oH (CDCJ,, 250 MHz) 2 50 (3H, m), 2 91 (2H, m), 3 57 (IH, dm, J 126Hz), 5 46 (IH, 
s), 7 20 (IH, dd, J I 7, 78Hz), 7 38 (2H, m), 7 54 (IH, dd, J I 6, 74Hz), 7 64 (IH, dt, J I 6, 8 1 
Hz), 7 75 (IH, dt, J I 4, 76Hz), 8 01 (IH, dd, J I 3, 80Hz), 8 27 (IH, dd, J I 5, 77Hz), 8 90 
(IH, s) llc (CDCI,, 100 MHz) 29 86, 3165, 53 44, 54 97, 118 67, 12442, 127 80, 128 26, 
12860,13019, 13048,13073,13134,13325, 14928,15006, 15680 [a]0 20= + 117 • (c= 
0 99, CHC!,) 
2-[2-( (E)-1-[ 4-(Methyloxy)phenyl] methylideneamino )ph enyl]-1 ,3-di thian e-1-oxid e (126): 
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See above 2-(2-Ammophcnyl)-1,3-dithrane-1-oxide (250 mg, I IO mmol), p-amsaldehyde (I50 
mg, I IO mmol) to )'leld 130 4 mg of the !Lied compound (34 %) as a colourless ml IR vm, cm" 1 
3059, 3026, 2996, I699, I568, I345, I035 760, 699 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 2 33 (IH, m), 2 50 
(IH, m), 2 60 (IH, m), 2 75 (2H, m), 3 50 (IH, dm, J 124Hz), 5 43 (IH, s), 7 00 (3H, m), 7 26 
(IH, m), 7 33 (IH, m), 7 49 (IH, d, J 8Hz), 7 89 (2H, d, J 8Hz), 8 37 (IH, s) oc (CDCh, IOO 
MHz) 29 90, 3I 79,54 93,55 46,64 24, li4 I7, liS 68, I26 30, I27 33, I28 35, I29 35, 1300I, 
130 69, I5I 60, I60 69, I62 45 [a]o20= + 70' {c= 0 974, CHCh) 
2-[2-( (E)-1-[3-(Methyloxy)phenyl] methylideneamino )phenyl]-1,3-dithiane-1-oxide (125): 
See above 2-(2-Ammophenyl)-I,3-dithiane-I-oxide (250 mg, I 10 mmol), m-amsaldehyde (!50 
mg, I IO mmol) to )'leld I91 8 mg of the titled compound (50%) as a colourless ml IR vm, cm"1 
3025, 2983, 2896, I690, 1340, I042, 966, 700 oH (CDCI3, 400 MHz) 2 30 (IH, m), 2 45 (IH, 
m), 2 58 (IH, dm, J I4 Hz), 2 72 (IH, dt, J 2 8, 13 2 Hz), 2 82 (IH, ddd, J 2 8, I2 4, I4 8 Hz), 
3 50 (IH, d, m, J I2 4 Hz), 3 86 (3H, s, OMe), 5 38 (IH, s), 7 04 (2H, m), 7 27 (IH, m), 7 34 
(2H, m), 7 48 (3H, m), 8 40 (IH, s) oc (CDCI3, 100 MHz) I4 I9, 29 85, 3I 73, 54 98, 55 43, 
li2 99, li7 92, liS 6I, I2I 4I, I26 65, 127 45, 128 42, I29 74, 130 00, I37 6I, 151 22, I 59 94, 
I6I 36 [a]o20= + 72' (c= 0 488, CHC13) • 
I79 
2-[2-( (E)-1-[2-(Methy loxy )phenyl] mcthylideneamino )ph enyl]-1 ,3-di thian e-1-oxid e (124): 
See above 2-(2-Ammophenyl)-1 ,3-dllhlane-1-oxlde (250 mg, I I 0 mmol), o-amsaldehyde ( 150 
mg, I 10 mmol) to )'leld 202 8 mg of the !!tied compound (53%) as a colourless 01! IR Vm.x cm·' 
3060,2993, 1694, 1598, 1039, 753, 700 OH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 2 48 (3H, m), 2.81 (2H, m), 3 54 
(IH, dm, J 127Hz), 3 87 (3H, s, OMe), 5 48 (IH, s), 6 94 (IH, d, J 84Hz), 7 06 (2H, m), 7 40 
(4H, m), 8 23 (IH, dd, J I 7, 7.7 Hz), 8 91 (IH, s) oc (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 30 20, 32 08, 55 19, 
55 86, 64 50, Ill 47, 119 12, 121 00, 125 01, 126 72, 127 91, 128 12, 128 52, 130 26, 133.20, 
!52 09, 157 40, !59 97 [a]n20= + 83' (c= 0 998, CHCI3) 
(E)-1,3-Diphenyl-3-hydroxy-prop-1-ene (157):9 
0 
Ph~ Ph OH Ph~ Ph 
To a stlrred solutlon of chalcone (5 00 g, 24 00 mmol) and cenum chlonde heptahydrate (9 90 g, 
26 60 mmol, I I eq) m methanol (50 ml), at 0 "C, was added sodmm borohydnde (I 00 g, 26 60 
mmol, I I eq) The reactwn m1xture was allowed to reach the room temperature and left under 
stlmng for 3 hours The solvent was removed and the resultmg gum was extracted w1th 
dichloromethane (three tlmes) The combired orgamc layers were dned over magnesmm sulfate, 
filtered and concentrated m vacuo to yield m 01ly sohd wh1ch was recrystalltsed from hexane to 
y1eld 4 80 g of the t1tled compound (95 %) as a white wool m p 52-54 'C (L1t 55-56'C) IR Vmax 
cm·' 3350, 3027, 1494, 1450, 966 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 2 60 (IH, br s), 5 39 (IH, d, J 64Hz), 
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6 39 (IH, dd, J 6 4, 15 8 Hz), 6 70 {IH, d, J 15 8Hz), 7 35 (!OH, m, Ar ). lie (CDCi], 100 MHz) 
78 60, 125 80, 126 10, 126 60, 127 20, 128 00, 129 80, 130 90, 136 10, 140 80, 141 00 
Elemental analysis found C, 85 59, H, 6 73, C15H140 reqmres C, 85 68, H, 6 71, 0, 7 61 
1,3-Diphenylprop-2-en-1-yl acetate (158): 10 
OH 
Ph~ Ph 
OAc 
Ph~ Ph 
To a solu!lon of alcohol (0 500 g, 2 38 mmol) m d1chloromethane was added pyndme (0 40 m!, 
4 76 mmol, 2 eq ), followed by a catalytic amount of 4-dimethylammo-pyndme and acellc 
anhydnde (0 27 m!, 2 88 mmol, I 2 eq) The reactiOn was momtored by TLC (petroleum ether-
diethyl ether, 2·1) unlll completiOn The reactiOn m1xture was concentrated, taken m d1ethyl ether 
and washed with an aqueous solutiOn of copper (!I) sulfate (three limes), and a saturated solu!lon 
of sodmm carbonate (twice) The orgamc layer was dned over sodmm sulfate, filtered and 
concentrated m vacuo to )'leld the titled compound quan!ltal!vely as a colourless m! IR Vm., cm·' 
3030, 1737, 1495, 1370, 1236 oH (CDC13, 250 MHz) 2 13 (3H, s), 6 34 (IH, dd,J7, 16Hz), 6 45 
{IH, d, J 7Hz), 6 63 (IH, d, J 16Hz), 7 30 (!OH, m, Ar) lie (CDCh, 62 MHz) 21 31, 76 16, 
126 8, 1271, 127 6, 127 9,128 I, 128 2, 128 5, 128 6, 128 8, 132 6, 136 2, 139 3, 170 
Palladium-catalysed allylic nucleophilic substitution reaction: 1,3-Diphenyl-1-(2-
dimethylmalony l)prop-2-ene: 11 
OAc 
Ph~Ph 
General procedure for the allyhc nucleophilic subsl!tutwn palladmm-catalysed reacllon · 
To a solutiOn of allyl chlonde palladmm dtmer (5 mg, 0 0137 mmol, 5 mol%) m dichloromethane 
(0 5 m!) was added an enantmmencally p;1re hgand (0 0273 mmol, 10 mol%) and the reac!lon 
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was left under stirnng at room temperature for 15 mmutes Then a solution of allyl acetate 
substrate (140 mg, 0 555 mmol) m d1chloromethane (I ml) was added The reactiOn was left for 
another 15 mmutes Then a solutiOn of dimethyl malonate (147 mg, I Ill mmol, 2 eq) m 
d!chloromethane (2 ml) was added followed by caesmm carbonate (362 mg, I Ill mmol, 2 eq) 
and the reactiOn was momtored for the first 2 hours. In the case of no total consumptiOn of the 
allyl acetate substrate, the reactiOn was left under stmmg for 24148 hours. Then water was added 
and the phases were separated The aqueous layer was washed twice With d1chloromethane and 
the combmed organic layers were dned over sodmm sulfate, filtered and concentrated m vacuo to 
y1eld the crude product which was pun+ied by column chromatography over sihca-gel with 
petroleum ether-ethyl acetate (95 5) to y1el 1 the titled compound as a colourless sohd m p 120-
122 'C IR Vm" cm-1 3031,2955, 1755, 1436 8H (CDCI,, 250 MHz), 3 51 (3H, s, Me), 3 70 (3H, 
s, Me), 3 92 (IH,d,J 11 Hz),422(1H,dd,J8, 11Hz), 627 (1H, dd,J8, 15Hz), 644(1H,d,J 
15Hz), 7 25 (I OH, m, Ar) lie (CDCI,, 62 MHz) 49 09,52 30,52 47,57 53, 126 2, 127 0, 127 4, 
127 7, 128 3, 128 5, 129 0, 131.7, 136 6, 140 0, 167 6, 168 0, Elemental analysiS' found C, 73 94, 
H, 6 21, C2oH,00 4 reqmres C, 74 06, H, 6 21, 0, 19 73 
(-)-(Oxocamphorsulfonyl)imine (73): 12 
Reagent grade ammomum hydroxide (360 m!) was cooled to 0 'C A solutiOn of (+)-10-
camphorsulfonyl chlonde (40 0 g, 159 mmol) m dichloromethane (400 ml) was added dropw1se, 
over thirty mmutes, to the rapidly stirnng ammomum hydroxide solutiOn usmg a pressure 
equalised droppmg funnel The reactiOn mixture was left stirnng at 0 'C for a further 2 hours, 
transferred to a separatmg funnel and the phases were separated and the aqueous layer washed 
twice with d1chloromethane The combmed orgamc layers were dned over magnesmm sulfate, 
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filtered and concentrated m vacuo to yielc the crude ( + )-(! S)-10-camphorsulfonamide The ( + )-
(IS)-10-camphorsulfonamide was sufficiently pure to use for the subsequent preparatiOn of(-)-
(oxocamphorsulfonyl)Imme The crude (+)-(IS)-10-camphorsulfonamJde (11 5 g, 53 7 mmol) 
was added to a I htre flask contammg selemum dwx1de (8 50 g, 77 0 mmol, I 4 eq ), and acetic 
acid (400 m!) The reaction was heated under reflux for 20 hours, after which time, precipitated 
selemum was removed by filtratiOn Water (500 m!) and dichloromethane (250 m!) were added to 
the filtrate The layers were separated and the aqueous layer was washed with dichloromethane 
(twice 250 m!) The combmed orgamc layers were dned over magnesiUm sulfate, filtered and the 
solvent was removed to yield the crude product which was recrystalhsed from chloroform to 
funnsh I 0 65 g of the titled compound (87 %) as a pale yellow crystals. m p. 196-198"C (Lit 
190-191"C) IR Vmox cm"1 1758, 1653, 1339, 1173, 1164 OH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 0 99 (3H, s, Me), 
I 17 (3H, s, Me), I 95 (2H, m), 2 30 (2H, r'1), 2 75 (IH, J 5Hz), 3 22 (IH, d, J !4Hz), 3 45 (IH, 
d, J 14Hz) lie (CDCi), 100 MHz) 18 35, 20 14, 22 26, 27 95,44 63, 50 05, 59 03, 62 75, 181 5, 
197.7 [a]o20~- 179" (c~l 000, CHCI3) 
(+)-[(8,8-Dimethyloxycamphoryl)sulfonyl]imine (25): 13 
A solutiOn of (-)-oxocamphorsulfonyl urme (2 27 g, 10 0 mmol) and Amberlyst® 15 Ion 
exchange resm (0 500 g) m tnmethyl orthofonnate (25 0 m!), methanol (5 0 m!) and concentrated 
sulfunc acid (0 500 m!) were heated to reflux ovennght The cooled solutiOn was filtered, water 
added (20 m!) and the mixture extracted With dichloromethane (3x30 m!) The combmed orgamc 
layers were washed With water (30 m!), dned over magnesiUm sulfate, filtered and the solvent 
was removed to yield the crude product which was recrystalhsed m absolute ethanol to y1eld 2 35 
g of the titled compound (95 %) as a white sohd m p 189-190 (Lit 186-18TC) "C IR Vmox cm·' 
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(nuJol) 1653, 1332, 1161 oH (CDCI3, 400 MHz) I 00 (3H, s, Me), I 09 (3H, s, Me), 2 10 (5H, 
m), 2 97 (IH, d, J 120Hz), 3.16 (IH, d, J 120Hz), 3 36 (3H, s, OMe), 3 47 (3H, s, OMe) oc 
(CDCI3, lOO MHz) 20 46, 20 53, 20 63, 25 25,46 01, 48 89, 50 33, 50 55, 52 07, 64 27, 103 00, 
188 73 [a]o20=- Ill" (c=l 000, CHCI3) (Lit -7 3", c=3 4g/100ml, CHC13 and 4", c=lg/IOOml, 
acetone) 
( + )-[ (8,8-Dimethy!oxycamphoryl)sulfonyl] oxaziridin e (26): I• 
OMe 
Potassmm carbonate (2 00 g, 14 5 mmol) v·as rapidly stmed m a solutwn of methanol (20 m!) at 
room temperature Commercial hydrogen peroxide (3 32 m!, 29 3 mmol, 4 0 eq) was added 
followed by (+)-[(8,8-dimethyloxycamphoryl)sulfonyl]Imme (2 00 g, 7 32 mmol) The reactiOn 
mixture was shrred overnight and parhtwned between saturated bnne solutiOn (50 m!) and 
dichloromethane (I 00 m!) The orgamc layer was separated and the aqueous phase washed with 
dichloromethane (2x50 m!) The combmed orgamc layers were qmckly washed With a cold 
saturated solutiOn of sodmm sulfite (10 m!), dned over magnesmm sulfate, filtered and 
concentrated m vacuo (water bath temperature below 35 "C) to yield I 75 g of the htled 
compound (82 %) as a white crystallme solid, m p 188-190"C (Lit 189"C) IR Vmox cm·' 1367, 
1345, 1165. oH (CDCI3, 400 MHz) I 06 (3H, s, Me), I 32 (3H, s, Me), 2 15 (5H, m), 3 08 (IH, d, 
J 12Hz), 3 29 (IH, d, J 12Hz), 3 27 (3F, s, OMe), 3 34 (3H, s, OMe) oc (CDC13, 100 MHz) 
20 45, 21 62, 28 07, 29 31, 45 11, 47 42, ro 50, 50 78, 52 88, 54 57, 97 59, 102 77 [a]o20= + 
88" (c=2 000, CHCI)) (Lit 91 3", c=3 39g/100ml, CHC!,) 
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2-(2-Bromoethyl)-benzene-1-carbaldehyde (130): 15 
CO ~,, 
0 
To an ICe cooled solution of 1sochroman (50 g, 0 37 mol), m carbon tetrachlonde (200 ml), m a 
500 ml flask fitted with a reflux condenser, molecular bromme (60 g, 0 37 mol), IS added slowly 
down the condenser over a penod of 5 mmutes w1th stimng After the vigorous reactwn subsides, 
(ea 5 mmutes), the coolmg bath IS removed and the dark brown solutwn IS refluxed until the 
reaction mixture becomes pale yellow, and hberatwn of the wh1te HBr smoke ceases, (md1catJve 
of complete consumptiOn of bromme, ea 1 hour) The solutwn IS the allowed to attam ambient 
temperature and the solvent IS removed under reduced pressure To the yellow ml obtamed, (1-
bromo-Jsochroman), 75 ml of 48% hydrobromic acid (aqueous) IS added and the reactwn mixture 
IS refluxed, (dark green-blue) After approximately 10-15 mmutes the solutiOn 1s allowed to cool 
and extracted With d1ethyl ether (4x50 ml) (Care The solution must be at room temperature or 
below pnor to extractiOn w1th ether, firs, ether extract may be the lower layer as 1t IS very 
concentrated With orgamc matenal) The orgamc extracts are washed with water (2x30 ml), then 
With dilute sodiUm bicarbonate solutwn and dned over magnesmm sulfate EvaporatiOn of the 
solvent under reduced pressure furnished 67 5 g (65% )'leld) of the crude 2-(2-bromoethyl) 
benzaldehyde as an orange ml approximately 85-90% pure Analytically pure samples may be 
obtamed by d1stillat10n under reduced pressure, ea 150T 0 5 mbar (Lit. 82-83"( 0 I mmHg, 
I OO"C 0 7 mmHg), chromatography IS not recommended The crude matenal which does not 
decompose when stored m a flask m the presence of hght and a1r, was used for subsequent 
reactiOns unless stated otherwise IR Vmax cm-1 (neat) 2742, 1697, 1600, 1575, 1260, 1193, 755 
oH (CDCb, 400 MHz) 3 54-3 63 (4 H, m), 7 33 (I H, d, J 796Hz), 7 48 (I H, t, J 750Hz), 7 54 
(I H, t, J 7 94 Hz), 7 80 (I H, d, J 7 56 Fz), 10 14 (I H, s, CHO) lie (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 33 17 
(CH2), 36.70 (CH2), 128 10 (CH ar ), 132 51 (CH ar ), 134 14 (CH ar) 134 33 (C ar ), 134 88 
185 
(CHar), 140 95 (Car), 193 33 (CH, HC=O). Exact mass calcd for C9H9Br0 211 98373, found 
211 98370 
(1 S,2R)-2-(3,4-Dihydroisoquinolini um-2-yl)-1-phenyl propanol-1-ol bromide (131 ): 
A solutiOn of norephednne (2 00 g, 13 2 mmol) m ethanol (4 m!) was added dropw1se via a 
stoppered, pressure equahsmg, droppmg funnel, to an Ice cooled, one-neck flask, contammg 2-(2-
bromoethyl)-benzaldehyde, (5 63 g, 26 4 mmol, 2 eqmvalents) neat The reactiOn mixture was 
allowed to reach the room temperature after completed addii!on and was left under stmmg for I 
hour Then the reactiOn mixture was left at room temperature without stmmg The precipitated 
1mmmm salt was collected mto a buchner funnel and washed With ethanol, ether and finally 
acetomtnle to y1eld 2 90 g of pure Imimum salt (63 %) as a white sohd, m p 227-229'C 
(decamp) IR Ymax cm-1 (nujol) 3557, 164'l, 1600, 1570 oH (CDCb+d-6-DMSO, 400 MHz) I 36 
(3H, d, J 6 8 Hz), 3 27 (2H, m), 4 27 (2H, m), 4 85 (lH, m), 5 22 (lH, s, OH), 6 16 (IH, d, J 4 
Hz), 7 30 (IH, m, Ar ), 7 37 (2H, m, Ar ), 7 50 (4H, m, Ar ), 7 79 (IH, m, Ar ), 8 00 (IH, d, J 8 
Hz), 9 37 (IH, s) lie (CDCI3+d-6-DMSO, 62 MHz) 1146, 24 93, 48 43, 70 62, 71 49, 124 96, 
126 10, 127 60, 128 01, 128 14, 133 86, 136 89, 137 46, 140 41, 165.75 [a]200 = -9' (c=l 026, 
H20) Elemental analysis found C, 62 01, H, 5 79, N, 3 99, C 18H20BrNO reqmres C, 62 44, H, 
5 82, Br, 23 08, N, 4 05, 0, 4 62 
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(1 S,2R)-1-Ph en yl-2-(1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoqninolin-2-yl)propan-1-ol(132): 
To a suspensiOn of the Imimum salt (3 79 g, 10 95 mmol) m acetomtnle (20 ml) was added a 
aqueous solutwn of hydrobromiC acid (48 %, I 85 m!, I eq) then sodmm cyanoborohydnde sohd 
was added by portiOns (0 625 g, 4 33 mm0l, I 5 eq) The precipitate gradually disappeared but 
after 10-20 mmutes a white precipitate started to crash out The reactiOn mixture was left under 
s!Jmng at room temperature for on hour The solvent was removed and the crude sohd was taken 
m dichloromethane and aqueous potassiUm carbonate solutwn The phase were separated and the 
aqueous layer was extracted four llmes With dichloromethane The combmed orgamc layer were 
dned over sodmm sulfate, filtered and the solvent was removed to yield 2 75 g of the ammo 
alcohol as a white solid (94 %) mp l11-113"C IR Vmax cm·l 3200,3064,2917,2802, !602, 
1492, 1450, 1380, 1164, 1130, 1096, 998, 740, 704 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 0 96 (3H, d, J 7Hz), 
2 86 (5H, m), 3 84 (2H, AB system, J 15Hz), 4 23 (IH, br, OH), 4 96 (IH, d, J 37Hz), 7 25 
(9H, m, Ar) llc (CDCI3, lOO MHz) 10 11 (CH3), 29 50 (CH2), 47 56 (CH2), 53.81 (CH2), 63 85 
(CH), 72 62 (CH), 125 67 (CH ar ), 125 99 (CHar), 126 20 (CH ar ), 126 64 (CH ar ), 126 94 
(CHar), 128 00 (CHar), 128 66 (CHar). 134.58 (Car), 135 08 (Car), 142 02 (Car) [a]200= 
0 59· (c=2 03, CHCI3) Exact mass calcd for C18H21 NO 267 16231, found 267 16185 Elemental 
analysis found C, 80 12, H, 7 8, N, 5 28, C18H21 NO reqmres C, 80 86, H, 7 92, N, 5 24, 0, 5 98 
General procedure for the conversiOn ofammo alcohols mto ammo sulfides (double mverswn). 
To a solu!Jon ofammo alcohol (I eq) m dichloromethane was added at o·c tnethylamme (3 eq) 
After 10 m mutes, methanesulfonyl chlonde( I 2 eq ) was added and the reaction was left under 
stmmg for I hour Tnethylamme (3 eq ) was added followed by the appropnate thwl (3 eq ) The 
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ICe bath was removed and the reactiOn wa> left under stimng at room temperature overnight. A 
solution of potassmm carbonate was added 1nd the phases were separated The aqueous layer was 
washed with d1chloromethane The combmed orgamc layers were dned over sodmm sulfate and 
the solvent was removed The crude mixture was punfied by column chromatography over silica 
gel With Petroleum Ether-d1chloromethane to YJeld the correspondmg ammo sulfide 
2-[ (1R,2S)-1-Methyl-2-phenyl-2-(phenylthio )ethyl) -1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoq uinolin e (135): 
OO).,,Me 
Ph..._ ,, 
'S 'Ph 
See above: Ammo alcohol (I 01 g, 3 78 mmol), d1chloromethane (10 ml), tnethylamme (I 58 ml, 
11 35 mmol, 3 eq ), methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 35 ml, 4 54 mmol, l 2 eq ), tnethylamme (l 58 
ml, ll 35 mmol), thwphenol (!16 ml, 11 35 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 674 g of the titled compound 
as a orange ml (50 %) IR Vmax cm-1 3060, 3023, 2916, 2799, 1583, 1493, 1480, 1450, 1381, 
1154, 1136, 740, 694 oH (CDC13, 400 MHz) I 33 (3H, d, J 67Hz), 2 74 (4H, m), 3 29 (IH, 
qumt, J 7Hz), 3 78 (2H, AB system, J 14 8 Hz), 4 36 (IH, d, J 7Hz), 7 14 (l4H, m, ar.) oc 
(CDCh, lOO MHz) 12 41 (CH3), 29 75 (CH2), 46 01 (CH2), 52 49 (CH2), 58 26 (CH), 63 52 
(CH), 125 32 (CH ar ), 125 69 (CH ar ), 126 43 (CH ar ), 126 56 (CH ar ), 126 65 (CH ar ), 
127 89 (CHar), 128 50 (CHar), 128 58 (CHar ),128 62 (CHar), 134 93 (Car.), 135 51 (Car), 
135 64 (Car), 141 65 (Car) Exact mass calculated for C24H25NS 359 17077, found 359 17012 
[aj2°0~ 145 '(c~l 036, CHCl3) 
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2-( (1R,2S)-1-M ethyl-2-[ ( methyloxy }phenyl] thio-2-ph enylcthyl)-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline (136): 
See above Ammo alcohol (I 00 g, 3 74 mmol), tnethylamme (I 57 ml, 11 24 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 35 ml, 4 49 mmol, l 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 57 ml, !I 24 mmol), p-
methoxy-thwphenol ( I 38 ml, ll 24 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 409 g of the titled compound as a 
orange ml (28 %) IR Vmax cm-1 3061,2912,2834, 1592, 1493, 1285, 1246, 1172, 1031,827,742, 
699 oH (CDCl3, 400 MHz) I 36 (3H, d, J 67Hz}, 2 70 (4H, m), 3 28 (IH, qumt, J 67Hz}, 3 73 
(3H, s, OMe), 3 74 (2H, AB system, J 14 3 Hz}, 4 14 (IH, d, J 7 6 Hz}, 6 67 (2H, m, ar }, 7 09 
(IIH, m, ar) oc (CDCh, 100 MHz) 12 43 (CH3}, 29 85 (CH2), 45 75 (CH2), 52 19 (CH2), 55 22, 
59 92, 62 80, 114 17 (CHar), 125 27 (CHar), 125 43 (Car), 125 61 (CHar), 126 43 (CHar), 
127 73 (CHar), 128 58 (CHar), 127 73 (CH ar ), 128 62 (CHar), 135 03 (Car), 135 31 (CH 
ar), 135 65 (Car), 14194 (Car.), 15931 (Car) Exact mass calcd forC24H27NOS 38918134, 
found 389 18018, [a]2°0 = 170 • (c=l 040, CHCb). 
2-[ (1R,2S)-1-Methyl-2-( naphthalen-2-ylthio )-2-phenylethyl]-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoq uinoline 
(137): 
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See above Ammo alcohol (I 00 g, 3 74 mmol), tnethylamme (I 57 m!, I1.24 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyi chlonde (0 35 m!, 4 49 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 57 m!, I I 24 mmol), 2-
thwnaphthol (I 80 g, 11 24 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 88I g of the titled compound as a orange 01! 
(57%) IR Ymax cm-I 3054, 2918, 2800, 1646, I586, I498, I45I, I381, 1267, 1133, 814, 74I, 
700 oH (CDCb, 400 MHz) I 37 (3H, d, J 67Hz), 2.75 (4H, m), 3.33 (IH, qumt, J 69Hz), 3 80 
(2H, AB system, J 148Hz), 4 47 (IH, d, J 67Hz), 7 33 (16H, m, ar) oc (CDCI3, 100 MHz) 
I2 48 (CH3), 29 77 (CH2), 46 06 (CHz), 52 57 (CHz), 58 23, (CH), 63 54 (CH), I25 33 (CHar), 
125 70 (CHar), I25 75 (CHar), I26 22 (CHar), I26 44 (CHar), I26 74 (CHar), 127 24 (CH 
ar ), I27 56 (CHar ),I27 95 (CHar), 128 00 (CHar), I28 54 (CHar), 128 63 (CHar), 129 I5 
(CHar), 12988 (CHar), 13I99, I33 I7, 133 56, I3495, I35 55, I41 56 Exact mass calcd for 
CzsH21NS 409 I8642, found 409 I8690 [a]2°0= ISO. (c=I 084, CHCI3) 
2-[ ( 1R,2S)-1-Mcthyi-2-( methyithio )-2-phenyiethyi)-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline (138): 
CC)).''"' 
HO ''Ph 
CC))""' 
S '''Ph 
M! 
See above Ammo alcohol (I 00 g, 3 74 mmol), tnethylamme (I 57 m!, II 24 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 35 m!, 4 49 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 57 m!, I I 24 mmol), 
sodmm methanethwlate ( 0 78 g, II 24 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 714 g of the titled compound as a 
orange 01! (64 %) m p 56-58"C IR Ymax cm-I 3062, 3023,2969, 29I4, 2800, I599, 1493, I451, 
1380, 1270, I 139, 936, 740, 699 oH (CDCI3, 250 MHz) I 29 (3H, d, J 6 7 Hz), I 82 (3H, s, 
SMe), 2 60 (3H, m), 2 82 (IH, m), 3 20 (IH, dq, J 6 7, 8 I Hz), 3 74 (2H, AB system, J 148Hz), 
3 90 (IH, d, J 8 I Hz),7 I I (9H, m, ar) oc (CDCb, IOO MHz) 12 55, I4 88, 30 18,45 94, 52 38, 
56 47, 63 45, I25 55, I25 88, 126 67, I2~· 87, 128 26, 128 75, 128 87, 135 2I, 135 86, I4I 90 
Exact mass calcd for CI 9H2INS 297 I55T2, found 297 15453 [a]'00 = 80 • (c=O 998, CHCb) 
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2-(1 R,2S)-1-Methyl-2-[ (1-methylethyl)thio )-2-phenylethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoq uinoline 
(139): 
COy-"' 
S '''Ph 
I 
1Pr 
See above. Ammo alcohol (1 02 g, 3 82 rnmol), tnethylamme (1 60 ml, 11 46 rnmol, 3 eq.), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 36 ml, 4 58 rnmol, 1 2 eq ), tnethylamme (1 60 ml, 11 46 rnmol), 
propane-2-thwl ( 1 06 ml, 11 46 rnmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 735 g of the titled compound as a orange 
ml (60 %) IR Vmax cm-1 3061, 3023,2962,2922,2800, 1650, 1600, 1492, 1451, 1380, 1154,741, 
699 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) I I 0 (3H, d, J r- 8 Hz), 1.23 (3H, d, J 6 5 Hz), 1 26 (3H, d, J 6 7 Hz), 
2 48 (IH, hept, J 66Hz), 2 62 (3H, m), 2 36 (lH, m), 3 15 (IH, qumt, J 67Hz), 3 75 (2H, AB 
system, J 148Hz), 4 08 (IH, d, J 74Hz), 7 23 (9H, m, ar ). 8c (CDC13, 100 MHz) 12 37 (CHJ), 
23 09 (CH3), 23 67 (CH3), 29 86 (CH2), 34 12 (CH), 45 75 (CH2). 52 28 (CH2), 53 01 (CH), 
125 27 (CHar), 125 61 (CHar), 126 42 (CHar), 126 50 (CHar), 127 96 (CHar), 128 63 (CH 
ar ), 128 77 (CH ar ), 135 05 (C ar ), 135 73 (C ar ), 142 68 (CH ar) Exact mass calcd for 
C20H27NS 325 18642; found 325 18633 [a]200 = 113 • (c=l 016, CHCh) 
2-(1 R,2S)-2-[ (1,1-Dimethylethyl)thio )-1-methyl-2-p hcnylethyl-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline (140): 
COJ" .. 
S '''Ph 
I 
t-Bu 
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See above Ammo alcohol (2 22 g, 8 31 mmol), tnethylamme (3 50 ml, 24 94 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 77 ml, 9 98 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (3 50 ml, 24 94 mmol), 2-
methyl-propane-2-thwl (2 81 m!, 24 94 mmol, 3 eq ) to yield I 928 g of the titled compound as a 
colourless solid after recrystalhsatwn m methanol (68 %) m p 86-88"C IR Vmax cm-I 3061, 
3022, 2960, 2921, 2798, 1599, 1492, 1450, 1380, 1363, 1159, 1134, 936, 740, 699. OH (CDCh, 
250 MHz) I I8 (9H, s, tBu), I 25 (3H, d, J 68Hz), 2 67 (3H, m), 3 00 (2H, m), 3 81 (2H, AB 
system, J I5 Hz), 4 07 (IH, d, J 63Hz), 7 20 (9H, m) lle CDCI3, 62 MHz) I2 28, 30 10, 31 84, 
43 88, 46 I2, 52 2I, 53.I2, 64 93, I25 47, 125 83, 126 4I, 126 65, I28 02, I28 77, 128 85, 
135 29, 136 02, I45 06 Exact mass calcd for C22H29NS 339 20207, found 339 20I79 [a]200 = 
Il4 • (c=l 028, CHCh) Elemental analysis found C, 77 46, H, 8 56, N, 4 08, C22H29NS reqmres 
C, 77 82, H, 8 61, N 4.13, S, 9 44. 
2-(1 R,2S)-1-Methyl-2-phenyl-2- [ (trip henyimethyl)thio) ethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahy droisoq uin oline 
(141): 
COy'"· 
HO ''Ph 
COx·· 
S '1Ph 
I 
Tntyl 
See above Ammo alcohol (I 02 g, 3 82 mmoi), tnethylamme (I 60 m!, !I 46 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chionde (0 36 ml, 4 58 mmol), tnethylamme (I 60 ml, !I 46 mmol), tnphenyl 
methane mercaptan (3 17 g, II 46 mmoi) to yield I 15 g of the titled compound as a orange solid 
(57 %) m p 84-86"C. IR Vmax cm- I 3057, 3026, 2924, 2799, 1646, 1598, 1491, 1446, 1382, 
1266, 1134, 1034, 739, 699 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 0 88 (3H, d, J 69Hz), 2 40 (4H, m), 2 83 
(IH, qumt, J 67Hz), 3 21 (IH, d, J 58 '-Iz), 3 55 (2H, s), 7 12 (24H, m, ar) oe (CDCh, 100 
MHz) 12 20 (CH3), 29 64 (CH2), 46 08 (Cih), 53 85 (CH2), 55 78 (CH), 64 17 (CH), 68 58 (C), 
125 16, 125 55, 126 07, 126 38, 127 31, 127 52, 127 83, 128 55, 129 23, 130 01, 135 22, 136 04, 
192 
142 22, 144 94 Exact mass calcd for C3sH35NS 525 24902, found 525 24832 Elemental 
analysis found C, 82 17, H, 6 46, N, 2 37, C3sH3sNS reqmres C, 84 53, H, 6 71, N, 2 66, S, 6 10 
[a)'00= 192. (c=l 000, CHC!,) 
( 4S,5S)-3,4-Dimethyl-5-phenyl-1,3-oxazolane (144): I7 
Me Ph )--\ 
-NH OH 
A solutiOn of (IS,2S)-pseudoephednne (2 00 g, 12 12 mmol), parafonnaldehyde (0 400 g, 13 32 
mmol, 1.1 eq ) and potassmm carbonate ( 1 83 g, 13 24 mmol, I I eq ) m benzene was heated to 
reflux for 8 hour The reactiOn mixture was cooled down and diethyl ether and water were added. 
The phases were separated and the aqueous layer was washed twice With diethyl ether The 
combmed orgamc layers were dned over sodmm sulfate, filtered and the solvent was removed to 
yield 2 11 g of the titled compound as a colourless Oil (98 %) IR Vmax cm- I 3087, 3062, 3032, 
2970, 2874, 2789, 1604, 1494, 1453, 1378, 1230, 1051, 1001, 753, 700 oH (CDCJ,, 400 MHz) 
I 18 (3H, d, J 63Hz), 2 38 (3H, s, NMe), 2 45 (IH, dq, J 6 3, 83Hz), 4 31 (IH, d, J 3.4 Hz), 
4 48 (IH, d, J 83Hz), 4.76 (lH, d, J 3 4'Hz), 7 30 (5H, m, ar) oc (CDC!,, 100 MHz) 14 52, 
37.20, 68 25, 86 11, 88 96 (CH2), 126 23 (CHar), 127.79 (CHar), 128 44 (CHar), 140 70 (C 
ar) Exact mass calcd for C11 H15NO 177.11536, found 17711551 [a]0 20= 38. (c=l 016, CHC13) 
(Lit 50 8·, c=O 56, solvent unspecified) 
(4S,5S)-3,4-Dimethyl-2,5-diphenyl-1,3-oxazolane (145):I8 
Me Ph )--\ 
-NH OH 
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A eqmmolar solutwn of (IS,2S)-pseudoephednne (2 00 g, 12.12 mmol) and benzaldehyde (I 23 
m!, 12 12 mmol) m toluene and m presence of 4A molecular sieves was heated to reflux 
overnight The reaction mixture was the cooled down and the mixture was filtered The solvent 
was removed to y1eld 2 95 g of the titled compound as a white sohd m good purity (96 %) 
Aqueous washmg or column chromatography have been unsuccessfully used to punfied the 
oxazohdme m p 69-7l'C. IR Vmax cm-1 (solut10n m d1chloromethane) 3089, 3068, 3034, 2974, 
2799, 1604, 1493, 1460, 1376, 1306, 1231, 1192, 1042, 1024, 1012 oH (CDCb, 400 MHz) I 23 
(3H, d, J 6Hz), 2 21 (3H, s, NMe), 2 54 (IH, dq, J 6, 88Hz), 4 78 (IH, d, J 8 8 Hz), 4 95 (IH, 
s), 7 39 (!OH, m, ar) lie (CDCh, 62 MHz) 14 32, 35 13 68 80, 86 50, 99 58, 126 63 (CHar), 
127 85 (CH ar ), 127 97 (CH ar ), 128 31 :eH ar ), 129 00 (CH ar ), 139 45 (C ar ), 140.39 (C 
ar) Exact mass calcd for CnH19NO 253 14666, found 253 14609 [a] 0 20= 49' (c=l 008, CHCh) 
Elemental analysis found C, 80 29, H, 7 52, N, 5.46, C17H19NO reqmres C, 80 60, H, 7 56, N, 
5 53, 0, 6 32 
( 4S,5S)-2,2,3,4-Tetramethyl-5-phenyl-1,3-oxazolane (146):20 
Meh.,f'h 
-NH OH 
A solution of pseudoephednnc (4 00 g, 24 24 mmol) m acetone with a catalytic amount of para-
toluene sulfomc acid and 4A molecular sieves was heated to reflux overnight The reaction 
mixture was then cooled down The solvent was removed and the crude mixture was taken m 
d1ethyl ether. The orgamc layer was washed With a solution of potassmm carbonate, dned over 
sod mm sulfate, filtered and the solvent was removed to yield 4 93 g of the titled compound (99 
%) as a colourless 01! IR Vmax cm-1 3087, 3063, 3030, 2974, 2869, 2795, 1604, 1495, 1452, 1375, 
1257, 1214, 1043, 943, 856, 755, 699 oH (CDC13, 400 MHz) I 09 (3H, d, J 6Hz), I 34 (3H, s), 
I 43 (3H, s), 2 29 (3H, s, NMe), 2 56 (IH, dq, J 6, 88Hz), 4 46 (IH, d, J 88Hz), 7 32 (5H, m, 
ar) lie (CDCI3, 100 MHz) 14 53, 21 61, 27 69, 32 82, 65 12, 84 95, 95 28, 126 66 (CH ar ), 
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127 81 (CHar), 128 29 (CHar), 139 91 (Car) Exact mass calcd for C13H 17NO 20514666, 
found 205 14656 [a] 0 20 = 36' (c= I 022, CHC13) 
General procedure for the nng opemng reactiOn With TMSCl and NaBH3CN. 
To a solutiOn of oxazohdme (I eq) m acetomtnle at o·c was added sodmm cyanoborohydnde (5 
eq) and tnmethyl silyl chlonde (5 eq) was slowly added to the react10n mixture After complete 
addition, the reactiOn was allowed to reach room temperature and left under stlrnng for 2 hours 
The solvent was removed and the crude mixture was taken m methanol and potassiUm carbonate 
was added The reaction was left at room temperature under stlrnng overnight Water was added 
and the aqueous layer was extracted witi dichloromethane ( 4 times) The combmed orgamc 
layers were dned over sodmm sulfate, filt•'red and the solvent was removed to yield the ammo 
alcohol 
(1 S,2S)-2-(Dimethylamino )-1-phenylpropan-1-ol (14 7) :20 
Me .,f'h )---\ 
-N OH 
\ 
See above. Oxazohdme (I 855 g, 10 48 mmol), sodmm cyanoborohydnde (3 30 g, 52 41 mmol, 5 
eq ), tnmethyl silyl chlonde (6 65 ml, 52 41 mmol, 5 eq) to yield I 82 g of the titled compound 
(97 %) IR Vmax cm·1 3322,3064, 3032,2974,2944,2876,2835, 1456, 1104, 1037, 1025,702 oH 
(CDCh, 250 MHz) 0 89 (3H, d, J 67Hz), 2 55 (6H, s), 3 00 (IH, dq, J 6 7, 10Hz), 4 33 (IH, d, J 
10Hz), 5 76 (IH, br, OH), 7 43 (5H, m, Ph) 8c (CDC13, 62 MHz) 6 58, 40 16, 66 13, 75 13, 
127 57, 127 88, 128 40, 142 23 Exact mass calcd for C11 H17NO 179 13101, found 17913104 
(a] 0 20 = 40' (c= I 088, CHCh) 
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(1 S,2S)-2-[Methyl(phenylmcthyl)amino ]-1-p henylpropan-1-ol (148) :21 
Me Ph )---\ 
-N OH 
p) 
See above Oxazohdme (I 00 g, 3 95 mmol), sodmm cyanoborohydnde (0 50 g, 7 91 mmol, 2 
eq) and tnmethyl stlyl chlonde {I ml, 7 91 mmol, 2 eq) to yteld 0 95 g of the tJtled compound 
(95 %) as a whtte sohd m p 42-44'C IR Vmax cm-1 3356, 3085, 3062, 3029, 2970, 2801, 1602, 
1494, 1453, 1401, 1373, 1343, 1321, 1206, 1131, 1090, 1026,947,757,737,700 oH(CDCh, 400 
MHz) 0 79 (3H, d, J 64Hz), 2 22 (3H, s, NMe), 2 74 {IH, dq, J 6 4, 96Hz), 3 48 (IH, d, J 13 
Hz), 3.73 (IH, d, J 13 Hz), 4 30 (IH, d, J 96Hz), 5 20 (IH, br, OH), 7 30 (!OH, m, ar) <>c 
(CDCh, 100 MHz) 7 31, 35 72, 58 28 (Ch), 64 87, 74 81, 127.31 (CH ar ), 127 39 (CH ar ), 
127.71 (CHar), 128 22 (CHar), 128 48 (CHar), 128 94 (CHar), 138 69 (Car), 142 02 (C 
ar) [a]D20 ; 124' (c; I 004, CHC13), Elemental analysts found C, 79 85, H, 8 16, N, 5 42, 
C 17H21 NO reqmres C, 79 96, H, 8 29, N, 5 49, 0, 6 27. 
General procedure for the nng opemng reactlon wtth a Gngnard reagent. 
To a solutwn of oxazohdme (I eq) m dtethyl ether at o·c was slowly added a solutwn of 
Gngnard reagent (3 eq) m dtethyl ether, the reactwn was then heated to reflux for 30 mmutes To 
the cooled solutwn was carefully added water (30 ml) The phases were separated and the 
aqueous layer was washed twtce wtth dtethyl ether The combmed orgamc layers were dned over 
sodmm sulfate, filtered and the solvent was removed to yteld the ammo alcohol 
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(1 S,2S)-2-[ (Diphenylmethyl)(methyl)amino ]-1-p h enylpropan-1-ol (150): 
Me Ph )----\ 
-N OH 
>-Ph 
Ph 
See above Oxazohdme (I 50 g, 5 93 mmol), phenyl magnesmm bromide (5 93 ml, C 3 0 M, 3 
eq) to YJeld I 94 g of the titled compound (99 %) as a white sohd m p 25-27 'C lR Vmax cm-1 
3341, 3084, 3062, 3028, 2970, 1596, 1492, 1452, 1217, 1021, 756, 702 oH (CDC13, 250 MHz) 
0 70 (3H, d, J 6 6 Hz), 2 20 (3H, s, NMe), 2 93 (IH, dq, J 6 6, 9 7 Hz), 4.33 (IH, d, J 9 7 Hz), 
4 59 (IH, s), 5.39 (IH, br, OH), 7.35 (15H, m, ar) oc (CDCb, 250 MHz) 7.29, 33 07, 60 11, 
73 94, 75 40, 127 52, 127 64, 127 67, 127 88, 127 94, 128 18, 128 45, 129 03, 129 11, 142 27, 
142 32, 14317 Exact mass calcd for C23H25NO 331 19360, found 33119372 [a] 0 20 ~Ill' (c~ 
I 114, CHCI3) Elemental analysis. found C, 80 93, H, 7 48, N, 3 90, C23H25NO reqmres C, 
83 35, H, 7 60, N, 4 23, 0, 4 83 
(1 S,2S)-2-[ (1 ,1-Dimethylethyl)( methy I) amino ]-1-p heny Ipropan-1-ol (149): 
Me Ph )----\ 
-N OH )\ 
See above Oxazohdme (I 00 g, 4 88 mmol), methyl magnesmm bromide (4 90 ml, C 3 0 M, 3 
eq) to YJeld I 01 g of the titled compound (95 %) as a colourless sohd m p 47 'C IR Vmax cm-I 
3267, 3086, 3063, 3029, 2974, 2874, 16C4, 1454, 1392, 1214, 1140, 1049, 923, 758, 700 OH 
(CDCb, 400 MHz) 0 85 (3H, d, J 6 8 Hz),' I 17 (9H, s, tBu), 2 24 (3H, s, NMe), 2 98 (IH, dq, J 
6 8, 92Hz), 4 04 {IH, d, J 92Hz), 5 35 (IH, br, OH), 7 30 (5H, m, ar) oc (CDCb, 100 MHz) 
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12 16,27 75,27 82 (tBu), 54 92,58 21, 74 41, 127 41 (CHar), 127 46 (CHar), 128 16 (CHar.), 
143 13 (Car) [a] 020 = 74' (c= I 028, CHCI3) Elemental analysts found C, 75 64, H, 10 57, N, 
6 37, C14H23NO reqmres C, 75 97, H, 10 47, N, 6 33, 0, 7 23 
(1 S,2S)-2-[Methyl(1-methyl-1-phenylethyl)amino ]-1-phenylpropan-1-ol (151): 
Me Ph )----( 
-N OH 
~ 
See above Oxazohdme (I 00 g, 4 88 mmol), phenyl magnesiUm bromtde (4 90 m!, C 3 0 M, 3 
eq) to yteld l 36 g of the titled compound (98 %) as a thtck ml IR Vmax cm-1 3285, 3086,3060, 
3031, 2977, 2876, 1605, 1594, 1494, 1474, 1448, 1375, 1269, 1134, 764, 700 OH (CDCb, 250 
MHz) 0 78 (3H, d, J 66Hz), I 54 (3H, s), I 55 (3H, s), 2 17 (3H, s, NMe), 2 95 (IH, dq, J 6 6, 
9 2 Hz), 4 06 (IH, d, J 9 2 Hz), 7 30 (!OH, m, ar) oc (CDC13, 62 MHz) 12 21, 25 76, 26 03, 
28 14, 58 13, 60 44, 74 81, 126 32 (CHar), 126 74 (CHar), 127 37 (CHar), 127 46 (CHar), 
128 09 (CHar), 128.26 (CHar.), 142 73 (Car), 147 22 (Car) [a] 0 20 = 86' (c= 0 998, CHCb) 
N ,N -Dimethyl-N-(1 S,2S)-1-[ (1-methylethyl)thio ]-2-p henylethylamin e: 
See general procedure for the conversion of ammo alcohols mto ammo sulfides Ammo alcohol 
(0 592 g, 3 31 mmol), tnethylamme (l 38 ml, 9 92 mmol, 3 eq ), methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 31 
ml, 3 97 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (l 38 ml, 9.92 mmol), propane-2-thwl (0 92 ml, 9 92 
mmol, 3 eq) to yteld 0 390 g of the titled compound as a orange m! (50 %) IR Vmax cm-1 3082, 
3060, 3025, 2965, 2863, 2820, 2777, 1598, 1452, 1363, 1126, 739, 700 oH (CDCl3, 400 MHz) 
0 68 (3H, d, J 64Hz), I 05 (3H, d, J 64Hz), I 16 (3H, d, J 64Hz), 2 22 (IH, hept, J 64Hz), 
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2 30 (6H, s, NMe2), 2 96 (IH, dq, J 6 4, 104Hz), 3 86 (IH, d, JIO 4Hz), 7.30 (5H, m, ar.) oc 
(CDCi], 100 MHz) 8 51, 22 59, 23 59, 32 50, 39 97 (NMe2), 54 05, 63 89, 126 98 (CH ar.), 
128 37 (CHar), 128 81 (CH ar ), 141 66 (C ar) Exact mass calcd for C14H23NS 237 15512, 
found 237 15539 [a]0 20 = 254" (c= I 054, CHCh) 
N -( 1S,2S)-2-[ (1 ,1-Dimethylcthyl)thio ]-1-methyl-2-p henylethy 1-N ,N -dimethylamine (152): 
See above Ammo alcohol (0 908 g, 5 07 mmol), tnethylamme (2 10 m!, 15 22 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 47 m!, 6 09 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (2 10 m!, 15 22 mmol), 2-
methyl-propane-2-thwl (I 72 m!, 15 22 mmol, 3 eq) to YJeld 0 482 g of the !ltled compound as a 
yellow solid (38 %) m p 44 ·c. IR Vmax cm·' 3082, 3061, 3025, 2966,2822, 2778, 1599, 1453, 
1363, 1161, 1118, 912 oH (CDCi), 400 MHz) 0 71 (3H, d, J 68Hz), I 10 (9H, s, tBu), 2 28 (6H, 
s, NMe2), 2 90 (IH, dq, J 6 8, 96Hz), 3 92 (IH, d, J 96Hz), 7.30 (5H, m, ar) oc (CDCI3, 100 
MHz) 8 83, 31 45 (tBu), 40 32, 43 03 (C tBu), 52 73, 64 24, 126 73 (CHar), 128 10 (CHar.), 
12914 (CHar), 143 81 (Car) Exact mass calcd for C 15H25NS 25117077, found 25117111 
[a]0 20 =!54" (c= 0 996, CHCI3) Elementa' analys1s found C, 70 33, H, 9 99, N, 6 30, C15H25NS 
reqmres C, 71 66, H, 10 02, N, 5 57, S, 12 ·,-5 
N-Methyl-N -(1S,2S)-1-methyl-2-[ (1-methylethyl)thio ]-2-phenylethyl-N-phen ylmethylamine 
Me Ph }---\ 
-N OH 
PI 
Me Ph }---\ 
-N s--< 
PI 
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See above Ammo alcohol (0 726 g, 2 8) mmol), tnethylamme (I 20 m!, 8 54 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 26 m!, 3 42 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 20 m!, 8 54 mmol), 
propane-2-thwl (0 80 m!, 8.54 mmol) to yield 0 550 g of the titled compound as a orange m! (62 
%) IR Vmax cm-1 3083,3061,3025,2965,2791, 1599, 1493, 1451, 1365, 1154, 1127,735,699. 
on (CDCI3, 250 MHz) 0 77 (3H, d, J 64Hz), I 07 (3H, d, J 64Hz), 1 15 (3H, d, J 64Hz), 2 22 
(3H, s, NMe), 2 21 (IH, hept, J 64Hz), 3 10 (IH, dq, J 6 4, 104Hz), 3 49 (IH, d, J !32Hz), 
3 76 (IH, d, Jl3 2Hz), 3 99 (IH, d, J 104Hz), 7 30 (!OH, m, ar) oc(CDCI3, 100 MHz) 9 85, 
22 63, 23 61, 32 64, 35 96, 54 50, 58 21, 62 90, 126 74 (CH ar ), 126 94 (CH ar ), 128 17 (CH 
ar ), 128 34 (CHar), 128 78 (CHar), 128 94 (CHar.), 139 95 (Car), 141 85 (Car) Exact mass 
calcd for C20H27NS 313 18642, found 313 !8649 [a]D20 = 218" (c= 1 02, CHCb) 
N -(1 S,2S)-2-[ (1 ,1-Dimethylethyl)thio )-1-methyl-2-phenylethyi-N -methyi-N-
phcnylmethylamine (153): 
See above Ammo alcohol (I 44 g, 5 65 mmol), tnethylamme (2 36 m!, 16 94 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfony1 ch1onde (0 52 m!, 6 78 mmol, 1 2 eq ), tnethylamme (2 36 m!, 16 94 mmol), 2-
methyl-propane-2-thwl (I 91 m1, 16 94 mrrol, 3 eq) to yield 0 942 g of the titled compound as a 
white sohd (51 %) m p 43 ·c. IR Vmax cm- I 3061, 3026, 2963, 2939, 1598, 1488, 1453, 1371, 
1197, 1171, 1147, 865, 737, 700 oH (CDCb, 400 MHz) 0 83 (3H, d, J 64Hz), 1.11 (9H, s, tBu), 
2 18 (3H, s, NMe), 3 06 (IH, dq, J 9 2, 64Hz), 3 44 (IH, d, J 136Hz), 3 74 (1H, d, J 13 6Hz), 
4 02 (IH, d, J 9 2 Hz), 7 35 (!OH, m, Ar) oc (CDCb, 100 MHz) I 0 31, 31 45, 36 99, 37 29, 
53 23, 58 14, 63 06, 126 68, 128 06, 128 13, 128 83, 129 20, 140 19, 144 00 Exact mass calcd 
200 
for C21 H29NS 327 20207, found 327 20241 [a] 0 20 = 119' (c= 0 99, CHCh) Elemental analySIS 
found C, 77 03, H, 8 78, N, 4 18, C21 Hz9NS reqUires C, 77 01, H, 8 92, N, 4 28, S, 9 79 
N -(I ,1-Dimcthylethyl)-N -( 1 S,2S)-2-[ (1, 1-r ]methylethyl)thio ]-1-methyl-2-phenylethy 1-N-
methylamine (154): 
Meh.fh 
-N S-t-Bu )\ 
See above Ammo alcohol (400 mg, I 81 mrnol), tnethylamme (0 76 m!, 5 43 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 17 m!, 2 17 mrnol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (0 76 m!, 5 43 mmol), 2-
methyl-propane-2-thwl (0 61 m!, 5 43 mrn'll, 3 eq) to yield 0 3766 g of the titled compound as a 
orange 01! (71 %) IR Ymax cm-1 3081, 3059, 3026, 2968, 2788, 1599, 1492, 1472, 1450, 1363, 
1154, 700 oH (CDCb, 400 MHz) 0 92 (3H, d, J 68Hz), I 06 (9H, s, tBu), I 14 (9H, s, tBu), I 76 
(3H, s, NMe), 3 43 (IH, dq, J 6 4, 6 8 Hz), 3 82 (IH, d, J 64Hz), 7 30 (5H, m, ar) 8c (CDCI3, 
100 MHz) 13 67, 27 27 (tBu), 29 37, 3146 (tBu), 43 07, 54 60 (C tBu), 55.10, 56 59, 84 52 (C 
tBu), 126 20 (CH ar ), 127 45 (CH ar ), 129 73 (CH ar ), 155 45 (C ar) Exact mass calcd for 
C18H31NS 293 21772, found293 21784 [a] 0 20 = 119' (c= I 006, CHCh) 
N -(1 S,2S)-2-[ (1,1-Dimethylethyl)thio ]-1-methyl-2-phenylethyl-N-mcthyi-N -(1-methyl-1-
phcnylethyl)amine (156): 
Me>--t 
-N S-t-Bu 
~ 
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See above Ammo alcohol (I 23 g, 4 35 mmol), tnethylamme (I 82 ml, 13 04 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 40 ml, 5 22 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 82 ml, 13 04 mmol), 2-
methyl-propane-2-thwl (I 47 ml, 13 04 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 7236 g ofthe titled compound as 
a yellow sohd (47 %) m p 57-59'C IR Vmax cm-I 3082, 3059, 2971, 2896, 2787, 1600, 1492, 
1449, 1376, 1364, 1267, 1161, 1135, 1075, 1030, 1008, 950, 763, 703 oH (CDC13, 400 MHz) 
0 96 (3H, d, J 6 8 Hz), 0 96 (9H, s, tBu), I 33 (3H, s), I 38 (3H, s), I 62 (3H, s, NMe), 3 28 (IH, 
dq, J 56, 68Hz), 3 72 (IH, d, J 56Hz), 7 19 (2H, m, ar ), 7 26 (2H, m, ar ), 7 33 (2H, m, ar.), 
7 44 (2H, m, ar ), 7 66 (2H, m, ar) oc (CDCb, 100 MHz) 12 96, 23 15, 27 34, 29 66, 31 24 
(tBu), 43 29 (C tBu), 53 71, 57 39, 61 07, 126 13 (CH ar ), 126 28 (CH ar ), 126 75 (CH ar ), 
127 55 (CHar), 127 90 (CHar), 129 71 (CHar), 143 18 (Car), 150 01 (Car) Exact mass 
calcd for C23H21NS 355 23337, found 355 23289 [a]0 20 = 24' (c= 0 994, CHCb), Elemental 
analysis found C, 77 88, H, 9 40, N, 3 89, C23H27NS reqmres C, 77 69, H, 9 35, N, 3 94, S, 9 02 
N-(1 S,2S)-2-[ (1, 1-Dimethylcthyl)thio )-1-methyl-2-phenylethyi-N-diphenylm ethyl-N-
methylaminc (155): 
Meh..f'h Me Ph )--\ 
-N OH -N S-t-Bu 
>-Ph 
Ph 
>-Ph 
Ph 
See above. Ammo alcohol (I 00 g, 3 02 mmol), tnethylamme (I 26 ml, 9 06 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 28 ml, 3 63 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 26 ml, 9 06 mmol), 2-
methyl-propane-2-thwl (I 02 ml, 9 06 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 8235 g of the titled compound as a 
yellow sohd (68 %) m p 93-95' IR Vmax cm- I 3081,3060, 3025,2961, 1598, 1491, 1452, 1363, 
1160, 1025, 739, 700 oH (CDCI3, 400 MHz) 0 73 (3H, d, J 64Hz), I 10 (9H, s, tBu), 2 09 (3H, 
s, NMe), 3 18 (IH, dq, J 6 4, 88Hz), 3 96 (IH, d, J 88Hz), 4 59 (IH, s), 7 30 (15H, m, ar) oc 
(CDCI3, 100 MHz) 9 73, 31 48 (tBu), 33 0\42 79, 54 22, 58 47, 74 17, 126 50 (CHar), 126 61 
(CH ar.), 126 78 (CHar.), 127 94 (CH ar ), 128 00 (CH ar ), 128 33 (CH ar ), 128 38 (CH ar ), 
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128 42 (CHar), 129 20 (CHar), 143 29 (Car), 144 48 (Car), 144.54 (Car) Exact mass calcd 
for C27H33NS 403 23337, found 403 23292 [u] 020 ~ 148" (c~ 0 982, CHC13) Elemental analysts. 
found C, 79 08, H, 7 97, N, 3 24, c,1H33NS reqmres C, 80 35, H, 8 24, N, 3 47, S, 7 94 
( 4S,5R)-3,4-Dimethyl-5-ph enyl-1,3-oxazolane: 17 
A solutton of ephednne (2 00 g, 12 12 mmol), paraformaldehyde (0 400 g, l3 32 mmol, I l eq) 
and potassiUm carbonate {I 83 g, 13 24 mmol, I I eq) m benzene was heated to reflux for 8 
hour The reaction mtxture was cooled down and dtethyl ether and water were added The phases 
were separated and the aqueous layer was washed twtce wtth dtethyl ether The combmed 
orgamc layers were dned over sodmm sulfate, filtered and the solvent was removed to yteld l 96 
g of the titled compound (92 %) as a colourless otl IR Vmax cm-1 3087, 3063, 3030, 2976, 2786, 
1604, 1455, 1377, 1228, 1065, 753, 700 oH (CDCh, 400 MHz) 0 67 (3H, d, J 66Hz), 2.37 (3H, 
s, NMe), 2 88 {lH, dq, J 6 6, 72Hz), 4 06 {IH, d, J 32Hz), 4 86 (lH, d, J 3.2 Hz), 5 09 {IH, d, 
J 7 2 Hz), 7 30 (5H, m, ar) oc (CDCb, 100 MHz) 14 34, 37 80, 63 49, 82 01, 88 30 (CH2), 
126 96 (CH ar ), 127 35 (CH ar ), 127 97 (CH ar ), 139 98 (C ar) Exact mass calcd for 
C11 H17NO 177 11536, found 177 11534 [ u]D20 ~ 18" (c~ I 07, CHC13) (Ltt 5 6", c=O 36, solvent 
unspectfied) 
( 4S,5R)-2,2,3,4-Tetramethyl-5-phenyl-1,3-oxazolane (160): 19 
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A solutiOn of ephednne ( 4 00 g, 24 24 mmol) m acetone wtth a catalytic amount of camphor 
sulfonyl actd and 4A molecular sieves was heated to reflux overnight The reaction mixture was 
then cooled down The solvent was removed and the crude mixture was taken m dtethyl ether. 
The orgamc layer was washed wtth a solutiOn of potassmrn carbonate, dned over sodmm sulfate, 
filtered and the solvent was removed to )'leld 4 90 g of the titled compound (98 %) as a whtte 
sohd m p 47-48"C IR Vmax cm·1 3064, 3027, 2976, 2895, 2843, 2796, 1496, 1458, 1364, 1322, 
1267, 1223, 1208, 1170, 1083, 1046, 1031, 1026, 699 oH (CDC13, 400 MHz) 0 63 (3H, d, J 6 4 
Hz), I 21 (3H, s), I 51 (3H, s), 2 26 (3H, s, NMe), 3 14 (IH, dq, J 6 4, 8Hz), 5 02 (IH, d, J 8Hz), 
7 28 (5H, m, ar) oc (CDCh, 100 MHz) 15 44, 18 27, 26 63, 33 49, 60 51, 80 80, 95 08, 127.35 
(CH ar ), 127 64 (CH ar ), 127.79 (CH 2r ), 140 42 (C ar) Exact mass calcd for C 13H19NO 
205 14666, found 205.14656 [a]0 20 ; 43" (c; I 098, CHC13) Elemental analysts· found C, 
76.17, H, 9 21, N, 6 74, C1lH19NO reqmres C, 76 06, H, 9 33, N, 6 82, 0, 7 79 
(1 R,2S)-2-[ (1,1-Dimethylethyl)( me thy I) amino] -1-p henylpropan-1-ol (161): 
To a solutiOn of oxazohdme (2 00 g, 9 7S mmol) m dtethyl ether at o·c was slowly added a 
solutiOn of methyl magnesmm bromtde (9 iO ml, C 3 M, 3 eq) m dtethyl ether, the reactiOn was 
then heated to reflux for 30 mmutes To the cooled solutiOn was carefully added water (30 ml) 
The phases were separated and the aqueous layer was washed twtce wtth dtethyl ether The 
combmed orgamc layers were dned over sodmm sulfate, filtered and the solvent was removed to 
yteld 2 07 g the titled compound (96 %) as an otl IR Vmax cm·1 3426, 3085, 3061, 3027, 2973, 
1493, 1472, 1451, 1390, 1364, 1222, 1039, 1027, 748, 701 oH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 0 95 (3H, d, J 
6 9 Hz), I 08 (9H, s), I 96 (3H, s, NMe), 3 39 (IH, dq, J 6 9, 5 8 Hz), 4 29 (lH, br, OH), 4 48 
(IH, d, J 58 Hz), 7 29 (5H, m, ar.) oc (CDCh, 100 MHz) 13 21, 27.27 (tBu), 30 99, 54 95, 
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55 32, 74 97, 126 79 (CHar), 126 88 (CH 1r ), 127 54 (CHar), 142 83 (Car) (a]D20 = 0 8" (c= 
0 99, CHCJ,) 
N-(1, 1-Dimcthylethyi)-N-(1S,2R)-2-[ (1 ,1-dimethylethyl)thio ]-1-methyl-2-phcnylethyl-N-
mcthy1amine (159): 
To a solutiOn of ammo alcohol (I 828 g, 8 27 mmol) m dichloromethane (20 m!) was added at 
o·c tnethylamme (3 50 m!, 24 82 mmol, 3 eq) After 10 mmutes, methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 70 
m!, 9 93 mmol, I 2 eq) was added and tre reactiOn mixture was left under stmmg for I hour. 
Tnethylamme (3 50 m!, 24 82 mmol) was -dded followed by 2-methyl-propane-2-thwl (2 80 m!, 
24 82 mmol, 3 eq ). The Ice bath was removed and the reactwn was left under stmmg at room 
temperature overnight A solutwn of potassmm carbonate was added and the phases were 
separated The aqueous layer was washed with diChloromethane. The combmed organic layer 
were dned over sodmm sulfate and the solvent was removed The crude mixture was punfied by 
recrystalhsa!Jon with methanol to yield I 29 g of the titled compound as a orange sohd (53%) 
m p 39-41"C IR Yrnax cm·' 3060, 3024,2970, 1450, 1388, 1364, 1231, 1160, 1132, 744, 698 oH 
(CDCJ,, 400 MHz) 0 82 (9H, s, tBu), 117 (9H, s, tBu), 120 (3H, d,J6 8Hz), 2 18 (3H, s, NMe), 
3 23 (IH, dq, J 6 8, 8 Hz), 3 73 (IH, d, J 8 Hz), 7 23 (5H, m, ar) lie (CDCI3, 100 MHz) 15.30, 
27 36 (tBu), 28 75, 31 48 (tBu), 43 34, 54 21, 55 05, 56 43, 125 72 (CHar), 127 19 (CH ar ), 
128 89 (CHar), 145 86 (Car) [a]D20 = -126" (c= I 012, CHCI3) Elemental analysis found C, 
73 45, H, 10.70, N, 4 73, C18H31NS reqmreJ C, 73 66, H, 10 65, N, 4.77, S, 10.92 
General procedure for Gngnard reagent additiOn to the tmmmm salt 
To a suspensiOn of the Imtmum salt (I eq) m dtethyl ether at room temperature was added drop 
wise a solutwn of Gngnard reagent (3 eq) When the prectpttate has disappeared the reactwn 
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m1xture was heated to reflux for 30 mmutes To the cooled reactwn was carefully added water to 
quench the excess of Gngnard reagent The phases were separated and the aqueous layer was 
washed tw1ce w1th d1ethyl ether The combmed orgamc layers were dned over sodmm sulfate, 
filtered and the solvent was removed to )'le1d the ammo alcohol as a m1xture of d1asteremsomers 
(l S,2R)-2-(l-Methyl-l ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolin-2-yl)-l-phenylpropan-l-ol (169): 
See above Immmm salt (I 50 g, 4 34 mmol), methyl magnesmm brom1de (C= 3 0 M, 4 34 ml, 
13 0 mmol, 3 eq) to y1eld I 21 g of the t1tled compound (99 %) as an m! m 10-1 m1xture of 
d1asteremsomer IR Vm, cm"1 3417, 306C, 3024, 2971, 2913, 2832, 1603, 1492, 1450, 1383, 
1370, 1194, 1138, 1097, 1073, 1038,756, "02 OH (CDC13, 400 MHz) 
MaJor d1asteremsomer 0 94 (3H, d, J 6 9 Hz), I 36 (3H, d, J 67Hz), 2 80 (4H, m}, 3 22 (IH, 
dq, J 4 4, 69Hz), 4 06 (IH, q, J 67Hz}, 4 71 (IH, d, J 44Hz), 7 25 (9H, m, ar ), 
Mmor dmsteremsomer 0 96 (3H, d, J 6 9 Hz), I 38 (3H, d, J 6 6 Hz), 2 80 (4H, m), 3 28 (IH, 
m), 4 17 (IH, m}, 4 99 (IH, d, J 4 I Hz}, 7 25 (9H, m, ar.) 
oc (CDCb, 100 MHz) 
MaJor dmsteremsomer 13 41, 19 78, 28 36, 39 54, 56 82, 60 70, 66 23, 125 99, 126 45, 126 55, 
127 37, 127 51, 128 20, 129 36, 134 57, 141 20, 142 23, 
Mmor d1asteremsomer not detectable 
(a] 0 20 = 21" (c=O 986, CHCI3) 
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(1 S,2R)-2-(l-Ethyl-! ,2,3,4-tctrahydroisoq uinolin-2-y 1)-1-phenylpropan-1-ol (170): 
See above l!mmum salt (3 00 g, 8 67 mmol) and a solutiOn of ethyl magnesmm bromtde (C= 3 0 
M, 8 70 m!, 26 0 mmol, 3 eq) to )'leld after careful column chromatography two separated 
dtasteremsomers, 0 500 g and I 03 g of the !ttled compound (60 %) as orange otls 
diasteremsomencally pur 
Ftrst dtastereotsomer (20% )'leld) A. 
IR Vm" cm'1 3427, 3062, 3025, 2963, 2932, 2871, 1492, 1451, 1383, 909, 735, 701 oH (CDC13, 
250 MHz) 0 90 (3H, d, J 67Hz), 0 93 (3H, t, J7 4Hz), I 77 (2H, m), 2 57 (IH, dt, J 4 2, 16 6 
Hz), 2 79 (IH, m), 3 25 (3H, m), 3.73 (IH, br, OH), 3 93 (IH, t, J 65Hz), 4 97 (IH, d, J 39Hz), 
7 21 (9H, m, Ar) oc (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 11 04, 26 06, 29 70, 40 15, 60 22, 60 61, 72 52, 125 82, 
12600,12618,12694,12817,12821, InOI, 14212 (a]0 20 =-32 "(c= I 024,CHCIJ) 
Second dtasteremsomer ( 40%) B 
IR Vm" cm'1 3425, 3061, 3024, 2965, 2930, 2870, 1491, 1450, 1382, 1244, 1196, 910, 735, 701 
oH (CDCb, 250 MHz) 0 74 (3H, d, J 7Hz), I 05 (3H, t, J 7 4 Hz), I 76 (2H, m), 2 59 (IH, m), 
3 19 (5H, m), 3 74 (IH, m), 5 02 (IH, d, J 35Hz) oc (CDCb, 62 MHz) 12 08, 12 26, 24 09, 
29 90, 39 57, 58 96, 59 88, 72 34, 125 78, 125 99, 126 36, 126 96, 127 65, 128 20, 129.32, 
134 28, 139 62, 142 08 (a]0 20 =-I" (c= 0 986, CHCI3) 
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(1 S,2R)-1-Phenyl-2-(1-phenyl-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoq uinolin-2-yl)propan-1-ol (168): 
See above Immmm salt (3 05 g, 8 82 mmcl) and phenyl magnesmm bromide (c= 3 0 M, 8 80 m!, 
26 4 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 2 96 g of the titled compound (99 %) as an 01! m 10 I mixture of 
d1asteremsomer IR Vmox cm-1 3423, 3060, 3024, 2980, 2923, 2830, 1601, 1492, 1451, 1382, 
1038, 744,701 oH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 
MaJor dmstereo1somer 0 70 (3H, d, J 69Hz), 2 95 (5H, m), 3 45 (IH, br, OH), 4 96 (IH, d, J 3 7 
Hz), 5 09 (IH, s), 7 10 (14H, m, Ar ), 
Mmor dJastereoJsomer· I 09 (3H, d, J 6 9 Hz), 2 95 (5H, m), 3 45 (IH, br, OH), 4 60 (IH, d, J 
39Hz), 4 84 (IH, s), 7 10 (14H, m, Ar) 
oc (CDC13, 62 MHz) 
MaJor d1asteremsomer 12 01,28 26,40 25,59 58,65 35,72 65, 125 94, 126 09, 126 53, 127.17, 
127 40, 128 20, 128 39, 129 00, 129 06, 129 64, 135 19, 137.74, 142 67, 143 76, 
Mmor d1asteremsomer not detectable 
Exact mass calcd for C24H25NO 343 19361. found 343 19290 [a] 0 20 = + 44' (c= I 012, CHC13). 
1-Methyl-2-[ (1 R,2S)-1-methyl-2-( methylthio )-2-phenylethyl]-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline 
(172): 
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See general procedure for the conversiOn r,f ammo alcohols mto ammo sulfides Ammo alcohol 
(0 6522 g, 2 32 mmol), tnethylamme (0 97 ml, 6 96 mmol, 3 eq ), methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 22 
m!, 2 79 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (0 97 ml, 6 96 mmol, 3 eq ), sodmm methanethwlate 
(0 490 g, 6 96 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 2122 g of the titled compound (30 %) as an orange ml m a 
10 I mixture of dmsteremsomer IR Yma. cm-1 3059, 3022, 2968, 2913, 2826, 1599, 1490, 1450, 
1380, 1367, 1138, 756, 733, 700 8H {CDCh, 250 MHz)· 
MaJor dmsteremsomer I 22 (3H, d, J 6 8 Hz), I 24 (3H, d, J 6 6 Hz), I 81, (3H, s, SMe), 2 73 
(4H, m), 3 34 {IH, m), 3 79 {IH, d, J 65Hz), 3 90 (IH, q, J 67Hz), 7 12 (9H, m, Ar ); 
Mmor diasteremsomer I 07 (3H, d, J 6 5 Hz), I 26 (3H, J 6Hz), I 85 (3H, s, SMe), 2.73 (4H, 
m), 3 31 (IH, m), 3 82 (IH, d,J5 I Hz), 3 87 (IH, q, 167Hz), 7 12 (9H, m, Ar) 
8c (CDC13, 62 MHz) 
MaJor diasteremsomer 15 13, 16 44, 20 33, 29 44, 39 90, 56 48, 59 07, 61 30, 125 58, 125 79, 
126 96, 127 17, 128 13, 129 04, 129 16, 135 17, 141 62, 141 83, 
Mmor d1asteremsomer· 12 10, 15 30, 23 35, 30 40, 41 39, 55 24, 57.50, 58 90, 125 45, 125 85, 
126 70, 127 35, 127 95, 128 50, 129 90, 136 05, 141 20, 142 15; 
Exact mass calcd for C,oH25NS 311 17077, found 311 17008 [a]D20 = + 150" (c= 0 98, CHCh) 
1-Methyl-2-( 1 R,2S)-1-methyl-2-[ (1-methylethyl)thio ]-2-p henylethyl-1 ,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline (173): 
cy ,,M• 
Me ). 
HO ''Ph C?J'"' S ''Ph 
I 
1Pr 
See above Ammo alcohol (0 7265 g, 2 59 mmol), tnethylamme (1.08 ml, 7 76 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 25 ml, 3 10 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 08 m!, 7 76 mmol), 2-
propanethwl (0 72 ml, 7 76 mmol, 3 eq) to )'leld 0 713 g of the titled compound (81 %) as an 
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orange 01! m a I 0 I mixture of d1asteremsomers IR V m, cm'1 3060, 3022, 2967, 2923, 2865, 
2910, 1600, 1491, 1450, 1380, 1365, 1154, 1137,756,734,700 oH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 
MaJor diastere01somer 0 86 (3H, d, J 6 5 Hz), I 07 (3H, d, J 6 9 Hz), I 22 (6H, 2d, J 6 7, 6 9 
Hz), 2 52 (3H, m), 2 87 (2H, m), 3 32 {IH, hept, J 69Hz), 3 91 (2H, m), 7 15 (9H, m, Ar ), 
Mmor dmstere01somer (only detectable) I 03 (3H, d, J 68Hz), 3 99 {IH, d, J9 5Hz) 
oc (CDCh, 62 MHz) 
MaJor diastereOlsomer· 16 34, 19.99, 23.47, 23.96, 34 43, 39 71, 55 79, 56 54, 61 63, 125 41, 
125 65, 126 74, 127 12, 127 92, 128 93, 129 10, 135 15, 141 84, 142.33, 
Mmor dJasteremsomer not detectable 
Exact mass calcd for C22H29NS 339 20207, found 339 20311. [a] 0 20 = + 165. {c= I 012, CHC13) 
2-(1 R,2S)-2-[ (1, 1-Dimethylethyl)thio )-1-methyl-2-phenylethyl-1-methyl-1 ,2,3,4-
tctrahydroisoquinoline (174): 
CQJ'"' 
Me S '''Ph 
1 
t-Bu 
See above. Ammo alcohol (0 728 g, 2 59 mmol), tnethylamme (I 08 ml, 7.77 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 25 ml, 3 11 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 08 ml, 7 77 mmol), 2-
methyl-2-propanethiOI (0 88 ml, 7 77 mmol, 3 eq ) to Yield 0 502 g the htled compound (55 %) as 
an orange 01! m a 20 I mixture of d1astere01somers IR vm, cm'1 3059,3020,2966,2921, 1600, 
1490, 1449, 1380, 1364, 1162, 1136, 1114, 1074, 1038, 909, 756, 733, 701 OH (CDC13, 250 
MHz) 
MaJor d1asteremsomer I 14 (9H, s, tBu), I 16 (3H, d, J 6 5 Hz), I 25 (3H, d, J 6 7 Hz), 2 50 (2H, 
m), 2 87 (2H, m), 3 32 {IH, dq, J 4 9, 7Hz), 3 86 {IH, d, J 49Hz), 4 02 (IH, q, J 67Hz), 7 35 
(9H, m, Ar.), 
Mmor dmstere01somer (only detectable) 4 12 {IH, q, J 69Hz). 
oc (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 
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MaJor dtastereotsomer· 1607, 1941,2934,3182,3948,4341,5505,5712,6260, 12535, 
125 65, 126 51, 127 15, 127 72, 128 96, 129 31, 135 16, 14198, 144 00, 
Mmor dtasteremsomer not detectable 
Exact mass calcd for C23 H31NS 353 21772, found 353 21686 [a] 0 20 = + 166' (c= 0 984, CHC!,) 
2-(1 R,2S)-2-[ (1, 1-Dimethylethyl)thio ]-1-rlethyl-2-p h enylethyl-1-ethyl-1 ,2,3 ,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline (178): 
CC?J.:" 
S Ph 
l 
t-Bu 
See above 
Dtasteremsomer A Ammo alcohol (0492 g, I 67 mmol), tnethylamme (0 70 m!, 5 00 mmol, 3 
eq ), methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 16 m!, 2 00 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylammc (0 70 m!, 5 00 mmol), 
2-methyl-2-propanethwl (0 56 m!, 5 00 mmol, 3 eq) to yteld 0 212 g of the !Itled compound (35 
%) as an orange m! IR Ymax cm·' 3060, 3024, 2961, 2927, 1648, 1492, 1451, 1364, 1158, 742, 
700 oH (CDC!,, 250 MHz) -0 07 (3H, t, J 72Hz), I 20 (9H, s, tBu), I 29 (3H, d, J 65Hz), I 41 
(IH, m), I 59 (IH, m), 2 53 (3H, m), 3 09 (2H, m), 3 85 (IH, t, J 37Hz), 3 94 (IH, d, J9 5Hz), 
7 20 (9H, m, Ar) lie (CDC!,, 62 MHz) 7 09, 12 63, 28 52, 30 21, 31 79, 40 86, 43 95, 53 07, 
60 66, 60 77, 125 21, 125 73, 126 17, 127 06, 127 89, 128 56, 137 69, 139 20, 145 77 [a]D20 = + 
120' (c= I 03, CHC!,) 
Dtastereotsomer B· Ammo alcohol (I 02 g, 3 46 mmol), tnethylamme (I 50 ml, 10 37 mmol, 3 
eq ), methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 33 ml, 4 15 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (I 50 ml, 10 37 
mmol), 2-methyl-2-propanethiOI (I 18 ml, 10 37 mmol, 3 eq) to yteld 0 645 g of the !Itled 
compound (51 %) as an orange m! IR Vm.x cm·' 3060, 3022, 2961, 2928, 1599, 1491, 1450, 
1364, 1162, 739,701 oH (CDCb, 250 MHz) 0 81 (3H, t, J7 2Hz), I 12 (9H, s, tBu), I 16 (3H, d, 
J 70Hz), I 69 (2H, m), 2 56 (IH, m), 2 85 (2H, m), 3 24 (2H, m), 3 75 (IH, t, J 5 8 Hz), 4 04 
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(IH, d, J46 Hz), 720 (9H, m, Ar) llc (CDCI,, 62 MHz) 1097,1595,2841,2891,3183, 
41 87, 43 57, 53 01, 60 81, 62 17, 125 29, 125 64, 126 41, 127 26, 127 99, 128 77, 129 04, 
136 14, 140 47, 145 07 [a)0 20 = + 83' (c= I 016, CHC13) 
2-[ (1R,2S)-1-Methyl-2-(methylthio )-2-phenylethyl]-1-pheny 1-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoq uinoline 
(175): 
~ ~N),,,Me 
Ph ,, 
HO 1Ph 
See above Ammo (0 512 g, 1 49 mmol), tnethylamme (0 63 m!, 4 48 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 14 m!, 1 79 mmol, 1 2 eq ), tnethylamme (0 63 ml, 4 48 mmol), 
sodmm methanethwlate (0 314 g, 4 48 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 338 g of the titled compound (61 
%) as an orange 01! m a 10 1 mixture of d1asteremsomers IR Ym" cm"1 3060, 3024, 2969, 2915, 
2827, 1599, 1491, 1451, 1377, 1154, 1132, 1033,909,741,700 oH (CDC13, 400 MHz) 
MaJor Isomer 1 04 (3H, d, J 68Hz), I 75 •)H, s, SMe), 2 85 (3H, m), 3 28 (2H, m), 3 95 (IH, d, 
J7 4Hz), 4 62 (IH, s), 7 00 (14H, m, Ar ), 
Mmor Isomer (only detectable) 1 27 (3H, d, J 66Hz), 1 73 (3H, s, SMe), 3 75 (!H, d, J 10 4 
Hz), 4 72 (!H, s) 
llc (CDC13, 100 MHz)-
MaJor d1asteremsomer 14 86, 16 69, 30 90, 41 22, 55 54, 59 32, 65 98, 125 65, 125 69, 127 09, 
12719, 128 35, 128 38, 128 63, 128 88, 129 08, 129 42, 135 25, 139 41, 142 31, 145 06, 
Mmor d1asteremsomer not detectable 
Exact mass calcd for C25H27NS 373.18642, found 373 18562 [a)D20 = + 160' (c= 1 042, CHC!3) 
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2-(1R,2S)-1-Methyi-2-[ (1-methyiethyi)thio ]-2-phenyiethyi-1-p henyi-1 ,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline (176): 
CC?J:Mo 
S Ph 
I 
,p, 
See above. Ammo alcohol (0 490 g, I 43 mmol), tnethylamme (0 60 ml, 4 29 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 13 ml, I 7I :rrmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (0 60 ml, 4 29 mmol), 2-
propanethwl (0 40 ml, 4 29 mmol, 3 eq) ·o )'leld 0 332 g of the titled compound (56 %) as an 
orange 01! m a 10 I mixture of diastereOisomers IR Ym" cm·' 3060, 3023, 2967, 2923, 2865, 
1599, l49I, 1451, I379, 1154,910,736, 70I oH (CDCh, 250 MHz) 
MaJor d~astere01somer I Ol (3H, d, J 6 7 Hz), I 04 (3H, d, J 6 95 Hz), I 19 (3H, d, J 6 7 Hz), 
2 38 (lH, hept, J 67Hz), 2 80 (2H, m), 3 24 (2H, m), 4 !5 (IH, d, J 65Hz), 4 66 (IH, s), 7 IO 
(l4H, m, Ar ); 
Mmor d~astereOisomer (only detectable) l 00 (3H, d, J 69Hz), 1.25 (3H, d, J 65Hz), 2 69 (2H, 
m), 3 9I (IH, d, J IO 4Hz), 4 71 (IH, s) 
lie (CDCI3, 62 MHz)· 
MaJor diastereoisomer 16 42, 23 32, 23 93, 30 94, 34 20, 4I 37, 52 I2, 59 65, 66 I2, 125 60, 
125 66, 126 89, 121 11, 128 21, I28 33, 1;s 62, 128 88, !28 96, !29 43, I35 32, I39 48, I43 o6, 
144 97, 
Mmor diastereOisomer (only detectable) 23 20, 30 25, 34 30, 42 05, 53 90, 57 70, 66 40 Exact 
mass calcd for C27H31NS 401 21772, found 401 21636 [a]D20 = + 235· (c= 0 986, CHCI3) 
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2-(1R,2S)-2-[ (1,1-Dimethylethyl)thio ]-1-methyl-2-phenylethyl-1-phenyl-1 ,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline (177): 
See above Ammo alcohol (0 500 g, I 46 mmol), tnethylamme (0 6! m!, 4 37 mmol, 3 eq ), 
methanesulfonyl chlonde (0 14 m!, I 75 mmol, I 2 eq ), tnethylamme (0 61 m!, 4 37 mmol), 2-
methyl-2-propanethwl (0 50 m!, 4 37 mmol, 3 eq) to yield 0 366 g of the titled compound (60 %) 
as an orange 01! m a 20 I mixture of diastereOisomers IR Vm.x cm·' 3060, 3023, 2966, 2922, 
2828, 1599, 1491, 1451, 1363, 1216, 1160, 1130, 1029, 745,701. OH (CDCi), 250 MHz). 
Major diastereOisomer· 0 94 (3H, d, J 6 9 Hz), I 15 (9H, s, tBu), 2 82 (3H, m), 3 23 (2H, m), 4 12 
(IH, d, J 55Hz), 4 87 (IH, s), 7 10 (14H, m, Ar ), 
Mmor diastereOisomer (only detectable) I 14 (9H, s, tBu), 3 81 (IH, d, J9.7 Hz), 4 70 (IH, s) 
oc (CDCI3, 62 MHz) 
Major diastereOisomer 15 58, 30 86, 3188, 41 31, 43 90, 51 15, 60 56, 66 38, 125 54, 125 69, 
126 48, 127 17, 127 98, 128 31, 128 63, 128 91, 129 46, 135 49, 139 49, 144 76, 145 13, 
Mmor diastereOisomer not detectable 
Exact mass calcd for C28H33NS 415 23337, found 415 23303 [a] 0 20 ~ + 182' (c~ 0 968, CHCh) 
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